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Programme (CEST/UTC+2) 
 

DAY 1: 23rd June 2021 

 

9.00-9.15 Welcome and opening of COM 2021 by Theodoros Marinis, Director of the 

Centre for Multilingualism 

9.15-10.15 Keynote 1: Jeanine Treffers-Daller: Living apart together. A critical 

review of the ways in bilinguals mix and separate their languages in 

code-switching and translanguaging (Chair: Bernhard Brehmer) 

10.15-10.30  Break 

 SESSION 1: Vocabulary / Lexicon (Chair: Jeanine Treffers-Daller) 

10.30-11.00 Nina-Sophie Sczepurek and Josje Verhagen: The Role of Caregivers’ 

Language Input in Early Bilingual Learners: Relating Caregivers’ Code-

switching and Proficiency to Children’s Receptive Vocabulary  

11.00-11:30 Roopa Leonard, Michael Daller and Holly Joseph: The Influence of the L1 

on L2 Collocation Processing of Tamil-English Bilingual Children 

11.30-12.00 Sophie Booton, Elizabeth Wonnacott, Alex Hodgkiss, Sandra Mathers and 

Victoria Murphy: Children’s knowledge of multiple word meanings: Which 

factors count for first and second language learners?  

12.00-12.30 Eliane Lorenz, Yevheniia Hasai and Peter Siemund: Multilingual lexical 

transfer breaks monolingual educational norms: Not quite! 

12.30-14.30 Lunch break and Interactive Session 1 for asynchronous talks and posters  

 

Interactive Session 1 for asynchronous talks and posters  

  Panel 1: Code-Mixing & 

Vocabulary (Chair:  

Michal Korenar) 

Panel 2: Literacy & 

Health & Brain (Chair:  

Natalia Meir) 

Panel 3: Pronouns & 

Syntax (Chair:  

Angelika Golegos) 
12:45-12:55 Margaret Deuchar, Wiljo 

Bovekerk, Anna Somsen 

and M. Carmen Parafita 

Couto: Comparing code-

switching patterns in two 

bilingual communities 

with the same minority 

language (poster) 

Maren Eikerling, Andrea 

Bigagli and Maria Luisa 

Lorusso: Computerized 

reading screening to 

identify dyslexia risk in 

Italian-Mandarin 

bilingual children 

(poster) 

Elisa Di Domenico, Ioli 

Baroncini and Diletta 

Comunello: Outward 

over-explicitness and 

the over-use of overt 

subject pronouns by 

L2ers  

12:55-13:05 Sheikha Majid, Jeanine 

Treffers-Daller and 

Naomi Flynn: Mixing 

two unrelated languages: 

Congruent lexicalization 

in Malay-English code-

switching 

Eva Knopp, Fleur de 

Mulder, Mirjam 

Broersma and Roeland 

van Hout: Crosslinguistic 

influence in bilingual 

spelling: evidence from 

two closely-related 

languages Dutch and 

German (poster) 

Aldona Sopata and 

Bernhard Brehmer: 

Subject realization in 

heritage Polish: A 

comparison of different 

age groups 
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13:05-13:15 Carla Contreras-

Saavedra, Klaus 

Willmes, Iring Koch and 

Andrea Philipp: The 

interplay of language 

switching and 

morphological 

configuration switching 

Francesca Costa and 

Maria Teresa Guasti: 

Monoliteracy or 

biliteracy in second 

language learners of 

Italian (poster) 

Grazia Di Pisa and 

Theodoros Marinis: 

Grammatical gender 

agreement in Italian as a 

Heritage Language 

13:15-13:25 Mathieu Declerck and 

Andrea Philipp: 

Voluntary language 

switching while typing 

(poster) 

Anastasiia Kaprielova, 

Anna Laurinavichute and 

Anastasiya Lopukhina: 

Eye-movements during 

Reading in Children with 

Hearing Loss (poster) 

Juana Liceras and 

Nelson Mendez: 

Crosslinguistic 

influence: Is the 

distribution of null and 

overt subjects in Guajiro 

Spanish permeable to 

the existence of two 

different conjugations 

(analytical and 

synthetic) in 

Wayuunaiki (poster) 

13:25-13:35 Amalia Merino: 

Incorporating English 

Verbs in the Spanish of 

South Texas (poster) 

Iris Hindi and Natalia 

Meir: Theory of Mind 

and Language Skills of 

Bilingual Children with 

Autism Spectrum 

Disorder (ASD) 

Alexander Cairncross, 

Margreet Vogelzang 

and Ianthi Tsimpli: 

Pseudorelatives, 

Relatives and L1-

Attrition: Resilience and 

vulnerability in 

attachment ambiguities 

13:35-13:45 Hadil Alraddadi, Jeanine 

Treffers-Daller and 

Fraibet Aveledo: 

Attrition in Collocational 

Knowledge among 

Bilingual Arabic-English 

Returnees 

Jia'En Yee, Ngee Thai 

Yap, Douglas Saddy and 

Christos Pliatsikas: 

Subcortical restructuring 

with increasing language 

experience: insights from 

bilinguals and trilinguals 

(poster) 

Elena Soare, Alexandru 

Mardale and Larisa 

Avram: Relative clauses 

in heritage Romanian in 

a French-dominant 

context (poster) 

13:45-13:55 Eihab Abu-Rabiah: 

Assessing the 

Vocabulary of Arabic 

Bilingual Speakers in 

Israel 

 
Giulia Bettelli and 

Adriana Belletti: 

Bilingual children's 

answering strategies to 

New Information 

Subject questions: new 

evidence (poster) 
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13:55-14:05 Pamela Toassi and 

Mailce Mota: Lexical 

access of trilingual 

speakers of Brazilian 

Portuguese, German and 

English in language 

comprehension and 

production (poster) 

 
Carla Contemori and 

Alma L. Armendariz 

Galaviz: The use of 

pronoun interpretation 

biases in unbalanced 

Spanish-English 

bilinguals: the role of 

language experience 

(poster) 

14:05-14:15 Erin Quirk and Cathy 

Cohen: The cognate 

advantage in picture-

identification in bilingual 

children from elementary 

into middle school years 

(poster) 

  

 

 

 SESSION 2: Pronouns (Chair: Georg Kaiser) 

14.30-15.00 Chantal van Dijk, Anna Aumeistere, Susanne Brouwer, Ton Dijkstra and 

Sharon Unsworth: Cross-linguistic influence on pronoun resolution in 

simultaneous bilingual Turkish-Dutch children: An eye-tracking study 

15.00-15.30 Carla Contemori and Natalia Irene Minjarez Oppenheimer: Changing 

pronoun interpretations across-languages: discourse priming in Spanish-

English bilingual speakers 

15.30-16.00 Roberta Spelorzi, Giuditta Smith, Antonella Sorace and Maria Garraffa: 

Optionality in generational attrition: Italian clitics pronouns in first 

language attriters and heritage speakers 

16.00-16.30 Break 

16.30-17.30 Panel: Family literacy (Chair: Theodoros Marinis) 

 SESSION 3: Health (Chair: Teresa Guasti) 

17.30-18.00 Natalia Meir and Rama Novogrodsky: Language-universal and language-

specific properties of referential use: evidence from bilingual children with 

and without Autism Spectrum Disorder 

18.00-18.30 Anastasia Kromina and Anna Laurinavichyute: Eye-movement Comparison 

in Reading in Deaf and Hard-of-hearing Russian Sign Language Speakers 

18.30-19.00 Maria Vender, Mirta Vernice and Chiara Melloni: Rapid naming skills in 

monolingual and bilingual children with and without developmental 

dyslexia 

19.00 Social get-together 
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DAY 2: 24th June 2021 

 

 SESSION 4: Neurolinguistics (Chair: Tanja Rinker) 

9.00-9.30 Sarah von Grebmer zu Wolfsthurn, Leticia Pablos and Niels O. Schiller: 

Non-native noun phrase production in multilingual learners: An ERP study 

9.30-10.00  Michal Korenar, Jeanine Treffers-Daller and Christos Pliatsikas: Bilingual 

experiences cause dynamic changes to the volumes of the basal ganglia: 

evidence from interpreters and translators 

10.00-10.30 Sergio Miguel Pereira Soares, Maki Kubota, Eleonora Rossi and Jason 

Rothman: Bilingualism as a Life Experience Induces Dynamic Changes in 

Resting State EEG Oscillations 

10.30-11.00 Johanna Tomczak, Jean-Francois Delvenne and Ekaterini Klepousniotou: 

Interhemispheric transfer in monolingual and bilingual young and older 

adults in a divided-field Stroop task 

11.00-11.30 Break & Yoga session with Muna Schönhuber 

 SESSION 5: Gender (Chair: Grazia Di Pisa) 

11.30-12.00 Tanja Verkhovtceva and Natalia Meir: Integration of morphosyntactic 

information in Heritage Russian: effects of cross-linguistic influence, 

working memory and extralinguistic factors 

12.00-12.30 Kamil Długosz: The effect of non-native German on grammatical gender 

retrieval in L1 Polish 

12.30-13.00 Rachel Klassen, Nadine Kolb, Holger Hopp and Marit Westergaard: 

Interactions between syntactic and lexical gender congruency in L1 

Spanish-L2 German speakers 

13.00-15.00 Lunch break and Interactive Session 2 for asynchronous talks and posters 

 

Interactive Session 2 for asynchronous talks and posters  

  Panel 1: 

Multilingualism in the 

Classroom (Chair:  

Federico Faloppa) 

Panel 2: 

Sociolinguistics (Chair:  

Bernhard Brehmer)  

Panel 3: Processing and 

Cognition (Chair:  

Anamaria Bentea)  

13:15-13:25 Colin Reilly, Hannah 

Gibson, Nancy Kula 

and Tracey Costley: 

Multilingualism and 

education: comparing 

policy and practice in 

Botswana & Zambia 

(poster) 

Elena Koulidobrova and 

Liliana Sanchez: 

Indigenous communities 

in multilingual countries 

in the time of the 

pandemic... messages 

(not) received: Quechua 

and Shipibo in rural 

Peru.  

Tanya Ivanova-Sullivan, 

Davood Tofighi, Maria 

Polinsky and Irina A. 

Sekerina: Heritage 

Speakers Do Not Differ 

from Monolinguals in 

Clitic Processing in 

Bulgarian (poster) 

13:25-13:35 Andreana Pastena: 

Undergraduates’ 

plurilingual repertoires 

and in-class translingual 

practices in a multi-

dimensionally 

internationalized 

classroom 

Ilias Vierendeels: 

Turning back the 

language clock: 

constructing 

multilingualism as 

problem in the Dutch- 

and French-medium 

written press in Belgium 

(1995-2018) 

Theresa Bloder, Valerie 

Shafer and Tanja Rinker: 

Processing of Voice 

Onset Time Differences 

in Monolingual German 

versus Bilingual Italian-

German Preschoolers. 

(poster) 
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13:35-13:45 Inmaculada Senra-

Silva, Rubén Chacón-

Beltrán and Diego 

Ardura-Martínez: 

BiMo: Bilingualism in 

Monolingual Contexts 

Sviatlana Karpava: 

Multilingualism in 

Cyprus: Perceptions of 

Majority and 

Minority/Immigrant 

Speakers 

Hiroko Tajika, Ryoko 

Saito, Saeko Noda, 

Natsumi Okuwaki, 

Noriko Hoshino and 

Saeko Toyoshima: 

Connecting Top-down 

and Bottom-up 

Processing in Reading 

Comprehension -- 

Lexical Inferencing and 

Comprehension of Text 

(poster) 

13:45-13:55 Sugene Kim: Japanese 

L2 learners and their 

teachers’ attitudes 

toward translanguaging 

in an EMI context: A 

qualitative study 

Steven Byrne, Aleida 

Bertran and Anna 

Tudela: Authentic or 

Anonymous: Language 

Ideologies of Catalan 

University Students in a 

Changing Political 

Context. 

Yun Wang and Jeanine 

Treffers-Daller: 

Individual differences 

explaining second 

language listening 

comprehension: A study 

of Chinese learners of 

English (poster) 

13:55-14:05 Sugene Kim: Japanese 

L2 student writers’ 

translanguaging in 

written peer feedback 

Jacopo Saturno: The 

acquisition of L2 Polish 

by East Slavic speakers 

– sociological and 

linguistic aspects 

(poster) 

Longjiao Sui: The central 

processing bottleneck 

during word production: 

Comparing simultaneous 

interpreters, bilinguals 

and monolinguals 

14:05-14:15 Amanda Brown, Robert 

Lally and Laura 

Lisnyczyj: Monolingual 

versus multilingual 

classroom practices in 

English for academic 

purposes: learning 

outcomes, student 

attitudes, and instructor 

observations (poster) 

Guowen Shang: Visual 

Bilingualism in the 

Linguistic Landscape of 

China: Management and 

Practice 

Farzaneh Anjomshoae, 

Elena Nicoladis and 

Rielle Gagnon: Working 

memory capacity and 

structure in 

monolinguals, bilinguals, 

and multilinguals 

14:15-14:25 Oana Costache and Eva 

Becker: Longitudinal 

Relations Between 

Students’ Motivation 

for English, French and 

German in Multilingual 

Switzerland 

Marina Avramenko and 

Natalia Meir: The 

Speech Act of 

Requesting in Heritage 

Russian in Contact with 

Hebrew 

Ashley Salwei and 

Beatriz de Diego-Lazaro: 

Does Language Make a 

Difference? A Study of 

Language Dominance 

and Inhibitory Control 

(poster) 

14:25-14:35 
 

 Ali Al-Moussaoui and 

Penka Stateva: The anti-

duality inference: 

Implications for cross-

linguistic variation and 

L2 acquisition 
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15.00-15.10 Welcome address by the Rector of the University of Konstanz, Prof Dr 

Katharina Holzinger 

15.10-16.10 Keynote 2: Francis Hult: English in a Multilingual World (Chair: 

Tanja Kupisch) 

16.10-16.30 Break 

 SESSION 6: Applied Linguistics (Chair: Despoina Papadopoulou) 

16.30-17.00 Bianca Katharina Mohr: Emotional Salience in Minority Language 

Transmission: How Minority Language-Speaking Parents are caught 

between Emotional and Pragmatic Needs   

17.00-17.30 Gorka Basterretxea Santiso: The Linguistic Landscape in Rural Areas: The 

Basque Country as a Case Study  

17.30-18.00 Solange Ariel Andrea Santarelli and Federico Faloppa: Linguistic 

autobiography in multilingual classrooms of adult migrants: a case study at 

CPIA PALERMO 1 

18.00-18.30 Evgeniia Iurinok: Translanguaging in a multilingual classroom 

19.00 Social get-together 
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DAY 3: 25th June 2021 

 

9.00-10.00 Keynote 3: Tanja Rinker: Fostering multilingual language 

development in the mainstream classroom: Lessons learned from 

bilingual education? (Chair: Theodoros Marinis) 

10.00-10:30  Break & Yoga session with Muna Schönhuber 

 SESSION 7: Processing (Chair: Holger Hopp) 

10.30-11.00 Sharon Unsworth and Chantal van Dijk: Cross-linguistic influence in 

bilingual Spanish-Dutch and French-Dutch children: Evidence from cross-

language structural priming  

11.00-11.30 Jasmijn Bosch, Maria Teresa Guasti, Fabrizio Arosio and Francesca 

Foppolo: The relation between reading and language in multilingual and 

monolingual Italian children 

11.30-12.00 Margreet Vogelzang and Ianthi Tsimpli: Contextual influences on syntactic 

attachment in L2 reading  

12.00-12.30 Kalliopi Katsika, Maria Lialiou and Shanley Allen: Bilingual processing of 

complex structures: evidence from heritage Greek 

12.30-14.30 Lunch break and Interactive Session 3 for asynchronous talks and posters 

 

Interactive Session 3 for asynchronous talks and posters  

  Panel 1: Bilingual experience (Chair:  

Cecile de Cat) 
Panel 2: Transfer, CLI and L3 

acquisition (Chair:  

Anika Lloyd-Smith) 
12:45-12:55 Sofía Castro, Kalinka Timmer and 

Zofia Wodniecka: Am I Really 

Monolingual? The Importance of 

Understanding Linguistic Experiences 

in Monolinguals 

Marie Barking, Maria Mos and Ad 

Backus: Individual Differences in 

Transfer and Entrenchment 

12:55-13:05 Pearl Leung: Changes in language use 

in inner speech during study abroad: a 

longitudinal mixed methods study on 

Chinese university students in the UK 

(poster) 

Zahra Hamadah, Fraibet Aveledo and 

Jeanine Treffers-Daller: Bidirectional 

Transfer in the Acquisition of English 

Articles by Arabic-English Bilingual 

Adults and Children 

13:05-13:15 Alex Hodgkiss, Sandra Mathers, 

Sonali Nag, Tania Choudhury, Julian 

Grenier and Victoria Murphy: A 

mixed-methods investigation into the 

home language environment of 

Bengali and Sylheti speaking children 

in the UK. (poster) 

Adel Chaouch-Orozco, Jorgeq 

González Alonso and Jason Rothman: 

L2 exposure/use, prime frequency and 

the degree of semantic overlap 

modulate cross-language priming 

effects 

13:15-13:25 Valeria Agostini, Ian Apperly and 

Andrea Krott: Early second language 

learning at school can boost creativity 

Elena Tribushinina, Betül Boz and 

Elma Blom: Bilingual advantages in 

L3 learning: The role of informal L3 

exposure (poster) 
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13:25-13:35 Konstantina Olioumtsevits, Despina 

Papadopoulou and Theodoros Marinis: 

Refugee children in primary 

education: outlining their profile and 

aspects of their L2 Greek 

development (poster) 

Ronald Shabtaev, Joel Walters and 

Sharon Armon-Lotem: Characterizing 

code-switching in the context of 

language shift and maintenance across 

three generations of Mountain Jews in 

Israel (poster) 

13:35-13:45 Aneta Bučková: Language biographies 

as a tool for exploring bilingual speech 

(poster) 

Clara Fridman and Natalia Meir: A 

Comparative Study of Heritage 

Russian in Contact with Hebrew and 

English 

13:45-13:55  

 
Eugenio Goria and Margherita Di 

Salvo: Contact-related and input-

related factors in auxiliary selection: 

evidence from Italo-Romance varieties 

(poster) 

 

 SESSION 8: Syntax (Chair: Sharon Unsworth) 

14.30-15.00 Mathieu Lecouvet: Broadening the spectrum of syntactic complexity 

measures in relation to the typological specificities of the target language: 

A corpus-based study of word order diversity in L2 German 

15.00-15.30 Rut Benito, Núria de Rocafiguera and Aurora Bel: Directionality and 

intensity of cross-linguistic influence: Evidence from Differential Object 

Marking in Catalan-Spanish bilinguals 

15.30-16.00 Robyn Berghoff, Marianne Gullberg and Gerrit Jan Kootstra: Non-shared 

word order can be primed in code-switched utterances: Evidence from 

Afrikaans-English bilingual production  

16.00-16.30 Tatiana Perevozchikova: Possessives in Russian as a foreign and a heritage 

language: comprehension / production (a)symmetry  

16.30-17.00 Break  

 SESSION 9: Bilingual Experience / Factors (Chair: Shanley Allen) 

17.00-17.30 Cecile De Cat, Drasko Kascelan, Philippe Prevost, Ludovica Serratrice, 

Laurie Tuller and Sharon Unsworth: How to Quantify Bilingual 

Experience? A Delphi Consensus Survey 

17.30-18.00 Christos Makrodimitris and Petra Schulz: Family input is to the heritage 

language what formal instruction is to the second language: evidence from 

Greek-German bilingual children  

18-18.30 Eliane Lorenz, Tugba Elif Toprak and Peter Siemund: Why are they so 

similar? The impact of extra-linguistic variables on monolingual and 

bilingual learners of English 

18.30-18.50 Closing remarks by Tanja Kupisch 

19.00 Social get-together 
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Assessing the Vocabulary of Arabic Bilingual Speakers in Israel 
Eihab Abu-Rabiah1  

1Ben-Gurion University of the Negev, Hebrew Language Department 
aehab@post.bgu.ac.il   

 
Introduction: In this talk I will present my research on the Hebrew vocabulary of Arabic-speaking 
bilinguals in Israel. Arabic speakers constitute about 21% of the total population in Israel. They are 
constantly exposed to Hebrew, the official and majority language in the country, prevailing in 
government offices, medical institutions, academic institutions and generally in the public space. As 
such, it is imperative for daily life (Amara, 2017). Currently, Israel has two parallel education systems: 
one conducted in Hebrew; and the other conducted in Arabic, with Hebrew taught as a required L2 
starting from second grade. Methodology: This study examines the lexical density (LD) for the first 
time in expository essays of 23 intermediate Arabic-speaking public high school students over one year 
(tested in11th grade and 12th grade) and aims to adapt LD to better suit the morphosyntactic and 
orthographic properties of Hebrew. LD is one of the most common measures in evaluating progress in 
vocabulary acquisition in both L1 and L2 (Lauren, 2002). It measures the percentage of content words 
out of all words (content and function words) in spoken or written texts (Ure, 1971; Berman, 2008). This 
measure is an important indicator of textual richness because content words convey the bulk of the 
semantic content of the text (Berman et al., 2011). Testing LD in Hebrew, however, is somewhat 
challenging because of the orthographic characteristics of this synthetic language: one orthographic 
word in Hebrew may contain a content word and one or more function words. For example, the single 
orthographic word  שבביתו (še-be-beto) ‘which is in his house’    parallels five orthographic 
words in English. To test LD in Hebrew I proposed an adapted approach which enables compatibility 
with the parallel measure, as used conventionally in analytic languages like English. I used both 
approaches in testing LD in Hebrew of the Arabic-speaking students, then compared the two results. 
The main two advantages of the adapted approach are an adequate representation of individual words in 
the text ,in terms of both functions and of frequency. Findings: The results show a statistically 
significant difference between the conventional approach and the adapted approach. No significant 
increase in LD over the tested period was found, but there was a small effect size. In addition, it was 
found that with age the students used more morphosyntactically complex parts of speech. 

 

This work was supported by The Ministry of Science and Technology of Israel [scholarship no. 3-16617] 

 

References  
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populations. Written Language & Literacy, 14(2), 161-187. 
Laurén, U. (2002). Some lexical features of immersion pupils’ oral and written narration. Working 

Papers in Linguistics, 50, 63-78. 
Ure, J. (1971). Lexical Density and Register Differentiation. In G.E. Perren, & J .M. Trim 
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Early Second Language Learning at School Can Boost Creativity 
 

Valeria Agostini, Ian Apperly, Andrea Krott 
University of Birmingham, United Kingdom 

VXA675@student.bham.ac.uk; i.a.apperly@bham.ac.uk; a.krott@bham.ac.uk 

An early start into second language learning is often considered important for a future mastery of the target 
language. But it has also other advantages. The presence of two languages in the mind has been shown to be 
beneficial to general cognitive skills. Children growing up bilingual display advantages in cognitive control 
measures, demonstrating superior abilities in control over attention (Yang et al., 2011) and switching between 
rules (Bialystok & Martin, 2004). Young bilinguals have also shown enhanced fluency and flexibility of 
thinking during creative production (Leikin et al., 2014). We investigated the impact of early L2 learning at 
school on divergent thinking abilities. We recruited three groups of monolingual children aged 4-5 from 
reception classes in Primary schools in England. One group (N=32) attended bilingual schools, another group 
(N=29) had weekly L2 classes, and a third control group (N=38) did not have any L2 education. Groups were 
matched by SES, verbal ability, and non-verbal reasoning skills. We tested the children in a divergent 
thinking task, as well as selective attention and switching ability, in the first few months of the school year 
and 24 weeks later. Children in bilingual education outscored the control group in fluency and flexibility of 
creative thinking at the second (but not first) testing point. Weekly L2 learners showed a small advantage as 
well, but this was not significant. No differences were recorded in originality. In contrast, both groups of L2 
learners showed enhanced development in switching skills compared to non-L2 learners. Although selective 
attention and switching skills were associated with divergent thinking scores, these could not explain 
bilingual school children’s creativity advantage over non-L2 learners. These results suggest that even a 
limited weekly exposure to a L2 has an impact on children’s switching abilities, but a more substantial 
immersion in a bilingual environment is needed to boost creative fluency and flexibility. 

 

References 

Bialystok, E., & Martin, M. M. (2004). Attention and inhibition in bilingual children: Evidence from 
the dimensional change card sort task. Developmental Science, 7(3), 325–339. 
https://doi.org/10.1111/j.1467-7687.2004.00351.x 

Leikin, M., Tovli, E., & Malykh, S. (2014). Bilingualism and Creative Abilities in Early Childhood. 
English Linguistics Research, 3(2), 217–231. https://doi.org/10.5430/elr.v3n2p54 

Yang, S., Yang, H., & Lust, B. (2011). Early childhood bilingualism leads to advances in executive 
attention: Dissociating culture and language. Bilingualism, 14(3), 412–422. 
https://doi.org/10.1017/S1366728910000611 
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The anti-duality inference: Implications for cross-linguistic variation and 
L2 acquisition 

Ali Al Moussaoui, Penka Stateva 

University of Nova Gorica 

alialmoussaoui.ung@gmail.com, penka.stateva@ung.si 

On the assumption that pragmatic reasoning contributes to the interpretation of plural nominals (Spector 
2007; Sauerland 2008; Mayr 2015) we predict cross-linguistic variation in the interpretation of plural 
morphology. Languages like French associate plural with an at-least-two meaning as a result of 
pragmatic enrichment with an anti-singularity inference. In contrast, languages that morphologically 
differentiate among singular, dual and plural number, the morphological plural is predicted to 
correspond to an at-least-three meaning (Dvořak & Sauerland 2006). In this study we consider a 
hypothesis that the meaning of the plural may be subject to negative transfer in the context of L2 
acquisition with the speaker’s L1 being a dual-featuring language and L2 - not. The phenomenon reflects 
a (temporary) deficit in the acquisition of L2 (Paradis & Genesee 1996; Serratrice et.al 2009). Method: 
82 native speakers of Lebanese Arabic (LA, a dual featuring language) learning French (11 female; 
M=27.63) were tested. Using the LSBQ comprehensive questionnaire (Luk & Bialytstok 2013), they 
were assigned to intermediate or advanced proficiency groups. The experiment included a self-paced 
sentence-picture verification task using a 3-valued scale. Materials consisted of 30 items manipulating 
the number of objects on the picture (2 or 3) and relevant nominal morphology in the sentence (dual or 
plural), resulting in four conditions 'dual.2’, ‘dual3’, ‘plural.2’, ‘plural.3’. Participants received half of 
the stimuli in LA, the other half in French, all in pseudo-randomized order without duplication. ‘Plural.2’ 
and ‘plural.3’ were the conditions of interest; ‘dual.2’ and ‘dual.3’ were controls. Predictions: i) 
Participants' responses in LA to the target conditions will reflect sensitivity to the anti-duality inference 
by giving lower scores to condition "plural.2" than to "plural.3"; ii) under the negative transfer 
hypothesis, we predicted no difference between L1 and L2 responses to "plural.2" in at least the 
intermediate L2group. Results: a) within LA, the odds of giving a high score on the 'plural.2' condition 
were lower than on the 'plural.3' condition, b) the odds of giving a high score on 'plural.2' were higher 
in French than in Arabic with advanced French learners; c) predicted odds on the 'plural.2' condition did 
not differ in LA and French with intermediate French learners; d) predicted odds on 'plural.3' did not 
differ in both LA and French in either intermediate or advanced French learners; and e) the odds of 
giving a high score on 'plural.2' are higher in advanced compared to intermediate French learners. The 
difference in responses between 'plural.3' and 'plural.2' in LA support the predicted at-least-three 
meaning for plural in dual-featuring languages when an anti-duality inference is drawn. Our results 
provide an argument for negative transfer in L2 in the pragmatic domain. An at-least-three interpretation 
is unavailable in French since there is no trigger for the anti-duality inference. Yet the participants in 
the intermediate group did not distinguish between the interpretation of French and LA plural 
morphology, whereas our advanced French learners did. 
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This study analyses the impact of the L1 on processing of L2 verb-noun collocations among returnees, 
which is a largely unexplored area in language attrition research. Participants are 30 child and 30 adult 
returnees who had lived in the US for an extended period of time and returned to their country of origin, 
Saudi Arabia, either in early childhood (RT1) or in adolescence (RT2). They are compared to 60 Saudi 
heritage speakers living in the US of the same age groups (HS1 and HS2). Receptive knowledge of 
English collocations is measured with a lexical decision task (LDT) consisting of English collocations 
which are either congruent or incongruent between Arabic and English, or belong to two types of non-
existing collocations half of which are L1-based. Furthermore, a picture description task and a gap-
filling task focusing on noun-verb collocations are used to measure productive knowledge of colloca-
tions, and a range of baseline tests are administered to test vocabulary and grammar knowledge. This 
includes a semantic fluency task which measures participants’ vocabulary size and lexical access in their 
L2. It was predicted that HS1 and HS2 would achieve higher scores and experience less influence from 
Arabic on all productive and receptive tasks and would process English collocations faster than RT1 
and RT2, as the heritage speakers are exposed to more and a richer input in English, whereas Saudi 
returnees are rarely exposed to English input. However, preliminary results from a pilot study among 
20 participants revealed significant differences in accuracy (but not reaction times) on the LDT 
(ANOVA, F(3,16)= 14.1, p< .001), with the HS1 obtaining the lowest score. Results on the gap filling 
task showed significant differences in accuracy (ANOVA, F(3,16)= 21.07, p < .001), and reaction times 
(ANOVA, F(3,16) = 3.82, p= 031) with the HS1 obtaining the lowest score. On the semantic fluency 
test (fruit and vegetables), the RT2 were able to access significantly more words in total than the HS2: 
t [8]= 2.615, p= .031). The returnees also outperformed the heritage speakers on the number of semantic 
clusters (F(3,16) = 8.451, p =.001), and the number of switches between clusters (F(3,16)=7.580, p = 
.002). Thus, the predictions were partially confirmed. The pilot study therefore reveals that returnees’ 
collocational knowledge and lexical access are less affected by attrition than might be expected and that 
new insights into the differences between heritage speakers and returnees can be obtained with the above 
tasks, which can lead to a better understanding of the specific language competencies of each group. A 
relatively small sample size N=20 (N=5 in each group) may affect the generalizability of the results. A 
large-sample size would yield a comprehensive and much clearer picture of returnees’ and HSs’ lan-
guage competencies. 
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Working memory (WM) is defined as a limited capacity memory for keeping and processing information 
in mind for a short time. There have been debates on whether knowing more than one language leads to 
advantages in WM capacity. In the current study, we tested whether there are WM capacity or structure 
differences in monolingual, bilingual and multilingual adults. WM models often distinguish between 
verbal and visual stores. We predicted: 1) there would be greater working memory capacity for each 
additional language known and 2) bilinguals and multilinguals would show greater integration between 
verbal and visuospatial memory than monolinguals. 60 monolingual, 101 bilingual, and 28 multilingual 
adults were asked to complete verbal (Digit Span) and visuospatial WM (Corsi Block) tasks, both for-
ward and backward. The results showed little difference in WM capacity between the three groups. 
Principal component analysis revealed two WM components for bilingual and multilingual groups: 1) 
visual WM (forward and backward) and 2) verbal WM (forward and backward). In contrast, only one 
WM component was observed among the monolinguals. These results suggest greater specialization in 
WM modality among speakers of multiple languages. Future research will test whether these differences 
are causally linked to the acquisition of multiple languages. 
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Studies investigating requests in HL speakers are sparse (but see Dubinina & Malamud, 2017, Pinto & 
Raschio, 2007; Taguchi et al., 2013). HL speakers lack cultural references and have difficulties 
understanding registers and processing pragmatic subtlety (Polinsky 2018). The current study 
investigated request realization in HL-Russian in contact with Hebrew. Russian and Hebrew differ in 
request realization (Blum-Kulka et al. 1989), thus providing an excellent opportunity to study HL-
grammar-formation mechanisms in the domain of pragmatics. We considered effects of cross-linguistic 
influence and Age of Onset (AoO) of the Majority language (here Hebrew) acquisition. For these 
purposes 4 groups (n=97) were recruited: three groups of adult Russian-Hebrew speakers of various 
Hebrew AoOs (before the age of 5 (HL-EARLY); between the ages of 5-13 (HL-LATE), after the age 
of 13 (BiControl)) and a control group of monolingual Russian speakers (MonoControl). The study 
elicited twenty requests in formal and informal contexts. The use of socially-differential forms of 
address (TY-VY “Tu–Vous”), the syntactic realizations of requests (Imperatives, Questions, 
Declarative), the use of politeness marker požalujsta “please” and the use of negative particle ‘ne’ were 
analyzed to tap into the transfer from Hebrew. The results showed group differences across the four 
measures of analysis. The HL-EARLY group overused TY forms and politeness marker požalujsta 
“please” in both contexts, while underusing negative particle ‘ne’. With respect to syntactic realization, 
HL-EARLY group showed no differentiation between the two contexts and favored interrogatives, 
whereas the controls chose imperatives in informal and interrogatives in formal contexts. The findings 
unfold the emergence of new conventions in request formation under the influence of Hebrew, and these 
effects of transfer are amplified by lower AoOs. 
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Bilingual speakers living in an L2 environment oftentimes experience transfer from their second 
language to their native language. Research has shown that there is large individual variation in this 
regard, both in speakers’ extent of transfer and in the constructions that are being transferred. In this 
study, we aim to explore this variation in detail by looking at native German speakers living in the 
Netherlands and their transfer from Dutch to German. Previous research has shown that these speakers 
experience transfer quite extensively, for instance regarding the placement of prepositional phrases, 
which are placed more often after the verb in Dutch than in German. Transfer of this Dutch placement 
preference is therefore likely to result in an increased use of this so-called postfield position in German. 
In this study, we test whether different speakers experience this transfer to the same extent and whether 
they differ in its lexical manifestations.  

To do that, we first look at their language use in a bilingual corpus consisting of German e-mails written 
by native German speakers living in the Netherlands (N = 8, word count: 1,370,708) and then test 
whether variation between speakers in this corpus – both in terms of the extent and the lexical 
manifestations of their transfer – is linked to variation in the same speakers’ responses (i.e., 
grammaticality judgments, reaction times) in an experimental task. Our results show that the bilingual 
speakers clearly differ in the extent to which they transfer the Dutch placement preference to their 
German, with percentages of postfield use ranging from 3.34% to 26.42%, and that they also differ in 
the lexical items that they prefer to place in that Dutch-like position. The experimental study further 
builds on this lexical variation, by asking participants to judge the use of the postfield position in 
combination with exactly those lexical items that the participants frequently used and did not use in that 
position themselves. The results showed that speakers oftentimes rejected the Dutch-like postfield 
position, but less so in cases when they themselves used the lexical item in that position. Importantly, 
predictors based on speakers’ own placement preferences for lexical items were better predictors in this 
regard than predictors based on amalgamated corpus data.  

We discuss these results in terms of what they can tell us about bilingual speakers’ language 
representations: first, they suggest that variation is usage-based, with speakers responding differently to 
transfer depending on their own language use. Secondly, their judgments seem to be based on the general 
pattern (i.e., the postfield position) and its lexical instances (i.e., individual preferences for certain lexical 
items), suggesting that speakers store and attend to both when making their grammaticality judgments. 
These conclusions are in line with a usage-based approach. 
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This study examines the linguistic landscape (LL) (Landry & Bourhis, 1997) of a small town 
in the north of the Basque Country (Ondarroa, Bizkaia) with the aim to illustrate the complex 
relation between language, identity, politics and the power relations that are created in these 
contexts. The multilingual LL has been studied both in cities (e.g., Aiestaran, Cenoz & Gorter, 
2010) and rural areas (e.g., Daveluy & Ferguson, 2009; Kotze & Du Plessis, 2010), but not 
many studies have analyzed the presence of the involved languages in an area where actually 
the language typically considered as the minority language is the most spoken language of a 
town. Therefore, this research aims to contribute to this gap by analyzing the LL of Ondarroa 
(Bizkaia): a town of almost 8.590 inhabitants where in 2016, around the 80% was Basque 
speaker, while in the rest of Bizkaia (the province where the aforementioned municipality be-
longs to) the percentage of Basque speakers was of 27,6% (Eustat, 2016). 
The present investigation discovers the divergent presence of each language in this LL to ana-
lyze whether it is a predominantly monolingual or multilingual LL and the way in which mul-
tilingualism is displayed by intertwining quantitative and qualitative methods. Photos of each 
sign in the principal shopping street (similar to e.g., Aiestaran et al., 2010; Ben Rafael, Sho-
hamy, Amara & Trumper-Hetch, 2006) were taken in 2019 and each sign is considered as a 
single unit of analysis (63 pictures from 15 shops) to get a more robust understanding of the 
LL. In addition, other qualitative perspectives are taken into consideration for the analysis: top-
down or bottom-up signs (Ben Rafael et al., 2006) and the way in which each language is pre-
sented in the signs (Bruyèl-Olmedo & Juan-Garau, 2009). The results show that contrary to the 
situation of Basque in other LL (e.g., in Donostia by Cenoz & Gorter, 2006), this is the language 
with the biggest presence in the LL of the analyzed area; although this particular LL could be 
considered as highly, but not predominantly, bilingual due to the presence of bilingual signs but 
not due to Spanish monolingual signs.  
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The goal of this study is to explore the directionality and intensity of cross-linguistic influence in the 
Differential Object Marking (DOM) system of Catalan-Spanish bilinguals. These two languages are 
closely related and have experienced prolonged and intense contact in the society. However, DOM 
distribution is slightly different: whereas in Spanish [+human] objects are marked depending on the 
referential stability (high stability is DOM-triggering and low stability is DOM-inhibiting, Farkas & von 
Heusinger 2003), in normative Catalan DOM is much more restrictive (only personal pronouns always 
show DOM). It has been suggested that extensive language contact can lead to crosslinguistic influence 
(Silva-Corvalán 2014), but its directionality is not exclusively related to language dominance (Yip & 
Matthews 2007), but also to the degree of overlapping between languages (Fernández-Fuertes & Liceras 
2018). Although DOM in Catalan-Spanish bilingualism has received little attention, cross-linguistic 
effects in both ways have been attested (Guijarro-Fuentes & Marinis 2009; Perpiñán 2018; Puig-
Mayenco et al. 2018). Nevertheless, the intensity of the influence depending on the language dominance 
in bilinguals and on the referential stability degree of objects in each language has not been studied yet.  

Two equivalent Acceptability Judgement Tasks in Catalan and Spanish were conducted by three groups 
of Catalan-Spanish bilinguals with different language dominance (33 Catalan-dominant, 32 balanced, 
29 Spanish-dominant). A 4x2 factorial design was used, which included the within-subject manipulation 
of two factors: four referential stability degrees (proper names, [+definite] NPs, [-definite, +specific] 
NPs, [-definite, -specific] NPs) and two DOM levels (marked, unmarked). An example is given in (1). 

(1) Las detectives buscan a Victoria para investigarla.   (proper name, [+DOM]) 
     ‘The detectives look for DOM Victoria to investigate her.’ 

GLMMs revealed that cross-linguistic effects have a different degree of intensity in each language. In 
Spanish, cross-linguistic influence only shows up in the higher referential stable levels (proper names 
and [+definite] NPs) within the most Catalan-dominant group, which accept more the unmarked objects 
than the other two groups (Spanish-dominant and balanced bilinguals). However, in Catalan, the three 
bilingual groups (regardless of their language dominance) accept all referential stability levels with and 
without DOM above 50%, which suggests that Catalan language is in a transitional stage in which both 
options are accepted maybe, or partially, due to the Spanish influence. Our discussion focuses on the 
idea that the more dominant language can affect the less dominant one, but that the general role of 
dominance is modulated by the extension of the phenomenon under scrutiny: when a given phenomenon 
(DOM in the current case) has a higher amplitude in one language, the influence from that language 
occurs regardless of the relative language dominance. 
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In code-switching (CS), a speaker mixes two languages within one utterance. A classic finding in CS 
studies is that bilinguals tend not to code-switch at points where word order differs across their languages 
(Poplack, 1980). Kootstra et al. (2010, 2012) have also shown that bilinguals tend to reuse the word 
order and switch location of a sentence just heard, which suggests that CS can be primed. However, it 
remains unclear whether priming of shared and non-shared word orders is modulated in speech 
production by the repetition of lexical items across the prime and target sentences, a factor known to 
strengthen structural priming effects in monolingual production (see Mahowald et al., 2016). We 
examine this question in an understudied population in which CS is habitual: L1 Afrikaans-L2 English 
bilinguals (n=46).  

To establish a baseline of syntactic preferences, participants first completed a sentence completion task. 
They read a lead-in fragment cueing either shared word order (SVO; English=Afrikaans) or non-shared 
word order (SOV; English≠Afrikaans) and then completed the sentence by labelling a picture, switching 
languages only once. Then, in a structural priming task, the same participants listened to a code-switched 
sentence before describing a picture, following the same procedure as in the baseline. We manipulated 
the word order primed by the lead-in fragment (SVO/SOV), the switch position in the prime (between 
verb/object or not), and lexical repetition (LR) (present/absent). Example (1) illustrates the stimuli (word 
order SVO; switch between verb/object; LR present; lead-in fragment in square brackets). 

(1) PRIME:  Hierdie is ‘n snaakse prentjie want die ridder roep the pig. 

“This is a funny picture because the knight calls the pig.” 

TARGET:  [Hierdie is ‘n snaakse prentjie want… ] die meisie roep the pig. 

“This is a funny picture because the girl calls the pig.” 

Results indicate a priming effect on word order choice: the preference for the shared (SVO) word order 
weakens when SOV is primed. The primed switch position is more likely to be used when LR is present; 
this effect is stronger in the non-shared-word-order condition. 

The results replicate CS priming effects in a new population and extend findings from monolingual to 
bilingual production. They suggest that cognitive and interactive mechanisms of monolingual language 
use (lexical and syntactic priming) also apply to CS and interact with crosslinguistic similarity. The 
results further our understanding of what constrains multiple language use in production. 
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With the aim of investigating if bilingual children answer subject questions using the preferred strategy 
in each language they master, we analysed the production of 4 bilingual children (3 Italian-English, 6;1, 
5;8, 9;0 and 1 Italian-Spanish, 6;3). Following the cartographic assumptions made by Belletti (2004), 
we assume that in both Italian and Spanish (both Null Subject Languages) the clause internal vP 
periphery is activated, hosting the New Information Subject (NIS) and, in combination with V-
movement, yielding the order VS when answering NIS questions ("Chi è arrivato?" who has arrived? - 
"È arrivato Gianni" has arrived Gianni). 

 

In a Non-Null Subject Language like English, the preferred answering strategy displays the SV order, a 
form of focalization in situ accompanied by a dedicated prosody (Belletti, 2008). 

Although these strategies are the preferred ones by monolingual adults, previous studies have shown 
that the VS order is not the preferred answering strategy neither of non-advanced nor of near-native L2 
adult speakers of Italian (Belletti et al., 2007; Belletti & Leonini, 2004). Similar results have also been 
found in Italian heritage adult speakers (Caloi et al., 2018): when an appropriate NIS discourse context 
was presented, participants mostly produced the answering strategy of their majority language. Results 
from three Italian-Finnish speaking children (Dal Pozzo, 2011) showed that also bilingual children tend 
to prefer the SV Finnish prevalent strategy when answering NIS questions in Italian. Both strategies 
appear thus to be active, although to a different extent in different populations, in multilingual speakers' 
grammar(s). This is also consistent with the Interface Hypothesis (Sorace, 2011), according to which, 
when syntax and discourse information are integrated, multilingual speakers show optionality and 
instability.  

In our study we checked whether Italian-English simultaneous bilingual children have a preference for 
either SV or VS order in Italian and how their behaviour compares with that of bilingual children 
speaking two languages that both have the VS order as the preferred strategy (Italian-Spanish). We 
administered our task also to 4 monolingual Italian children (mean age: 6;0). The task consisted of 25 
videos (5 warm-up), each followed by 2 questions in Italian and 2 questions in the other L1 (Appendix1). 
Overall, we asked them 22 NIS questions per language. Our results (Appendix2) showed that the Italian-
Spanish child produced nearly as many VS answers as monolingual children (around 60% of VS in both 
languages). When both languages have the same preferred structure, production reached monolingual-
like performance (Kraš, 2008). Conversely, the 3 Italian-English children produced the VS order only 
around 23% of the times in Italian. Similarly to the populations referred to above, they preferred the SV 
order both when answering in Italian and when answering in English (where VS would yield 
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ungrammaticality). These findings indicate that, irrespective of different environmental conditions and 
linguistic contexts, parallel results characterize multilingual speakers' production in different ages. 

 
Appendix 1 

 

Example of a video from the task. 

Dialogue in the video: 

Frame 1 → Mum: "Che bella cena che stiamo preparando oggi!" – what a nice dinner we are preparing 
today 
Frame 2 → Dad: “Sì, io cucino la pizza.” – yes, I’m cooking pizza 
Frame 3 → Mum: "Io invece ho preparato le ciambelle." – I have prepared donuts instead 

Questions asked after the video to all the participants (both bilinguals and controls): 

ITA   Di che colore ha i capelli papà?  Random Question / Filler 
ITA   Le ciambelle, chi le ha preparate? NI Subject Question 

Additional questions asked to bilingual children (in English or Spanish): 

ENG   What's the colour of Dad's hair?  Random Question / Filler 
ENG   Who made the donuts?   NI Subject Question 
SPA   ¿De qué color tiene el pelo el padre?  Random Question / Filler 
SPA   ¿Las rosquillas, quién las preparó?  NI Subject Question 

 
Appendix 2 

Results' graph showing percentages of VS, SV, and Invalid/Other answers to Italian questions given by 
the different participants (controls, Italian-English bilinguals, and the Italian-Spanish bilingual) in the 
critical items (without warm-up). 
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Behavioral and neurophysiological evidence suggest that bilingual children’s neural commitment to 
their two languages and hence their phoneme processing abilities vary in accordance with the relative 
amount of exposure to each language (Sebastián-Gallés & Bosch, 2002). Mismatch Responses (MMRs) 
are known to index automatic neural discrimination of speech contrasts (Yu et al., 2020). We explore 
the following question: How does monolingual versus bilingual experience modulate the neural 
commitment to the laryngeal feature voice onset time (VOT), that defines the voicing categories of stop 
consonants? Some languages, like German and Italian, differ in terms of how they use this feature to 
determine phonemic category.  

We hypothesized that simultaneous bilingual Italian-German preschoolers would show good neural 
discrimination for both the Italian prevoiced and the German aspirated contrast. We further predicted 
that their monolingual German peers would show robust discrimination of the aspirated contrast but no 
mismatch response (MMR) to the prevoiced stimulus. Finally, we hypothesized that acoustic difference 
between the standard and the deviant would also modulate children’s discriminatory performance.  

Twenty-two children (12 monolingual German and 10 bilingual Italian-German, mean age 5;1years) 
were tested with an oddball paradigm. Stimuli consisted of naturally produced bilabial stop consonants. 
The short lag /b/, common to both languages was used as the standard. For German, two aspirated 
deviants were selected: ASPeasy (92ms VOT) and ASPdifficult (36ms VOT). For Italian, two prevoiced 
deviants were selected: PREVeasy (-112ms VOT) and PREVdifficult (-36ms VOT).  Event related 
potentials (ERPs) were recorded from 32 scalp sites. MMRs were derived by subtracting the standard 
from the deviant.  

MMRs were greater for the easy compared to the difficult condition. Preliminary analysis revealed that 
both groups of children showed MMRs of an initial positivity followed by a negativity, similar to Shafer 
and colleagues (2010). Mixed ANOVAs revealed a significant group difference for ASPeasy. The 
monolinguals showed a greater positive MMR at 100-150ms but no difference was observed for the 
negative MMR 200-300ms. For ASPdifficult a greater negative MMR was observed for the monolingual 
group around 200-250ms. No group difference was observed for neither of the prevoiced stimuli. 
Examination of the means show that generally bilinguals showed a greater negativity compared to the 
monolinguals. 

Our data show that a greater acoustic difference between the standard and the deviant enhances the 
MMR. Further, our findings are consistent with Yu and colleagues (2020) suggesting that bilinguals 
may pay more attention to the speech signal thereby enhancing their negative MMR. It an unexpected 
result that we did not find a significant advantage for the bilingual children when processing the 
prevoiced contrast. Explanations for this will be discussed.  
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Many words in English and other languages have multiple different meanings, but little is known about 
why children acquire knowledge of some word meanings before others. This is especially true for 
children learning English as an additional language (EAL), who have been shown to struggle with this 
kind of vocabulary (Booton, Hodgkiss, Mathers, & Murphy, 2021). This study explored how factors at 
the child-level, wordform-level, and meaning-level affect knowledge of words with multiple meanings. 
Participants in the study were 174 children in the UK aged from 5- to 9-years-old. Approximately half 
(n=78) of the children had EAL, whereas the rest of the sample were native English speakers (EL1). 
Children completed a test of knowledge of 32 homonyms, and measures of non-verbal intelligence and 
language background were also collected. Psycholinguistic features of the homonym wordforms tested 
were collected through adult ratings, corpus coding, and using existing databases. The psycholinguistic 
features assessed were, at the wordform-level, frequency, relatedness of the two meanings tested, total 
number of word senses, semantic density and phonological density, and, at the meaning-level, 
dominance, imageability, and part of speech. Logistic mixed effects models were run with participant 
and wordform as random effects, and fixed effects of all psycholinguistic factors, and three individual 
difference factors (age, non-verbal ability, and language group). These models confirmed that age, non-
verbal ability, and language group were all significant predictors of homonym knowledge (p’s <.001), 
with EAL children performing lower than EL1. The frequency of wordforms contributed to children’s 
knowledge of homonyms (OR=1.72, p=.004) and so also did dominance (OR=2.17, p<.001) and 
imageability (OR=2.11, p=.001) of the separate meanings of the word. A second model including 
interactions between language group and psycholinguistic factors found no significant interactions, 
implying that predictors were approximately similar for children with EAL and EL1. This study 
contributes to our understanding of why some word meanings are known better than others which has 
implications for vocabulary teaching and learning. In particular, it suggests strategies for improving 
knowledge of homonyms (e.g., greater exposure to both word meanings) which should support both 
EL1 and EAL learners. 
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As an increasing number of children learn to read in a non-native language, it is crucial to gain more 
insight in the relation between reading and (second) language development. The present study 
investigated how multilingual children compare to monolingual children in terms of their reading 
development, and how this relates to oral language skills. We considered three factors that have 
previously been found to correlate with reading, namely vocabulary knowledge (Ouelette, 2006; 
Verhoeven et al. 2011), phonological skills (Goswami & Bryant, 2016; Nation & Hulme, 2011) and 
predictive language processing (Huettig & Pickering 2019; Mani & Huettig 2014). 

We tested 55 multilingual children speaking Italian as their second or third language (M = 9;11, 
SD = 1;0) and 38 monolingual Italian children (M = 9;08, SD = 1;1), aged eight to twelve. Standardized 
tests were used to assess productive vocabulary, nonword repetition, and word-, nonword- and passage 
reading speed and accuracy. Predictive language processing was assessed in a visual world eye-tracking 
experiment testing children’s ability to anticipate nouns on the basis of gender- and number-marked 
articles (N = 73; 42 multilinguals and 31 monolinguals). We expected that monolingual children would 
outperform multilingual children in reading, and that reading abilities would be positively related to 
Italian vocabulary knowledge, nonword repetition and predictive processing. 

A principle components analysis extracted a reading score that explained the maximum amount 
of variance in the data, composed of all six reading measures, with word and passage reading speed 
contributing most. Multiple linear regression was used to predict reading ability (i.e., the first principle 
component) based on group (multilinguals versus monolinguals), grade, vocabulary and nonword 
repetition. Reading scores were predicted by vocabulary knowledge (Est. = .057, p = .038), nonword 
repetition scores (Est. = .085, p = .043), and by grade (Est. = 1.50, p = .003), but not by group. The eye-
tracking data were analyzed with generalized linear mixed models on the odds of looking at the target. 
We found that both monolinguals and multilinguals anticipated (Est. odds ratio = 1.13, p < .001), older 
children more so than younger children (Est. odds ratio = 1.19, p < .001), with no significant difference 
between monolinguals and multilinguals (Est. odds ratio = 1.04, p =.266). The prediction effect was 
significantly modulated by reading skills for monolingual children (Est. odds ratio = 1.15, p < .001) but 
not for multilingual children (Est. odds ratio = 1.01, p = .581). 

Taken together, these findings suggest that reading and spoken language are interrelated, and 
they highlight the importance of supporting oral language skills for literacy development. More research 
is needed to investigate the relation between reading and predictive processing and how it may differ 
between multilingual and monolingual children. 
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The critical importance of L2 input, output and interaction in language teaching and learning 
notwithstanding, the decision between immersive (monolingual, target-language only) versus non-
immersive (multilingual, code-switching) approaches has been considered “probably the most 
fundamental question facing second language acquisition (SLA) researchers, language teachers, and 
policymakers” (Macaro, 2014:10). This intervention-based study examined both approaches – 
monolingual versus multilingual – from the perspectives of learning outcomes, learner preferences, and 
instructor views.  

Two teacher-researchers and English language learners (n>50) in four English for Academic Purposes 
courses at a CEFR-B2 level of proficiency participated in a longitudinal, 4-month study. The  teacher-
researchers contrasted the standard, monolingual, target language-only pedagogy with a non-immersive, 
multilingual pedagogy, where students were encouraged to use their full linguistic repertoire (target, 
native, or other languages) for in-class discussion, project preparation, and pre-writing activities. All 
students experienced both pedagogical approaches in counter-balanced fashion. Analyses included (1) 
quantitative analyses of assignment scores (paragraph and genre writing and presentational speaking), 
(2) qualitative analyses of student preferences for approach, and (3) qualitative analyses of comparative 
teacher-researcher views of the pedagogical implementation.  

Quantitative analyses of assignment scores showed no statistically significant differences between 
multilingual and monolingual conditions throughout the study. Qualitative analyses of student 
preferences revealed somewhat mixed views, but generally positive attitudes towards multilingual 
classroom language practices. Qualitative analyses of teacher-researcher observations revealed parallel 
themes between both instructors and generally supported fidelity-to-condition in classroom language 
use, with evaluative comments in some cases favoring the multilingual condition. These results are in 
line with additional research using a comparable methodology in eight other classrooms across 
languages and proficiency levels (French and Arabic at pre-CEFR-A1 levels - Brown; 2021; and English 
at CEFR-B1 versus C1 levels - Brown & Lally, 2019). Taken together, these studies suggest either no 
differences or facilitative effects of a multilingual approach across languages, across proficiency levels, 
across instructors, and across and within student groups. Findings are discussed in relation to “target-
language-only” policies implemented in some language education contexts, translanguaging (e.g. 
García, 2009; García & Wei, 2014) and codeswitching pedagogies, especially beyond vocabulary 
teaching (e.g. Tian & Macaro, 2012; Zhao & Macaro, 2016), and the construct of ‘multicompetence’ 
(Cook, 1992; Cook & Wei, 2016). 
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In order to explain language change within a usage-based approach, it is not sufficient to argue purely 
linguistically, because social and cognitive factors always shape the language processing too (Schmid 
2020). This also holds true for a multilingual settings where especially social pressure can play a decisive 
role for language maintenance or language shift. In empirical research, it is therefore beneficial to collect 
as precise metadata about the investigated speakers as possible. I argue that a language biography 
approach (Nekvapil 2003) is a useful tool for examining the outcome of language contact linked to the 
social and cognitive factores at play. 

I have collected my data within the project Language across generations: contact induced change in 
morphosyntax in German-Polish bilingual speech funded by the German Research Foundation 
(Kościołek 2019). The corpus consists of narrative interviews (Küsters 2006) with Czech-German 
bilinguals born in the 1950s in the former Czechoslovakia who emigrated to West Germany between 
1968 and 1989. Half of the sample are descendants of Sudeten Germans, who could stay in their 
homeland despite the expulsion of Germans from Czechoslovakia (“Spätaussiedler*innen”, SP); the 
other half has no German family background (“Migrant*innen”, MI). Based on their narrations, it was 
possible not only to compile the language biography for each speaker, but also to capture their language 
ideologies (Silverstein 1979; Kroskrity 2004) and to find out about their language management 
(Neustupný 2002; Nekvapil 2009). 

Both concepts are included in (1) and (2). In (1), a speaker from the SP group mentions that her family 
wanted to resettle to Germany in order to preserve German identity. The consequence of this attitude 
was the renunciation of the Czech language after the resettlement (2). 

(1) # meine Mutter hat immer gesagt sie wollte dass ihre Kinder deutsch aufwachsen 

 # my mother always said she wanted her children to grow up German 

(2) aber # in diesem Zeitpunkt wo wir hier am fünfzehnten sechsten achtundsechzig sind wir 
 ausgesiedelt und dann habe ich die Sprache in der Tschechei gelassen 

 but # at that time when we were here on the fifteenth sixth sixty-eight we were resettled and 
 then I left the language in Czechia 

 (IL_BLA_SP_DE) 

The talk aims at introducing a typical language biography of a speaker of both groups under 
investigation. The type of language acquisition and the particularities of the use of Czech and German 
are related to the sociolinguistic factors language ideologies and language management, and can account 
for the deviations from the homeland varieties found in the interviewees’ speech production. The first 
results already suggest greater language attrition (Schmid et al. 2019) in the Czech speech of the 
“Spätaussiedler*innen” group and more stabilization phenomena (Long 2003: 521) in the German of 
the “Migrant*innen” group. 
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Since the turn of the 21st century, Europe has been immersed in a situation of socio-political and social 
upheaval marked by processes such as Brexit, the growth of left- and right-wing populist parties and the 
strengthening of sub-state nationalisms. These developments have seen scenarios of polarisation and a 
deep crisis of political legitimation across Europe, where language is frequently a point of contention in 
territorial disputes. This paper focuses on Catalonia, a key political and economic European region. In 
October 2017, the territory attempted to stage a referendum on its independence from Spain. This 
ongoing issue represents one of Spain’s worst political crises in 40 years and the effects of the 
referendum still loom over the political and social milieu in both Catalonia and Spain today. 

As a European territory where nationalism and the search for independence are most prevalent, this 
struggle for self-government is often articulated in terms of linguistic rights. Thus, investigating public 
debates on the co-officiality of languages in Catalonia is of considerable importance. The most recent 
scholarly work, conducted in various settings among varying groups in Catalonia, has found that not 
only the linguistic practices of many residents in the region but also the ideological grounding of these 
practices has shifted noticeably in the opening decades of the 21st century, with a reduction in both in-
group solidarity and out-group rejection. However, as political change is one of the most significant 
features for the creation of new sociolinguistic meanings, the concern is that the ongoing political 
conflict in the region may have triggered changes in previous language ideologies found in Catalonia. 
As such, this paper aims to answer the calls for more research to assess the impact of the Catalan 
independence movement (el Procés) and the 2017 unilateral referendum on the language ideologies 
present in the territory. The metapragmatic comments of the respondents are viewed through the 
theoretical lens of linguistic authority, specifically the distinct ideological complexes of authenticity and 
anonymity. 

This working paper reports on a research project that set out to explore the language ideologies of highly 
educated undergraduate students in the Barcelona region. Through adopting a purposive sampling 
strategy, will recruited students from the University of Barcelona (UB), the Autonomous University of 
Barcelona (UAB) and University Pompeu Fabra (UPF). Using the semi-structured interview method, 
this research provides a snapshot of the ideologies held by a group of thirty undergraduate students 
towards the languages which they come into contact with in their daily lives, in particular, Catalan and 
Spanish. Through giving a voice to these individuals this investigation illustrates the relationship 
between the respondents’ level of support for the Catalan and Spanish languages and how this has been 
(re)framed by the ongoing political conflict in the territory.  
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Given ambiguous strings as in (1), speakers of Spanish (or Italian) resolve this ambiguity by 
preferentially attaching the non-matrix clause to the first DP (‘high attachment’) while speakers of Eng-
lish preferentially attach it to the second DP (‘low attachment’; Cuetos & Mitchell, 1988).  
 

(1) Pedro se enamoró de la hija1 del psicólogo2 que estudió en California. 
     ‘Peter fell in love with the daughter1 of the psychologist2 who studied in California.’ 
 

Following Grillo and Costa (2014), the difference in biases owes to a structural difference. 
Namely, Spanish and Italian admit pseudorelatives (PR) but English does not. PRs, while string identical 
to relative clauses, are a type of small clause and force attachment to the first DP (Grillo & Costa, 2014). 
When PRs are locally blocked, Italian display a low attachment bias (Grillo & Costa, 2014). Under L2-
English immersion, L1-Spanish speakers have been observed to exhibit a low attachment bias (Dussias, 
2003). However, as previous studies have not divided items by PR availability, it is unclear whether 
their attrition results indicate an across-the-board effect or a change only in PRs. 

In response, a sentence interpretation task was conducted in Italian. Sentences were presented 
written alone and followed by a who-question with the possible DP responses. Critical items like (2) 
consisted of 24 sentence pairs from Grillo and Costa (2014) in which PR availability is manipulated by 
the matrix predicate (PR Condition: perceptive; RC-Only Condition: stative). 
 

(2) Gianni (ha visto / vive con) il figlio del medico che correva. 
    ‘Gianni (saw / lives with) the son of the doctor who was running.’ 
 

Participants consisted of a control group (Italians in Italy, N = 33) and an experimental group 
(N = 29).  The experimental group had lived in an English-speaking country for a minimum of 6 years 
(average = 14.27 years) and were proficient L2-English speakers. 

Global attachment preferences are presented in Table 1. Responses were coded as ±high attach-
ment and entered in a mixed effect logistic regression as the dependent variable with condition and 
group as predictors and item and participant as random effects. This model indicated a significant group 
by condition interaction (p < 0.01). Follow-up pairwise comparisons indicated both groups exhibited an 
effect of condition (ps < 0.01), but a group effect (i.e. attrition) surfaced only in the RC-only condition 
(p = 0.02) with the experimental group exhibiting a stronger low attachment bias. As such, the present 
study (i) extends Dussias’s (2003) findings to a new language pair (ii) suggests PR availability is stable 
under L1-attrition, (iii) and suggests attrition in attachment biases is driven by a change in the processing 
of bona fide relative clauses. 

 
Group PR RC-Only 
Control 71.91% 29.57% 
Experimental 67.18% 16.38% 
Table 1: High Attachment Rates 
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Monolingualism, in contrast to bilingualism, has been usually understood as a homogeneous 
phenomenon. The linguistic experiences of monolinguals tend to be overlooked when analysing the 
impact of current and prior foreign language experience on language processing and domain-general 
cognitive functioning. Nevertheless, recent studies with monolinguals have found that short-term second 
language learning, as well as foreign language exposure, can influence other cognitive processes. To 
understand how different language experiences in monolinguals might impact other cognitive functions, 
it is necessary to grasp the diversity of these experiences within the monolingual population. To better 
understand monolinguals’ linguistic experiences, we analyse and describe the linguistic and 
communicative experiences of a large group of English-speaking monolinguals (n = 962) from the 
United Kingdom (UK) through an online survey.  

We found that, despite considering themselves monolinguals and declaring the knowledge of only 
English, more than 80% of respondents learned at least one foreign language, dialect, or jargon at some 
point in their lives. Although their reported proficiency was overall low, around 53% of the 
monolinguals that learned at least one foreign language actively used these languages (or dialects and 
jargons) at some point in their lives. Regarding foreign language exposure, nearly 40% of participants 
confirmed the present and/or past exposure to foreign languages or dialects in their environment. 
Moreover, approximately 24% of participants who declared exposure to foreign languages (or dialects) 
confirmed the active use of at least one of them in the course of their lives. Furthermore, the majority of 
activities that involved passive use of languages (e.g., listening to music or watching TV) were carried 
out in English, but not always exclusively, and other languages were occasionally reported. Lastly, 
around 58% of participants who lived in one or more non-English speaking countries declared the active 
use of languages during their stay, although the percentage of monolinguals who lived abroad was small.  

Taken together, these results suggest that the linguistic and communicative experiences of English-
speaking monolinguals from the UK often include the presence and use of foreign languages. This 
presents a challenge to the assumption of homogeneity that surrounds the monolingual population and 
highlights the importance of considering the details of the monolingual language experience when 
analysing the impact of foreign languages on cognitive functioning. Moreover, these results show the 
need for developing questionnaires that target the specific linguistic and communicative experiences of 
monolinguals, as it is typically done in the case of bilinguals. 
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Studies examining non-cognate translation priming with lexical decision tasks (LDT) report a priming 
asymmetry (larger L1 prime-L2 target priming compared to L2-L1). This potentially reflects (qualitative 
and/or quantitative) differences in representation and processing of L1 and L2 words. For the Revised 
Hierarchical Model (Kroll et al., 2010), the asymmetry, at least at earlier stages of L2 development, 
occurs due to differential access to conceptual information by L1 vs. L2 words. Multilink (Dijkstra et 
al., 2019) explains the asymmetry as a result of slower L2 word processing. For both models, 
(first/second) language use and (L1/L2) prime frequency would have a crucial role on the representation 
and processing of cross-language word pairs (translation equivalents) in the bilingual lexicon. Both 
factors would serve as proxies of either stronger lexico-semantic connections (RHM), or the baseline 
degree of activation of words (Multilink), both resulting in larger cross-language priming. Importantly, 
both models assume holistic, largely overlapping conceptual representations between translation 
equivalents. Thus, potential effects of differential semantic overlap between translation equivalents 
would have consequences under both models (e.g., van Hell & de Groot, 1998). 

The present study explores the role of L2 use, word frequency, and the degree of semantic overlap on 
cross-language priming. We tested 200 late Spanish-English bilinguals in two groups (L2-immersed vs. 
non-immersed) in an LDT with overt priming. Their L1/L2 use was assessed through the Language and 
Social Background Questionnaire (Anderson et al., 2018). All participants were similarly (highly) 
proficient in the L2. We employed 300 non-cognate, concrete (highest semantic overlap condition) and 
abstract (medium overlap) translation equivalent pairs, and 110 cross-language semantic associative 
pairs (lowest overlap) with various frequencies. The large number of observations reflects our effort to 
draw robust conclusions supported by large statistical power (Brysbaert, 2020). We expected priming 
to be modulated by L1/L2 use, prime frequency, and semantic overlap.  

We employed linear mixed-effects models and a conservative model selection method aimed at 
minimising Type I errors (e.g., the significance threshold was set at .01, following Scandola & Tidoni, 
2020). Our results show (1) priming in all overlap conditions, but, crucially, larger for concrete words. 
(2) Overall slower RTs with more L2 use, suggesting increased cross-language competition. (3) Larger 
L1-L2 priming with less L2 use. (4) Larger priming with more frequent related primes, especially with 
less L2 use and concrete words. 

These results highlight the importance of L2 exposure/use and prime frequency in the study of cross-
language lexical priming. Also, they suggest that future research should further explore the degree of 
conceptual overlap between cross-language related words, which could imply a step forward in our 
current understanding of lexico-semantic effects in bilingual visual word recognition. 
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In null subject languages like Spanish, while null pronouns refer to topic antecedents, overt pronouns 
refer to non-subject antecedents (1):  
 

(1) Pedroi saludó a Carlosj cuando élj/proi cruzaba la calle  
 Pedro greeted Carlos when he crossed the street 

 
Heritage speakers (HSs) of a null subject language (e.g., Spanish) whose second language is a non-null 
subject language (e.g., English) can show some optionality in the interpretation of subject pronouns in 
the heritage language. Previous online and offline comprehension research has shown mixed findings 
(e.g., Keating et al., 2011; 2016), and it is still unclear which underlying mechanisms explain the differ-
ences between HS and monolingual speakers in this domain (incomplete acquisition vs. lack of expo-
sure). In the present study, we address this debate by testing a large group of HSs and by analyzing the 
role of language experience on pronoun interpretation (i.e., language proficiency, reading exposure). 
Furthermore, while previous studies did not control for cross-linguistic/dialectal variation of the mono-
linguals and HSs, we address this limitation by testing participants exposed to the same dialectal variety 
of Mexican Spanish.  
Seventy-four HSs of Mexican Spanish with different levels of proficiency and seventy-three monolin-
gual speakers participated in a sentence comprehension task where they had to choose the referent of an 
ambiguous null/explicit pronoun in anaphoric or cataphoric position (Table 1).  
The results showed that HSs chose the subject antecedent significantly more often than monolingual 
speakers for anaphoric and cataphoric pronouns (p<.0001), and for null and explicit pronouns (p<.0001). 
The strong subject preference for all pronoun types is a new result for Spanish HSs, indicating high 
variability in pronoun preferences in this population. We interpret the subject preference for all pronoun 
types as a manifestation of cross-linguistic interference from English.  
The analysis of individual differences in the HS participants showed a significant main effect of reading 
exposure (p<.03): HSs who read more in Spanish chose overall fewer subject-antecedent interpretations 
(Reading Exposure 0-50%=0.78; 51-100%=0.67). In addition, HSs who read more in Spanish chose 
fewer subject-antecedent interpretations for overt (ReadingExposure*AnaphoraPosition: p<.03) and 
cataphoric pronouns (Reading Exposure*AnaphoraType: p<.009), approaching the monolingual prefer-
ences.  
The significant effect of reading exposure confirms recent results showing that pronoun interpretation 
biases correlate with comprehenders’ print exposure in monolingual individuals (e.g., Langlois & Ar-
nold, 2020). Thus, our results from HSs contribute to demonstrate that pronoun comprehension prefer-
ences are acquired by language experience. While we cannot completely exclude a deficit at the syntax-
pragmatic interface resulting from incomplete acquisition (Sorace, 2011), our study demonstrates that 
lack of exposure is a contributing factor to HSs’ optionality in pronoun comprehension. Thus, our results 
support models of pronoun biases learning stressing the importance of language exposure to explain 
differences observed between different bilingual populations and monolinguals (Contemori, 2019).  
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Table 1. Average pronoun interpretation in Heritage Speakers and Monolinguals (SD) 

 
Heritage Speakers Monolinguals 

 

 Subject 
Anteceden
t  

(=Pedro) 

 Object 
Anteceden
t 

(=Carlos) 

 External 
referent 

(=Someon
e Else) 

 Subject 
Anteceden
t  

(=Pedro) 

 Object 
Antecedent 

(=Carlos) 

 External 
referent 

(=Someone 
Else) 

Anaphora Null Pronoun 

Pedro saludó a Carlos cuando 
pro cruzaba la calle  

(Pedro greeted Carlos when 
(he) crossed the street) 0.73(0.45) 0.26(0.44) 0.01(0.12) 0.62(0.49) 0.37(0.48) 0.02(0.12) 

Anaphora Explicit 
Pronoun 

Pedro saludó a Carlos cuando 
él cruzaba la calle  

(Pedro greeted Carlos when 
he crossed the street) 0.57(0.50) 0.41(0.49) 0.02(0.13) 0.37(0.49) 0.60(0.49) 0.04(0.19) 

Cataphora Null Pronoun  

Cuando pro cruzaba la calle, 
Pedro saludó a Carlos 

(When (he) crossed the street, 
Pedro greeted Carlos) 0.88(0.32) 0.05(0.23) 0.06(0.24) 0.65(0.48) 0.06(0.24) 0.29(0.45) 

Cataphora Explicit 
Pronoun 

Cuando él cruzaba la calle, 
Pedro saludó a Carlos 

(When he crossed the street, 
Pedro greeted Carlos) 0.86(0.35) 0.07(0.25) 0.07(0.26) 0.47(0.50) 0.12(0.32) 0.42(0.49) 
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In English, pronouns often refer to a subject/first-mentioned referent, which is usually the most salient 
in the previous discourse: 

   (1) Johni met Paul while hei was in high school 

In Spanish, native speakers show a preference for interpreting the null pronoun as referring to the subject 
antecedent (i.e., John in (1)), while explicit pronouns are more likely to refer to a non-subject antecedent 
(i.e., an explicit pronoun is usually interpreted towards the preceding object in (1)). 

Recent research has demonstrated that pronoun resolution biases are sensitive to immediate priming and 
adaptation in monolingual and bilingual individuals (e.g., Contemori, 2019). While pronoun 
interpretations can be primed in bilingual speakers using a single-language priming task, it is not clear 
if pronoun interpretation biases can be primed cross-linguistically. The goal of the present study is to 
understand if (i) bilingual speakers’ statistics about likely referents are independent in the two languages 
or if (ii) probabilistic inference in tracking referents in one language (Spanish, the L1) can affect how 
referential expressions are resolved in the other language (English, the L2).  

Here we used a sentence comprehension experiment that implements the priming technique, where 
unambiguous pronouns referring to the second mentioned-referent are presented in Spanish (2) with the 
aim of decreasing first noun phrase (NP1) interpretations in English (John in (1)) in sentences with an 
ambiguous pronoun like (3).  

     (2) Spanish priming: Ana invitó a Alvaro al cine porque él era un buen chavo. 

                                      Ana invited Alvaro to the movies because he was a good kid.  

     (3) Target English sentence/ambiguous pronoun: John met Paul while he was in high school 

In a sentence comprehension task, sixty-three sequential Spanish-English bilinguals read thirty English 
sentences containing an ambiguous pronoun ((3) and answered comprehension questions (in (3), Who 
was in high school?). Fifteen of the sentences were preceded by a Spanish sentence that did not contain 
a pronoun (=baseline condition). Fifteen ambiguous stimuli were preceded by a Spanish sentence with 
an unambiguous pronoun referring to the second-mentioned entity ((2) NP2 priming).  
The results of the comprehension questions did not show a significant effect of immediate priming 
(p=.1). However, an interaction between Priming Condition and Order of the Items emerged (p<0.02), 
indicating that throughout the course of the experiment, bilinguals were adapting to the higher occur-
rence of Spanish NP2 interpretations when comprehending ambiguous English pronouns (Figure1).   
The results shows that English pronoun interpretation bias is susceptible to cross-linguistic priming, 
suggesting that Spanish-English bilinguals do not keep separate statistics about probability of 
pronominal forms interpretations occurring in the two linguistic environments. This result demonstrate 
that cross-linguistic influence may occur in pronoun comprehension in bilinguals, which may explain 
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the well-known divergence between bilingual and monolingual’s pronoun interpretation patterns 
(Sorace, 2011). 

 
Table 1. Proportion of NP1 choices (he=John) for the English sentences with ambiguous pronouns 
by priming type (SD in parenthesis) 
 Spanish-English bilinguals 
Baseline condition 
 

0.7 (0.45) 
 

(NP2) Priming condition 
 

0.65 (0.47) 
 

Total average NP1 choices  0.67 (0.46) 
 

 

Figure 1. Effect of item number on priming condition 
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When people switch between two languages in language production or language 
comprehension, both the specific semantic meaning and the specific morpho-syntactic form of 
the word are important. Word formation hereby includes a morphological configuration 
whenever a word contains more than one free morpheme. The morphological configuration is 
variable both within and between languages for example in two-digit number names (is the 
decade named first as in twenty-one or the unit named first as in seventeen) and in compound 
words (is the modifier or the head named first). The aim of the present study was to examine 
the interplay of language switching and morphological configuration switching. In four 
experiments, multilingual participants had to switch between three languages (e.g., German, 
English and Spanish) and between morphological configurations in either number processing 
or compound word processing. Language-switch costs were measured as the performance 
difference between language-switch and language-repetition trials. In two experiments, 
participants performed a language-comprehension task on two-digit number word, and in two 
experiments participants performed a language-production task (producing either a two-digit 
number word or a compound word). All four experiments revealed an under-additive switch-
cost pattern in which a larger language-switch cost occurred in morphological-configuration 
repetition trials than in morphological-configuration switch trials. More specifically, a benefit 
of repeating the same language in two successive trials was mainly observed when also the 
morphological configuration was repeated. Thus, the present data indicate an integration of the 
language into one language-related schema – irrespective of the language task (comprehension 
vs. production) and the type of stimuli (number words vs. compound nouns). Further, our results 
suggest that the morphological configuration order played a critical role in the comprehension, 
representation, and the production of two-digit numbers and compounds words and needs to be 
taken into account in models of language switching with complex words (or even phrases and 
sentences). 
 
Acknowledgments: This research was funded by a DAAD/BECAS Chile Grant to Carla Contreras-
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This study aimed to establish whether (1) biliteracy negatively affects literacy education in L2 Italian 
children and (2) biliterates with an alphabetic script differ from biliterates with a logographic script in 
Italian. We recruited 95 monoliterate and 86 biliterate bilingual children, attending Grade 1st, 3rd, and 
5th They were administered Raven, an expressive vocabulary task and reading tasks (words, non-words 
and text). Analyses revealed that biliterates had a higher Raven score than monoliterates (Biliterates: 
M=28.2 SD=4.6; monoliterates: M=22.4, SD=6.4); the two groups did not differ in expressive 
vocabulary. From 3rd Grade, both groups read words faster than pseudowords, proving that reading had 
started to be automatized as in monolingual development. In general, we did not find penalty in reading 
in biliterate. Some advantages in text comprehension was found among biliterate. Then, the group of 
biliterates was split with 36 children belonging to the Group with an alphabetic script (A_BL) and 50 
children to the logographic script (L_BL). We found that A_BL children obtained a higher score in 
expressive vocabulary (F(1,80) = 8.84, η2 = 0.10, p < 0.05). Both groups read the word faster than 
pseudowords from 3rd Grade; L_BL improved faster than A_BL, as indicated by the Group by Grade 
interaction (F(2,80) = 5.15, η2 = 0.1, p < 0.05). Small differences were found, due mostly to grades. 
Our results indicate that biliteracy may provide some advantages for text comprehension. This may be 
due to biliterates’ higher experience with written texts in two languages (see also Rolstad et al. 2005) or 
to their higher non-verbal reasoning ability. The comprehension of a text is a complex ability that 
involves different skills. No consistent difference between A_BL and L_BL was found, likely due to the 
fact that literacy in the L1 is not well-advance, as these children attend L1 classes only on the weekend 
and in summer. 
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Switzerland is a historically multilingual country that encourages multiple language learning (EDK, 
2004). Still, this learning almost always occurs in conjunction with English, which is believed to lead to 
negative interferences with students’ motivation to learn other languages (Ushioda, 2017). This appears 
to be a general European phenomenon (Duff, 2017), as cross-sectional research from several countries 
has shown that students usually report lower motivation to learn other languages than English (Busse, 
2017; Dörnyei et al., 2006; Henry, 2010; Lasagabaster, 2017). However, less is known about 
longitudinal relations between students’ motivation for several languages, therefore, it is unclear 
whether students’ motivation for English is indeed interacting with the development of motivation for 
other languages. Moreover, this motivational development might not be the same for all students. 
Previous studies indicate systematic individual differences in students’ motivation depending, for 
instance, on their gender, their language background or their experience with learning several languages 
(Brühwiler & Le Pape Racine, 2017; Lanvers et al., 2019; Rjosk et al., 2015). The present study focuses 
on upper-secondary students in the German-speaking part of Switzerland and uses multivariate latent 
growth modeling to analyze data gathered from 850 students (Mage= 15.61 years, SD = 0.62; 54.5% 
female) in the spring of 2012 (Grade 9), 2013 (Grade 10), and 2014 (Grade 11). First, we explore the 
longitudinal relations between students’ motivation for English (foreign language), French (foreign but 
national language), and German (national language), drawing on the concept of intrinsic value beliefs, 
which refers to the motivation that is driven by the activity itself, regardless of external incentives 
(Wigfield & Eccles, 2002; Ryan & Deci, 2000). Second, we explore potential relations between 
students’ development of intrinsic value beliefs in the three language subjects and their linguistic 
background (i.e., whether they grew up with more than one home language). Results indicate significant 
longitudinal relations in the development of intrinsic value beliefs between the three language subjects. 
Analyses suggested that students who reported higher intrinsic value beliefs in English in Grade 9 
showed steeper decreases in their intrinsic value beliefs for French from Grade 9 to 11. However, 
stronger increases in English intrinsic value beliefs over time were associated with stronger increases in 
French and German value beliefs. While multilingual students reported higher initial levels of intrinsic 
value beliefs for French, they also showed steeper decreases in their levels of intrinsic value for French 
and English over time compared to their monolingual peers. These findings indicate that students’ 
motivation for several language subjects might interact with each other over time and underline the 
importance for more collaboration between language educators and language teachers to find solutions 
to minimize the potentially growing imbalance between languages in educational settings (Busse, 2017; 
Ushioda, 2017).  
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While most investigations of bilingualism rely on the documentation of language background, there is 
substantial variability within the field regarding how bilingual experience is documented and quantified. 
The absence of methodological agreement on how to quantify bilingualism is reflected in the variety of 
language background questionnaires and resulting measures. Profiling bilingualism is also key to 
informing practice (i.e., teaching and speech & language therapy), where different tools are also used. 
This variability jeopardises comparability across studies and cross-pollination between research and 
practice. Recent discussions have suggested a need for consensus on which aspects of bilingualism to 
document and how (e.g., Marian & Hayakawa 2020).  

To establish how children’s bilingual experience should be documented and measured, we carried out a 
consensus survey by using the Delphi method (see Iqbal & Pipon-Young 2009). The survey was 
distributed online in two rounds, in which 132 panelists (researchers, speech and language therapists, 
teachers) from 29 countries rated a total of 124 statements (informed by an international, cross-sector 
scoping workshop). The statements related to various aspects of bilingual experience to be documented 
and the ways of doing it. Agreement or disagreement with each statement was rated on a 5-point scale 
(strongly disagree, disagree, I don’t know, agree, strongly agree). Consensus was pre-defined as 75% 
agreement threshold.  

After two rounds of the online survey, 79% of statements (i.e., 98/124) reached consensus, revealing 
near-unanimity regarding the need for common methods to document bilingual experience. 
Thematically, agreement was reached regarding the need to document the following aspects of bilingual 
experience: language exposure and use, language difficulties experienced, proficiency (when it cannot 
be assessed directly), child’s education and literacy practices, indicators of input quality, language 
mixing practices, and attitudes (towards each language and towards language mixing). Consensus levels 
were the highest in relation to language exposure and use, and the need to document them in detail (i.e., 
across interlocutors, in different contexts, over time). The variability observed with respect to other 
aspects is likely a reflection of the fact that they have hitherto been researched less systematically. This 
is particularly the case with language mixing and input quality. We discuss the implications of these 
findings for the next step of our project: the creation of a new tool to quantify bilingual experience. 
Apart from being informative on which aspects of bilingualism to document and how, the level of 
consensus reached may provide some guidance in distinguishing the “core” aspects of bilingualism that 
should always be documented from other optional aspects. 
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A longstanding issue in psycholinguistic research on bilingualism concerns the nature of language 
control, which is the process used to select words in the appropriate language and to minimize cross-
language interference during bilingual language processing. This is a necessity for bilinguals, since 
words from the non-target language are also activated during language processing, and sometimes even 
selected by mistake. The most common paradigm to investigate language control is the language 
switching paradigm, in which participants typically name pictures in mixed language blocks. While the 
majority of production-based language switching studies have relied on vocal responses, we set out to 
investigate if switching languages, relative to staying in the same language across trials, would still be 
costly with typed responses. The results of this study, with 79 German-English bilinguals, showed 
language switch costs. Interestingly, these switch costs were larger for the second (L2) than the first 
(L1) language, which could be due to the overall better L2 than L1 performance. Another interesting 
aspect was that this asymmetrical switch cost pattern was not just found for the first key stroke, but 
larger L2 than L1 switch costs were also found for the second key stroke. These findings indicate that 
language control is implemented in the context of typing. Furthermore, the control processes 
implemented during lexical selection seem to spill over into the following stages of typing, as not only 
the first but also the second keystrokes were affected by language switching. 
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Testing the Position of the Antecedent Hypothesis (PAH; Carminati, 2002), Bel & García-Alcaraz 
(2018) showed that, in Catalan, like Italian, null pronouns are biased towards subject antecedents and 
overt pronouns towards object antecedents, whereas in Spanish overt pronouns show no significant 
biases. However, beyond the syntactic function of the plausible antecedents, ambiguous pronominal 
anaphora resolution has been demonstrated to be sensitive to discourse cues such as information status 
(de la Fuente, 2015). At the same time, integrating information from different linguistic domains has 
been claimed to be cognitively taxing for bilinguals, what can lead to an overextension of overt 
pronouns’ strategy (Sorace, 2011, 2016). First, this study aims at assessing the impact of marked 
information structures on anaphora resolution to discern how discourse factors (topicality) and syntactic 
factors (subjecthood) are used to assign an antecedent to ambiguous null and overt subject pronouns in 
Catalan, two factors that often overlap in previous research. Second, it aims at analyzing how 
bilingualism influences these patterns depending on language dominance, since Catalan and Spanish are 
systematically in contact and microvariation has been attested between languages. 

Three groups of adult early Catalan-Spanish bilinguals, based on language dominance (34 Catalan-
dominant, 31 balanced and 29 Spanish-dominant, mean age 22.09), completed a two-alternative forced 
choice task in Catalan. In a 4x2 within-subjects design, two factors were manipulated: information 
structure (unmarked, subject focalization via it-cleft, object focalization via it-cleft, object topicalization 
via clitic-left dislocation), and type of pronoun (null, overt). Participants had to interpret an ambiguous 
subject pronoun by choosing between two potential antecedents (subject, object) (e.g., “La Maria va 
espantar la Laura quan va entrar a l’habitació. Qui va entrar a l’habitació?”; unmarked structure, null 
pronoun condition).  

GLMMs reveal that Catalan-dominants show a stronger preference of overt pronouns towards object 
antecedents than balanced bilinguals –who unspecify overt pronouns– and Spanish-dominant bilinguals. 
Taking Catalan-dominants as a reference, marked information structures affect differently null and overt 
pronouns: no significant effects are attested for null pronouns, and both clefted and dislocated objects 
decrease overt pronouns’ object preferences, with respect to baseline. These findings challenge the view 
that null pronouns convey topic maintenance and overt pronouns topic shift: null pronouns may show 
more flexible patterns and overt pronouns may be guided by syntactic configurations (object choices 
decrease when the object antecedent moves to higher syntactic positions than subject antecedents). 
Balanced bilinguals, unlike Catalan-dominants, show sensitivity of null pronouns to information status 
of the antecedent, showing higher preferences to link null pronouns to topic antecedents. Different 
behaviors depending on language dominance are discussed in light of resource competition and 
coactivation in bilinguals (Sorace, 2016; Kroll and Navarro-Torres, 2018). 
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Recent work analysing the distribution of code-switching patterns in bilingual communities has made 
fruitful use of the Matrix Language Frame approach (see Myers-Scotton 2002). According to this 
approach, the matrix language (ML) provides the morphosyntactic frame of a clause containing code-
switching. The ML can alternate between clauses. However, many bilingual communities show a 
preference of using one language more frequently as the ML. For example, Deuchar et al. (2018: 90) 
found that in 66,428 clauses from 69 Welsh/English conversations, 98% of the monolingual clauses and 
97% of the bilingual clauses had Welsh as ML.  

Hebblethwaite (2010) suggested that where one of the two languages has minority status, the minority 
language will tend to provide the matrix language more frequently than the majority language. This 
pattern was found to apply to Swahili/English code-switching, for example, by Myers-Scotton (1993) 
and applies to Welsh/English in Wales, where only 20% of the population is able to speak Welsh.  

This paper reports on a new analysis of data collected in a bilingual community speaking Welsh and 
Spanish, instead of English. The community is based in Patagonia, Argentina, and was settled in the 
19th century by Welsh emigrants from Wales. Spanish is the official language of Argentina, and Welsh 
is spoken by a very small percentage of the population, even lower than in Wales.  

Data were collected from 89 speakers from communities in eastern and western Chubut, using a similar 
approach to that used in Wales (Deuchar et al. 2018). The transcripts and original recordings are 
available at www.bangortalk.org.uk.  

The question we posed was whether we would find a similar asymmetry between Welsh and Spanish in 
this Argentinian community to the asymmetry we found in Wales, where Welsh was the most frequent 
ML. In order to identify the ML of each clause, we adapted a method used previously by Deuchar et al. 
(2018). We used CLAN (MacWhinney 2000) to search for items automatically glossed as verbs in each 
line, and code the line as a clause with either (1) Welsh matrix language; or (2) Spanish matrix language. 
We then searched for Welsh and Spanish words within these categories to determine the classification 
of the clauses as either bilingual or monolingual. This coding allowed us to compare the results with the 
previous findings for Welsh/English.  

Our results were superficially similar to those found for Welsh/English in that Welsh was most 
frequently the ML in both monolingual and bilingual clauses. However, the Patagonia data were less 
uniform across conversations, and Spanish provided the ML more often than English in Wales. 
Interestingly, code-switching was far less frequent in Patagonia. We will discuss the community-specific 
factors that may account for this result. 
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Several works have highlighted that advanced L2 speakers of a null subject language over-use overt 
subject pronouns (OSPs) with respect to native speakers, using them also in topic continuity, even when 
their L1 is also a null subject language (Bini 1993; Margaza & Bel 2006; Lozano 2006 a. o.). Cross-
linguistic influence may play a role if there is micro-variation between the two null subject languages 
of the speakers (Filiaci et al. 2014). Other proposals suggest that properties at the syntax-discourse 
interface (such as topicality) are complex to compute for L2ers, whose processing resources are more 
taxed (Sorace 2011, 2016): OSPs appear thus as a convenient default option. Finally, some authors argue 
that L2ers simply tend to be over-explicit (Ryan 2015 a. o.), violating pragmatic principles banning 
redundancy more than pragmatic principles banning ambiguity (Lozano 2016). In this work we propose 
that L2ers’ over-explicitness is just outward, and that OSPs are the necessarily explicit devices for L2ers 
in the contexts where they occur. Analyzing the oral productions (collected through a Story Telling task) 
of three group of speakers (15 Greek native speakers [GN], 15 Italian native speakers [IN] and 15 L2ers 
of Italian with L1 Greek) in terms of topicality and number and kind of active referents, we found:  
a) no GN/IN differences in the use of OSPs  
b) significantly higher use of OSPs by L2ers in topic continuity with respect to GN (p= 0.012)  and    
    IN (p=0.023)  
c) significantly higher use of OSPs in contexts with two active referents differing for gender and/or  
    number (2rgn) by all speakers’ groups (IN p=0.013; L2ers p<0.001; GN p<0.001) 
d) significantly higher use of OSPs by L2ers in the 2rgn context with respect to the other groups  
    (p=0.030) 
e) use of OSPs in topic continuity by L2ers mostly attested in 2rgn 
f) significantly higher use of pro in topic continuity by GN with respect to the other two groups (IN  
    p=0.031; L2ers  p=0.004)   
The use of OSPs in topic continuity by L2ers cannot be due to cross-linguistic influence given a), nor to 
general difficulties to deal with topicality since they do not transfer into Italian the properties of the 
Greek pro (f)). Given e), we argue that L2ers have difficulties in computing topicality when the presence 
of an additional character decreases referents’ prominence (Arnold & Griffin 2007), making the 
topic/non-topic distinction unclear. In this situation, the OSP is the necessarily explicit (not over-
explicit) device to employ. 
We finally analyze comparable data from a group of 12 L2ers of Italian with L1 Serbo-Croatian,  where 
we observe a similar pattern in the distribution of OSPs: the related explanation can be thus extended to 
speakers with a different null subject L1. 
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Grammatical gender is acquired early by monolingual children but it shows variability in heritage 
speakers (HSs) related to proficiency and linguistic difference between the minority and majority 
languages; it is vulnerable in populations with low proficiency and with a majority language without 
gender (e.g., Polinsky, 2008), while it seems to be fully acquired in populations with high proficiency 
and with both languages with gender (e.g., Bianchi, 2013). We examined sources of morphological 
variability in Italian HSs living in Germany, with a focus on morphological markedness and task type 
(explicit vs. implicit knowledge).  
Fifty-four adult Italian HSs living in Germany and 40 native speakers of Italian living in Italy 
participated in two experiments. Experiment 1 examined HSs’ gender agreement in an offline 
grammaticality judgement task (GJT) (tapping explicit knowledge) involving sentences with 
grammatical and ungrammatical noun-adjective sequences with masculine (unmarked) and feminine 
(marked) nouns in the singular (unmarked) and plural (marked). Gender violations were realised on the 
adjective. This examined HSs’ potential overreliance on unmarked forms or “defaults” 
(masculine/singular). Experiment 2 examined the same conditions in an online self-paced reading (SPR) 
task (tapping implicit knowledge) to address how HSs process gender agreement violations. A language 
history questionnaire and a vocabulary test addressed relationships between gender agreement, language 
exposure/use and language proficiency. 
In both tasks, participants living in Italy performed at ceiling and showed faster reading times (RTs) 
compared to HSs (see Figures 1 and 2). In the GJT, HSs showed high accuracy and were more sensitive 
to violations realised on marked adjectives; they showed an effect of markedness for number (more 
accurate with singular vs. plural in the feminine) and for gender (more accurate with masculine vs. 
feminine in the plural). In the SPR, both groups showed sensitivity to violations realised on marked vs. 
unmarked adjectives but only in the masculine (longer RTs in the critical region ‘antica’ in Figure 2). A 
significant correlation between the results of the GJT and proficiency suggests that proficiency and 
having a majority language with grammatical gender facilitate the acquisition of gender agreement in 
HSs.  
These results suggest that despite the differences between the groups in the GJT, there are no qualitative 
differences in the processing of grammatical gender between high proficient HSs with a majority 
language that has grammatical gender and native speakers who are not HSs. Importantly, markedness 
impacts grammatical gender in both explicit and implicit tasks in HSs but in different ways. This stresses 
the importance of combining methods of empirical testing to gauge competence and processing at the 
same time in the same groups of participants. 
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Figure 1. Mean accuracy (%) for grammaticality judgement task 
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Figure 2. Raw RTs (ms) for self-paced reading task 
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In this paper we provide a comparative account of auxiliary selection in two heritage language (HL) 
communities of Italian origin, in Argentina and in the UK. We use the term Italo-Romance heritage 
languages (IRHLs) as a cover term to refer to both standard Italian and primary dialects spoken in Italy. 

Most Italo-Romance varieties are characterized by split intransitivity in the selection of the perfective 
auxiliary: intransitive verbs select ‘be’ or ‘have’ in the formation of the analytical past tense according 
to syntactic and semantic properties (Cennamo 2001, Sorace 2000). As a general rule, inergative verbs 
select ‘have’; unaccusative, passive and reflexive verbs select ‘be’; see standard Italian in ex. (1)-(2):    

(1) Maria è   caduta 
Maria be:AUX.3SG fallen 
‘Maria has fallen/fell’ 
 

(2) Maria ha    dormito 
Maria have:AUX.3SG  slept 
‘Maria has slept/slept’ 

 

Split intransitivity is hardly maintained as it is in IRHL communities: several HL settings show a greater 
variation in auxiliary selection with respect to homeland varieties. To gain a deeper understanding of 
this phenomenon we compare data from two different HL settings: Piedmontese communities in 
Argentina and the Campanian community in Bedford (UK). The two settings allow us to compare 
Piedmontese and Campanian Italo-Romance dialects, in contact respectively with Spanish and English, 
two languages that do not have auxiliary selection.  

In the Piedmontese HL variety, split intransitivity tends to be lost, as ‘have’ is generalized as a perfective 
auxiliary with verbs of any class; see ex. (3) 

(3) l'ha   stait  lì  l'ha   fait  la  cosecha  e tut.  
have.3SG been  there have.3SG done the harvest  and all 

 
dòpo   l'ha   andait  an là 
afterwards have.3SG gone in there 
‘he has been there, I has done the harvest and afterwards he went there’  

 

However, variation is still present in the data, and will be described in relation with social and 
acquisitional features of the speakers.  

A different picture is offered by the data from the UK: here, the analysis shows that ‘be’ may be selected 
instead of ‘have’with inergative verbs and with specific persons, namely 1pl, 1sg, and 3sg. The selection 
of ‘be’ is also sensitive of the language used by the speakers: it is higher when they speak dialect and 
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but absent if they speak Italian. When migrants speak Italian, they select ‘have’ with this kind of verbs 
as in Standard Italian. 

Based on the framework by Benmamoun et al. (2013), Polinsky & Scontras (2020), we provide a 
comparison between the two case studies, aimed at highlighting the dynamics to which IRHL varieties 
are subject. We make a distinction between contact-related innovations, depending on grammatical 
features of the dominant language, and input-related innovations, depending on acquisitional factors 
characterizing specific HL scenarios, as well as on inherent patterns of variation in the input. 
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With increasing migration across the globe, it becomes more and more difficult for clinicians to 
distinguish language problems due to unbalanced, bilingual exposure from language and reading 
disorders, such as Developmental Dyslexia (DD). Clinicians may not be able to examine children's L1, 
but without a clear picture of language and reading abilities in both languages, it is difficult to provide 
adequate interventions. The present project aims to implement clinical markers to identify the risk of 
DD in a multilingual population through bilingual computerized language and reading tests.  

In Bigagli & Lorusso’s (2014) preliminary study, Chinese-Italian primary schoolers’ performance in 
language and reading tasks in both languages/scripts correlated with results in Italian standardized 
reading tests. Similarly, in the current project 28 successive bilingual children (L1: Mandarin, L2: 
Italian) attending Italian public primary schools (grades 3 and 4), living in Prato (Tuscany, Italy) were 
tested. All children spoke Mandarin at home, in their free time and furthermore received formal reading 
instruction in Mandarin. 

Besides the Italian standardized word and nonword reading subtests (Batteria per la Valutazione della 
Dislessia e della Disortografia Evolutiva 2, DDE 2, Sartori et al, 2007), they were administered an 
informal Mandarin reading screening, containing characters from Mandarin reading instruction books 
for heritage speakers (Hu, 2019, unpublished).  

The computerized screening consisted of phonological awareness, morphosyntactic processing and 
reading subtests. While reading subtests in Italian, a transparent orthography, assessed (non)word 
identification which relies on phoneme-grapheme conversion (audio-word-matching), Mandarin 
characters, of which some were manipulated, had to be recognized (judgement task). 

For all tasks, accuracy and reaction time were measured automatically, using E-Prime 2.0. Preliminary 
results suggest that computer-based reading and language tests can reliably assess reading performance 
in L2 speakers of Italian, appear to capture also a part of general reading abilities (in L1) and to be 
reliable tools for early detection of at-risk cases for DD.  

The collection of more data as well as follow-up-testing of the children tested to determine the predictive 
value of the screening was interrupted due to the Covid-19 pandemic, data collection and analyses are 
ongoing. 

The most reliable tasks and items are now implemented in the web-based screening platform MuLiMi, 
to allow for easy access of the screenings across devices and operating systems. Integrating recent 
research findings in user-friendly soft- and hardware, such fully computerized could be administered by 
professionals who do not speak the children's L1. Early risk DD identification contributes to reducing 
the number of misdiagnoses and encourages timely interventions where needed.  
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The present study compares the performance of adult heritage language (HL) Russian speakers in Israel 
and the United States on a variety of morphosyntactic phenomena. This is among the first studies com-
paring early bilingual adults to each other, rather than to monolinguals. Heritage speakers grow up 
speaking a language at home that is different from the dominant societal language (SL) (Benmamoun et 
al, 2013; Polinsky, 2018; Montrul, 2016; Rothman, 2009). Their bilingual language development be-
comes unbalanced and their SL, although it is their second language, becomes their stronger one.  HL 
grammar is affected by various internal and external factors, most notably cross-linguistic influence 
(CLI) and diminished input (Ortega, 2020; Polinsky & Scontras, 2019). CLI refers to transfer and im-
position of one language’s features onto the other, suggesting that features of the HL which are similar 
to those of the SL will be maintained better than those that are different. Diminished input posits that 
speakers with greater exposure to the HL, and later onset of the SL, will be more proficient. We focus 
on HL Russian in contact with two SLs, Hebrew and English, chosen for their morphosyntactic differ-
ences both from each other and from Standard Russian.  
A total of 65 participants were sampled: 36 from the US and 29 from Israel. All participants were born 
in their country of residence or immigrated from the former USSR prior to age 5. The two groups were 
matched for age and sex and did not differ on background measures (ie. SL age of onset, etc). The two 
groups exhibited comparable performance on an objective vocabulary baseline derived through a pic-
ture-naming task. Vocabulary size was found to be highly correlated with Russian use at home and at 
work. Participants were then tested on three experimental tasks assessing production accuracy of adjec-
tive-noun agreement, the accusative case, and numeral-noun phrases. 
Our results found that the SL-Hebrew group performed significantly better on adjective-noun agreement 
and numeral-noun expressions, with no notable group differences on the accusative case. A series of 
stepwise regressions showed vocabulary to be the greatest predictor for each task, pointing to the effects 
of input, as vocabulary measures are considered highly sensitive to input quantity and quality. This may 
be attributed to an Israeli sociolinguistic advantage, as Russian is the top HL in Israel and is much less 
common in the US. An additional Group effect was found for adjective-noun agreement, indicating 
presence of CLI: unlike English, Hebrew and Russian both mark grammatical gender. Our findings paint 
a complex picture of the interactions between CLI and input, with both playing a key role in HL 
proficiency. The next stage of this study will include a detailed qualitative analysis at the individual 
level.            
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Acquiring English articles is difficult for second language (L2) learners of English. This difficulty 
seems to be mainly linked to two aspects: i) the complexity of the rules for using English articles; and 
ii) the influence of the first language (L1) of the speaker (transfer or cross-linguistic influence). 
Reasons for these difficulties are often sought in the lack of articles in the L1 or differences between 
the L1 and L2 rules for their use. However, age of onset is of L2 acquisition also impacts on learners’ 
ability to use English articles in target-like ways, in that L1 influence is often more prominent in late 
and adult learners’ use of L2 (Ionin, Zubizarreta, & Philippov, 2009). Most of the current studies in the 
acquisition of English articles involve adult speakers and only focused on examining the impact of 
L1-Arabic on L2-English. Much less is known about crosslinguistic influence in the opposite 
direction (from English onto Arabic) and about bilingual children’s knowledge and use of English and 
Arabic articles. 

The current study focuses on bidirectional crosslinguistic influence in the use of Arabic/English 
articles in Arabic-English bilingual adults (N= 40) and children between the ages of 7 and 12 (N = 
13), and a group of monolingual Arabic controls (N=39) and monolingual English controls (N = 30). 
Article use was analysed with two tasks: a (semi-spontaneous) story-telling and a sentence repetition 
task (SRT) in both languages. In the SRT the different semantic and linguistic conditions for the use 
of articles were carefully controlled. In addition, tests of receptive grammar (TROG=2 for English 
and the Arabic sentence comprehension test (Shaalan, 2010)) were used to control for overall 
grammatical knowledge. In the narrative task, among adults, omission of "a/an" was the most common 
issue (53%), while for children it was use of "the" in indefinite contexts where "a/an" would be 
expected (46%). In the SRT, significant differences were found for overall accuracy in the use of 
"the", "a/an" and zero, as well as for accuracy in generic, [definite, specific], [indefinite, specific] and 
[indefinite, nonspecific] contexts. Finally, for the bilingual adults, Age of Onset of L2 was negatively 
related to accuracy in generic and [indefinite, non-specific] contexts and the general accuracy of using 
"a/an" and zero. For the bilingual children, however, Age of Onset of L2 was negatively related to 
accuracy of using "a/an" only within [indefinite, specific] contexts . Some errors made by the 
participants were related to problems with mastering plural forms in English. The Arabic sentence 
repetition task revealed no significant differences between the bilingual adults and the control group. 
No evidence was found for crosslinguistic influence from L2-English on the use of L1-Arabic articles. 
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Numerous studies have shown that limited Theory of Mind (ToM) is a core deficit in individuals with 
Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) (e.g., Baron-Cohen, Leslie, & Frith, 1985). Very few studies have 
assessed ToM skills in bilingual children with ASD (but see Andreu et al., 2020). Recent studies, 
including a meta-analysis study of 1,1283 children, have indicated that there is a bilingual advantage on 
ToM skills among children with typical language development (TLD), yet this advantage is only 
apparent upon adjusting for language proficiency (Buac & Kaushanskaya, 2019; Schroeder, 2018). It is 
well-documented that in bilingual children, language skills are un-evenly distributed across their two 
languages (Konhert, 2010). The current study aimed to assess ToM and language skills of bilingual 
children with and without ASD in both of their languages.  

A total of 32 bilingual English-Hebrew speaking children (ages 4;10-10;08) participated: 16 children 
with ASD (hereafter biASD) and 16 children with TLD (hereafter biTLD). The two groups were 
matched for age, non-verbal IQ (as measured by Raven, 1998), length of exposure to Hebrew.  
Children`s morpho-syntax was assessed using sentence repetition tasks: Hebrew and English versions 
of LITMUS Sentence Repetition (Marinis & Armon-Lotem, 2015).  Verbal ToM battery included 5 
subtasks: Diverse Desires, Diverse Beliefs, Content False-Belief, First-Order False-Belief, Second-
Order False-Belief). The nonverbal ToM was evaluated using a picture-sequencing task (Baron-Cohen 
et al., 1986) which included stories manipulating causal-mechanical, descriptive-behavioral, and 
psychological-intentional conditions. All children were tested in Hebrew and in English. Due to the 
COVID-19 pandemic, some sessions were provided online via Zoom: the testing modes were counter-
balanced across the two groups.  

The results indicated no differences between the two groups on morpho-syntax: the biASD group 
showed similar performance to their biTLD peers in both languages. Furthermore, there were no 
differences between the two groups in terms of non-verbal ToM scores. However, there were group 
differences on verbal ToM with the ASD group performing lower. On verbal ToM and sentence 
repetition tasks, an asymmetry in the performance across the two languages was observed: some children 
performed significantly higher in English, while some performed significantly higher in Hebrew.  
Additionally, we found strong correlations between morpho-syntactical scores and verbal-ToM scores 
only in the biASD group.  The findings suggest that children with ASD may rely more on their linguistic 
skills to compensate for their deficient ToM competencies. 

As for assessment of bilinguals, the study confirms that ToM skills and morpho-syntax should be 
assessed in both languages. As for intervention, the findings of the study highlight the importance of 
expanding morpho-syntactical skills to enhance ToM skills. 
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Language skills in early childhood are among the strongest predictors of academic achievement at 11 
years (Pace et al. 2018). The quality of linguistic input parents provide is critical for the development of 
these skills. For the one-fifth of children in UK primary schools who speak a language other than English 
at home (Department for Education, 2018), the amount of linguistic input they are exposed to is divided 
between a heritage language and English. It is consequently important that they receive the highest 
quality linguistic input in each language. Bengali and Sylheti are the fifth most reported main languages 
spoken in the UK (Office for National Statistics, 2011). However, little is currently known about the 
home language environment for Bengali children speaking EAL in the early years. Learning more about 
the current home language environment has the potential to inform the development of future 
programmes to guide parents in supporting their children’s language development before school entry. 

This mixed-methods study is currently in the data collection phase. We plan to recruit 30 families with 
3-4 year old children who speak either Bengali or Sylheti at home. All parents will participate in an 
interview, which will first include a structured questionnaire about language use at home. Following 
this, a semi-structured interview will focus on parent’s views, attitudes and beliefs about the importance 
of their heritage language and English, and the factors that may influence their language practices at 
home. The primary caregiver in each family will then be invited to complete a detailed language diary 
for four days. The diary will include a record, in 30-minute time blocks, of each activity the child 
engages in, the sources of language input during that activity (e.g., mother), and the language of that 
input. Finally, 15 of these families will also take two, day-long home audio recordings using LENA 
devices, audio recorders worn within specially designed clothing by the child at home. Segments of the 
recordings will be sampled and then coded for factors aligned with those collected in the diary. 
Preliminary findings from the diaries of three families (total 98, 30-minute blocks) indicate that input 
during play, household activities and media was weighted more towards being mixed Bengali/Sylheti 
and English, and English only. Input during other activities (e.g., mealtimes, reading) was weighted 
more towards being Bengali/Sylheti only, or mixed Bengali/Sylheti and English. Five semi-structured 
interviews revealed that increased Bengali/Sylheti use was often motivated by the desire to strengthen 
and maintain relationships, and this was sometimes influenced by family members outside of the 
household (e.g. family members living abroad). Children were sometimes a motivating factor for parents 
using English, particularly in cases where children preferred to speak English compared with 
Bengali/Sylheti. 
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English is often axiomatically indexed with globalization.  Many school systems emphasize the learning 
of English with the aim of preparing students for employment, mobility, and English-medium tertiary 
education.  Universities, in turn, increasingly focus on the English proficiency of students, staff, 
instructors, and researchers.  English continues to be, as Bamgbose (2003) puts it, a “recurring decimal” 
in language planning and policy.  But how all-encompassing is it?  In this talk, I situate English in the 
world’s ecology of languages.  I begin by problematizing the notion of English as a global language.  I 
then consider how we can view English-medium instruction (EMI) and English as a lingua franca (ELF) 
through a multilingual lens (e.g., Jenkins, 2015; Kirkpatrick, 2014; Ou, Gu & Hult, 2020) in order to 
look beyond the ‘E’ to see how English can be positioned vis-à-vis the many guises of multilingualism 
(e.g., Blackledge & Creese, 2014; Canagarajah, 2013).  Finally, I argue for renewed attention to 
language ecology (e.g., Hult, 2013; Li, Steffensen & Huang, 2020) in the study of multilingualism as a 
way to avoid a fragmented view of English in the world.. 
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Poststructural and postmodern viewpoints triggered a new era in applied linguistics which is character-
ized by the emergence of novice approaches making their way into classrooms. One such approach is 
translanguaging, widely debated in literature by its proponents and critics. Translanguaging re-concep-
tualizes bi/multilingual practices by disrupting borders between languages and going beyond the artifi-
cial language separation usually adopted in educational programmes. The inclusion of translingual prac-
tices is especially promising in a multilingual classroom, where a special social space is established by 
bringing together learners’ and teachers’ different linguistic backgrounds.  
Recent research in translanguaging focusing on its implementation and use in a multilingual classroom 
demonstrates positive outcomes for young bilinguals acquiring a third language. For example, 
translanguaging practices applied in a bi/multilingual classroom help young learners construct meaning 
(Otheguy et al., 2019), develop metalinguistic awareness (Leonet et al., 2017), deepen knowledge (Gar-
cía & Wei, 2015) and shape experiences (Baker, 2011). Although there is growing research interest in 
translanguaging as implemented in schools, progressively showing its efficacy for young learners, it is 
still unclear if multilingual adult learners benefit from translanguaging.  
This ongoing study aims to fill this gap by examining the use of translanguaging in a Russian language 
classroom for adults. The participants are Catalan/Spanish bilinguals and Russian language teachers. 
Each participant possesses more than 1 additional language in their linguistic repertoire so that all of 
them can deploy at least three languages in the classroom. The study adopts a qualitative approach 
paradigm which is widely approved in research on translanguaging. The data will be collected through 
classroom observations permitting to gather information about participants’ behavior in naturalistic 
settings. Fieldwork will provide useful insights into processes taking place in the classroom, addressing 
the questions of whether (a) translingual practices are applied in a classroom, (b) the whole linguistic 
repertoire is used by participants or solely part of it, (c) translanguaging is used naturally or teacher-
directed, (d) there is a correlation between the use of translanguaging and progress in a target language. 
Additionally, classroom observations will shed light on purposes translingual practices serve in a 
classroom (e.g. meaning-constructing, experience sharing, etc.). 
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While object clitics (OCs) are well maintained in heritage languages (Polinsky & Scontras, 2020), their 
placement in some heritage languages (HLs), such as European Portuguese, is unstable. Rinke & Flores 
(2014) show that compared to the baseline, HL speakers overgeneralized enclitics in various syntactic 
contexts, regardless of the different syntactic triggers of clitics placement. They attribute this result to 
protracted acquisition, related to HL speakers’ reduced experience with the formal register. In other 
clitic languages, such as Bulgarian, clitic placement is subject to the Strong-Start prosodic constraint, 
which prohibits OCs at the absolute start of an utterance (Harizanov, 2014). Little is known about OCs 
and their real-time processing in those HLs where syntactic and prosodic factors of clitics placement 
interact. To address this gap, we conducted a pilot self-paced listening experiment on OCs in Bulgarian. 
Design: The target placement of clitics him in Bulgarian is before the verb (CL V) unless clitics are in 
the absolute initial position, violating Strong Start. The CL conditions (1) and (4) are contrasted with 
the control NP conditions (2) and (3), with the ?N V order being pragmatically infelicitous. 16 targets 
and 16 fillers were preceded by context that introduced relevant antecedents for the object clitics. 
 

Condition Pre1 Pre2 Subject Pre-V Obj  Verb Post-V Obj Post1 
(1)   CL V  

Vchera 
 
sluchajno 

 
Ivan 

go (him.CL)  
vidja 

--  
v parka. (2) ?N V Petar (N) -- 

(3)   V N -- Petar (N) 
(4) *V CL -- go (him.CL) 
 ‘Yesterday  accidentally Ivan saw him/Petar in the park.’ 

 
22 monolingual and 13 English-dominant highly proficient Bulgarian speakers listened to the sentences 
(1)-(4) word-by-word on an online platform for behavioral research and their RTs were recorded. Based 
on the overall resilience of clitics in HLs, we predicted no difference in their processing by the two 
groups but expected lack of sensitivity by the HL speakers to the ungrammatical clitic condition, (4), 
given the findings from European Portuguese (Rinke & Flores, 2014).  
Results: Follow-up comprehension questions revealed lower accuracy in HL speakers compared to 
monolinguals (79% vs. 90%). LMM analysis did not show any effects in RTs: no group, position, or 
condition differences for CL-object conditions (Fig. 1). This is in contrast to NP-object conditions, 
where HSs were significantly slower in processing postverbal objects (3) at the Post1 position (Fig.2), 
which suggests that they entertain fewer word order options than the baseline. Thus, Bulgarian HL 
speakers showed processing routines, similar to the baseline, which lends support to the resilience of 
clitics in HLs and the language-internal mechanisms of HL acquisition of cliticization. 
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Fig. 1. HS vs. Mono: Mean RTs for Clitics (1),(4) 
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Fig. 2. HS vs. Mono: Mean RTs for NPs (2), (3) 
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A number of studies have demonstrated that the processing of grammatical gender in L2 is affected by 
the grammatical gender distinctions acquired in L1 (for an overview, see Sá-Leite, Fraga & Comesaña 
2019). However, still little is known about reverse interactions in this domain.  

Hence, the aim of this study is to explore the effect of an L2 learned in instructed settings on the retrieval 
of grammatical gender in L1 in the case of Polish-German bilinguals. The study also seeks to determine 
the role of some noun characteristics, such as frequency and L1-L2 similarity (cognateness), on gender 
retrieval among bilinguals in their L1.  

Two groups of adult Polish speakers of L2 German participated in an online gender decision task: (i) 20 
highly proficient learners and teachers of German (C2 level), and (ii) 20 advanced learners of L2 German 
(B1 level). Different conditions with altogether 90 nouns were created, in which gender-congruency was 
manipulated between L1 Polish and L2 German. Nouns in each condition were controlled for length, 
similarity (Levenshtein distance), and frequency in both languages (corpus data). Half of them were 
Polish-German cognates.  

Repeated measures analyses of variance were run on reaction times. The factors were Congruency 
(congruent vs congruent cognate vs incongruent) and Gender (masculine vs feminine vs neuter). The 
Bonferroni test was applied as a post-hoc test when significant effects were found. To access the role of 
the noun characteristics, a linear regression analysis was conducted, in which all nouns were analysed 
together.  

The analyses revealed a significant interaction between Congruency and Gender, but only in the group 
of highly proficient learners (C1). The reaction times for gender-congruent nouns were significantly 
shorter than the reaction times for gender-incongruent nouns. Importantly, this effect was found with 
respect to all three gender values. Cognateness turned out to have no effect on reaction time. The 
regression analysis showed no significant associations between the variables and the reaction times. 
Gender decisions were thus not made faster when the nouns were more frequent in Polish and German, 
or more similar between these languages.  

These data thus show that the retrieval of grammatical gender in L1 can be affected by L2 learned in 
instructed settings, at least if the two gender systems are symmetrical. However, a high level of L2 
proficiency seems to be required in order for cross-linguistic activation to occur. Moreover, the noun 
characteristics that have been found to be influential in bare noun recognition in previous research, i.e., 
frequency and cognateness (e.g., Dijkstra 2005), do not have any impact on gender assignment to bare 
nouns in L1.  
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Learning to read is difficult for children with hearing loss. Being native speakers of a sign language, 
they effectively read in a foreign language. Moreover, they cannot rely on the phonological codes and 
must rely exclusively on spelling (Bélanger 2013). At the same time, deaf readers also exhibit some eye 
movement patterns typical for proficient readers: developed peripheral vision allows them to discern 
more characters to the right of the current fixation compared to hearing readers (Bélanger 2015). 
Because of that, children with hearing loss might be able to catch up in reading speed with typically 
developing hearing children. 

This study compares reading patterns between children with hearing loss and typically developing 
children. We analyzed eye movements while reading in Russian primary school children with (N = 7, 
Mage = 8.86; data collection is ongoing, target N = 20) and without hearing loss (N=38, Mage=8). 
Children with hearing loss communicate in Russian Sign Language (RSL) on the daily basis from birth 
or early age. All children read 33 sentences comprising the child version of the Russian Sentence Corpus 
(Korneev et al. 2017) and answered two-choice comprehension questions after 10 sentences. Children 
with hearing loss additionally took part in a vocabulary test and solved Raven’s Colored Progressive 
Matrices. 

Children with hearing loss demonstrated significantly lower results in a vocabulary test than their peers 
without hearing loss. As for Raven’s Colored Progressive Matrices, five participants who completed the 
test had the results within the normative range for their age. In the eye-tracking task, children with 
hearing loss exhibited many characteristics of more efficient readers most likely due to the more 
developed peripheral vision and greater parafoveal preview: they had a saccade landing position closer 
to the center of the word, higher probability of skipping a word and lower probability of fixating a word 
more than once. They slowed down on longer words less than hearing participants and had shorter single 
fixation durations and gaze durations (no difference in other duration measures). They also had 
comparatively high comprehension question response accuracy (87%, compared to 92% in typically 
developing children). 

Eye-tracking results seem to suggest that developed peripheral vision and greater parafoveal preview 
allow children with hearing loss to catch up in reading speed and even outperform typically developing 
children. Higher probability of skipping a word and a lower probability of fixating a word more than 
once characterize children with hearing loss as proficient readers. Low vocabulary level in children with 
hearing loss may be due to the fact that they read in a foreign language, but low vocabulary does not 
seem to significantly impair reading in this population. 
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Language ideologies, attitudes, emotions, beliefs, linguistic behaviour, ethnic markers, community 
membership and identities in multilingual settings are intertwined (Cummins, 2015; Heller and 
McLaughlin, 2017; Pérez-Izaguirre and Cenoz, 2020). Successful societal membership is associated 
with psychosocial adaptation, hybrid identity, selective acculturation or biculturalism, the adjustment of 
an individual to new psychological and social conditions (Schwartz et al., 2014; Leszczensky et al., 
2019; Boland, 2020). Individual’s identity is related to the sense of belonging, integration, engagement 
in the current space (Chimienti et al., 2019). Self-identity is fluid and flexible, it comprises individual 
and collective identity, habitus, or unconscious identity, agency and reflexivity, which is re-evaluated 
and adjusted throughout the life trajectory of a migrant and is connected to citizenship and solidarity 
(Lizardo, 2017). According to Portes et al. (2016), there are culturalist and structuralist approaches to 
the integration of the immigrant/minority groups into the mainstream society, which focus on cultural, 
linguistic and socioeconomic assimilation.  

This study investigated the perceptions of majority and minority/immigrant speakers of multilingualism 
in Cyprus. The participants of our study were 30 Cypriot Greek speakers and 30 second-generation 
immigrants in Cyprus with various L1 background: Russian, Georgian, Ukrainian, Bulgarian, 
Romanian, English, Arabic and minority speakers of Armenian (age range: 18-27). The data was 
collected via written questionnaires and in-depth oral semi-structured interviews as well as observations 
with a focus on linguistic interaction patterns and material culture at home. We also implemented an in-
depth ethnographic landscape analysis of visible semiotic signs in public space, trying to interpret their 
indexicality and deeper layers of meaning (Blommaert, 2013; Blommaert and Maly, 2014) in relation 
to multilingualism situation in the country. 

The analysis of the data showed that minority speakers and second-generation immigrants have hybrid 
language and cultural identity, perceptions regarding citizenship, inclusion and belonging. They try to 
assimilate to the target society, but at the same time they have a strong link the community of residence, 
with their L1 country, their heritage or home language. The participants also have hybrid language 
practice as they use mixed/multiple languages at home and outside. Overall, they have a positive attitude 
towards multilingualism and multilingual landscape in Cyprus. 

The majority speakers also have a favourable view on multilingualism in Cyprus, though they admit that 
there is a difference between younger and older generation of CG population regarding the 
acceptance/discrimination of ‘’foreign’’ influence in Cyprus as the former tend to be ‘’more open-
minded’’. Their attitudes depend on immigrant/minority language(s) status, socio-economic factors, 
level of the majority language proficiency. English as an international language and lingua franca has 
an important role in their linguistic repertoires. English-CG code-switching/mixing is a common 
phenomenon, especially in on-line and off-line communication of young generation of Cypriots.  
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The present study examines the online processing of subject and object relative clauses (RCs) in 
monolingually raised and bilingual Greek/German children and adults with Greek as heritage language. 
Although in recent years there is an increased interest in heritage speakers’ online parsing, most studies 
focus on lexical processing while studies on morphosyntactic processing are up to date quite limited 
(e.g. Keating et al., 2016; Gračanin-Yuksek et al., 2020). The investigation of heritage speakers’ 
morphosyntactic parsing can shed light on the question of whether or not heritage speakers employ the 
same parsing strategies as monolingually raised speakers, or employ L2 learners’ processing strategies 
such as shallow processing (Felser & Roberts,2007;  Marinis et  al., 2005).  

We conducted a self-paced listening task in Greek in which we manipulated the type of relative clause 
(subject vs. object), and the RC internal word order (canonical vs. scrambled). The relative clauses were 
introduced with the complementizer pu (‘that’). In total there were four conditions: 

1a.  O majiras-NOM pu esprokse ton servitoro-ACC ekapse to fajito (Subject RC, canonical) 
1b.  O majiras-NOM pu ton servitoro-ACC esprokse ekapse to fajito (Subject RC, scrambled) 

“The cook that pushed the waiter burned the food” 

1c.  O majiras-NOM pu o servitoros-NOM esprokse ekapse to fajito (Object RC, canonical) 
1d.  O majiras-NOM pu esprokse o servitoros-NOM ekapse to fajito (Object RC, scrambled) 

“The cook that the waiter pushed burned the food” 

Sentences were presented in a segment-by-segment fashion, and in the end of each sentence participants 
judged the grammaticality of the sentence by pressing one of two buttons. We have up to now recorded 
online listening times and grammaticality judgments from 40 11- to 13-year-old children (22 
monolinguals, 18 heritage), and 107 adults (100 monolinguals, 7 heritage (data collection in process)).  

The statistical analysis of the listening times showed faster listening times for subject RCs than for object 
RCs on the RC verb segment for monolingual adults, no significant RC effect for monolingual children, 
and, interestingly, faster times for object RCs for heritage Greek children and adults (marginal 
significance for adults due to lack of power). Both monolingual and heritage children’s listening times 
correlate with age. The younger the children the “shallower” they seem to process the relative clauses, 
a fact possibly linked to evidence that RCs are not fully mastered until adolescence MacWhinney and 
Pléh (1988).  At around age 12, however, children pattern with adults, thus showing evidence for 
continuity of processing (Clahsen & Felser, 2006). Importantly, the significant object RC effect in both 
groups of heritage speakers stems from heritage adult and children’s processing nominative preverbal 
NPs faster than accusative ones (1c vs. 1b), a pattern that contrasts with monolingually raised speakers, 
and may constitute evidence of crosslinguistic transfer from German.  
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English medium instruction (EMI) for teaching language courses is a growing global phenomenon, but 
the use of the learners’ L1—or translanguaging—as a verbal resource remains controversial. Cognitive 
SLA and communicative language teaching approaches view the practice as culpable as it demotivates 
learners from setting instrumental goals, whereas bilingual discourse and Vygotskian SLA studies 
suggest that judicious use of the L1 fosters classroom‐based L2 development by leveraging the fluid 
languaging of learners. While teachers’ attitudes toward translanguaging have been explored in 
numerous studies, fewer attempts have been made to examine learners’ perspectives on their teachers’ 
translanguaging in an EMI setting. To bridge the research gap, this study collected interview data from 
67 Japanese EFL learners about their perspectives on L2 teachers’ translanguaging in an EMI setting. 
For comparison purposes, data from eight English teachers were additionally collected from the same 
institution. Transcribed interview recordings were analysed using thematic analysis to identify salient 
themes related to the reasons for supporting or opposing the practice. The results indicate that while all 
faculty participants support and (wish to) implement translanguaging both in and out of the classroom, 
approximately two-thirds of the student participants hold a negative view of teachers’ translanguaging. 
Students’ attitudes are shown to correlate strongly with past experience of international communication 
using English as a lingua franca but not with target language proficiency. The findings are discussed in 
relation to why teachers’ decision to translanguage needs to be context-driven and how translanguaging 
techniques can be put into practice in a way that helps maximise L2 learners’ communicative potential. 
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Although peer review is widely adopted in tertiary L2 writing classes, the issue of learners’ strategic use 
of different languages—or translanguaging—in written peer feedback remains underresearched. 
Previous studies have focused mostly on examining benefits or drawbacks of peer review in the writing 
process, and relatively fewer scholarly attempts have been made to analyze peer feedback comments 
generated in L1, L2, or both L1 and L2 and reasons underlying such translanguaging practices. Given 
that the deployment of learner’s full linguistic repertoire is an invaluable resource that helps L2 learners 
overcome the differences in language, discourse, and idea inventory; the importance of investigating the 
function of the L1 in L2 peer feedback performance cannot be overstated. This study examined feedback 
comments produced by 24 Japanese college students. In addition to comparing feedback profiles 
according to language use, stimulated recall interviews were conducted to glean factors influencing L2 
learners’ translanguaging practices. The findings suggest a great deal of interindividual differences 
among the participants in terms of language use, with approximately 86% of the participants reporting 
that they make flexible language choices appropriate in a given context. The feedback analysis revealed 
that Japanese L2 learners opted for either L2 or editing symbols for providing corrective feedback, the 
combined use of which constituted 91% of all corrective feedback points. For feedback commentaries, 
L1 use composed a majority (51%), followed by L2 (39%), and both L1 and L2 (10%) mixed at the 
intrasentential level. The thematic analysis of the interview accounts identified primary factors that 
affect Japanese L2 learners’ language choices in providing written peer feedback. These factors include 
L2 proficiency of the reviewer and the writer, learner beliefs and learning goals, and task requirements. 
The findings of this study provide a further insight into L2 learners’ language choices in providing 
written peer feedback. 
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The non-selective nature of bilingual lexical access often results in cross-linguistic influence (CLI) in 
lexical processing; however, such effects are not as evident at the syntactic level. While research on L2 
sentence production suggests a high degree of L1-L2 interactivity also at a structural level (e.g. 
Hartsuiker & Bernolet, 2017), work on L2 sentence comprehension often reports uniform processing 
patterns despite L1 differences. These discrepancies in CLI have led to interest in the interaction between 
lexical and syntactic processing in bilinguals, with available evidence showing that interactive lexical 
processing can impede target syntactic processing (e.g. Hopp & Lemmerth, 2018). Such findings have 
led to the Lexical Bottleneck Hypothesis (Hopp, 2018), according to which incomplete parsing partially 
arises from lexical processing (i.e. slowdowns and CLI) in bilinguals. 

This empirical study extends previous work on lexical-syntactic interactions in L2 sentence processing 
by examining the detection of ungrammaticality and type of L1-L2 grammatical gender mapping. 145 
adult L1 Spanish speakers with intermediate-advanced L2 German proficiency and 111 L1 German 
speakers completed a 64-item German self-paced reading task focusing on noun gender congruency and 
word order with attributive adjectives. Target nouns were either congruent (same gender), incongruent 
(masculine-feminine mismatches) or L2 neuter (Spanish masculine/feminine). These nouns were paired 
with attributive adjectives appearing either prenominally (grammatical in German, ungrammatical in 
Spanish; see (1a)) or postnominally (ungrammatical in German, grammatical in Spanish; see (1b)).  

Results showed that the detection of ungrammaticality in the L2 was influenced by L1-L2 gender 
congruency as well as L2 proficiency level. Only high-proficiency L2 adults detected ungrammaticality 
in target NPs where syntactic ungrammaticality interacted with grammatical gender. For these speakers, 
findings revealed earlier and stronger sensitivity to ungrammatical syntax with gender congruent nouns 
compared to delayed effects with gender incongruent ones (p=.012). With neuter nouns, the advanced 
group displayed earlier and more pronounced sensitivity to ungrammatical syntax than for incongruent 
nouns (p<.001), thus indicating that neuter nouns patterned with congruent ones. 

This study shows cross-linguistic lexical gender effects in the detection of syntactic ungrammaticality, 
even when the latter is independent of gender information. Furthermore, it highlights the important role 
of the specific type of cross-linguistic lexical overlap in L2 sentence processing, illustrating that 
contrasts in L1-L2 features go beyond a mere binary same/different distinction. Though both 
incongruent and neuter noun NPs would be cross-linguistically different on a binary scale, these data 
clearly show significantly less interference at the level of lexical processing for L2 nouns belonging to 
a gender class without analogue in the L1 (neuter). The present findings further the need for an integrated 
and more nuanced study of the bilingual language system, encompassing both the bilingual mental 
lexicon and the L2 parser.  
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Examples 

(1a) Attributive adjectives in prenominal position 

Ich bin dankbar, denn eine neue Schule ist in dem Altbau am Marktplatz. 

I am thankful, because a new school is in the old-building at-the market-square 

‘I am grateful because there is a new school in the old building on the market square.’ 

 

(1b) Attributive adjectives in postnominal position 

*Ich bin dankbar, denn eine Schule neue ist in dem Altbau am Marktplatz. 

I am thankful, because a school new is in the old-building at-the market-square 

‘I am grateful because there is a school new in the old building on the market square.’ 
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When bilingual children learn how to read and write in their two languages, the two developing systems 
may influence each other, also on their level of literacy (Genesee et al., 2006). There has been extensive 
research investigating crosslinguistic influence (CLI) in bilingual literacy development and factors that 
play a role in it (see ibid., Geva, 2014 for reviews). Many studies indicate that bilinguals share their 
literacy skills across their languages, particularly so when those skills apply to both writing systems 
(Bialystok et al., 2005; Koda, 2008). While CLI in literacy skills can be advantageous, it can also lead 
to negative transfer effects, particularly so, when the two writing systems differ, for instance in terms of 
the orthographic principles that underlie grapheme-phoneme correspondences. 

Most studies investigating CLI in bilingual literacy development have focused on receptive skills, such 
as grapheme-decoding or word-reading (Genessee et al, 2006; Feinauer et al., 2013). They indicate that 
CLI in literacy skills is moderated by similarities and differences between the two linguistic and the two 
writing systems involved (Bialystok et al., 2005). Also child-internal factors, such oral language 
proficiency and dominance in oral language skills, play a role (Feinauer et al., 2013). In addition to this, 
it has been speculated that a bilingual advantage in metalinguistic abilities can compensate for reduced 
oral proficiency when bilinguals develop literacy in their weaker language (Bialystok, 2007)/ Few 
studies, however, have looked at CLI in bilingual spelling development and most of those focus on 
bilinguals with English as one of their languages (e.g. Howard et al., 2012; Savage et al., 2017). Howard 
et al. (2012), who investigated the spelling development of Spanish-English bilinguals in 2nd and 4th 
grade of primary school, found only little evidence of negative effects of crosslinguistic evidence, 
predominantly but not exclusively going from dominant to non-dominant language. They also found 
that negative transfer between the two systems considerably decreased from 2nd to 4th grade. 

In the current study, we investigate CLI in bilingual spelling by examining the development of Dutch-
German bilingual primary school children, who learn how to read and write in both of their languages. 
We present results from a pilot study in which we tested the word-spelling of 2nd and 4th graders (N=36) 
focusing on features in which the two orthographic systems differ (Landerl & Reitsma, 2005). Findings 
indicate that 2nd and 4th graders show extensive evidence of CLI leading to spelling mistakes. This 
happens to a greater extent in the non-dominant school-language, Dutch. However, this differs 
significantly between more balanced early bilinguals and more German-dominant late bilinguals. We 
also find that not all CLI-prone features are difficult to the same degree for the bilinguals in our study. 
Spelling skills improve in both languages for all bilinguals in our study. In contrast to Howard et al. 
(2012), however, we see that CLI-prone features still cause difficulties for 4th graders. We speculate that 
this might be related to the high degree of linguistic similarity between the two languages and writing 
systems, which may be a problem in the beginning. Interestingly, we see that in 2nd grade the more 
balanced bilinguals score higher than the German-dominant bilinguals, also in German. This could be 
an effect of enhanced metalinguistic awareness in this group of bilinguals. 
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The area between the northeastern slopes of the Andes Mountains and the northwestern fringes of the 
Amazon Basin is the most linguistically diverse corner of South America.  In these foothills, languages 
from over a dozen families are in close contact with each other, reinforced by tight socio-cultural and 
trading relationships between different communities and resulting in long-term multilingualism. 
However, the dynamics and effects of multilingualism are not the same across the board.  In this paper, 
two multilingual zones will be compared: the Conambo river basin in Ecuador and the Sibundoy valley 
in Colombia.  In both regions, three languages are spoken: a small local language, a northern Quechuan 
language and Spanish.  Although the linguistic situation is at first sight comparable, different inter-
cultural dynamics have led to very different language contact effects. 

The Conambo river basin is at the heart of Shiwiar territory.  Shiwiar people speak a Chicham language; 
they also speak Pastaza Kichwa (a northern Quechuan language) and Spanish.  Shiwiar people have 
been in close contact with their Pastaza Kichwa neighbours for many generations but code-switching 
between the two languages is frowned upon.  On the other hand, code-switching between Shiwiar and 
Spanish (brought there by missionaries in the 1970s) is common.  These practices are reflected in the 
lexicon and grammar of Shiwiar: Pastaza Kichwa loanwords are rare due to the avoidance of code-
switching, whereas Spanish loanwords are plentiful.  However, although there are virtually no 
grammatical contact effects from Spanish, Shiwiar shares many morphological and syntactic traits with 
Pastaza Kichwa, presumably as a result of long-term proficient bilingualism. 

The Sibundoy valley in southern Colombia is in many ways analogous.  It is the traditional territory of 
the Kamsá people, whose language is an isolate.  The Kamsá traditionally also speak Inga (a northern 
Quechuan language closely related to Pastaza Kichwa) and Spanish.  However, Spanish has been spoken 
in the Sibundoy valley for centuries, and there is no code-switching taboo between Kamsá and Inga.  
This has resulted in almost opposite effects to those described for the Conambo region.  Kamsá exhibits 
a significant number of loanwords from both Spanish and Inga, but also syntactic influence from 
Spanish. 

This paper will examine the different contact phenomena that are found in the two regions.  Because 
many elements are the same – a multilingual rural Indigenous community setting involving virtually the 
same contact languages – this case study will help highlight how different social/interactional, cultural 
and historical subtleties can lead to drastically different contact effects.  Taking into account language 
attitudes and interactional practices is central in understanding how a multilingual environment can 
shape a language.  These insights will in turn be crucial in the endeavour to develop a typology of 
multilingualism and its effects on language change. 
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Bilingualism has been linked to structural brain adaptations related to selecting the appropriate 
language to facilitate successful communication. The location and extent of these adaptations 
have been shown to be associated with the intensity with which bilinguals use and switch be-
tween their languages (e.g., Pliatsikas, 2020). Less is known about similar effects in interpret-
ers, a unique group of bilinguals who master several languages and must switch between them 
under immense time-pressure, with existing research reporting changes in different regions and 
effects in different directions (Hervais-Adelman & Babcock, 2020). The reason for inconsist-
encies in results considered here is two-fold: (1) lack of information about respondents' bilin-
gual language use other than their professional experience (2); the assumption that the relation-
ship between bilingualism and brain structure is linear despite existing evidence that both brain 
and bilingual experience are dynamic systems with distinct trajectories (Pliatsikas, 2020). Here, 
we aim to address the first point by teasing apart the professional and general bilingual experi-
ences to identify which effects they yield on caudate nuclei and putamen. These subcortical 
structures are known to structurally adapt as a result of bilingual language use. These adapta-
tions were also reported to differ among translators, interpreters and non-professional bilinguals 
(Hervais-Adelman & Babcock, 2020). Second, we analyse the data using generalised additive 
models (GAMs), which have the power to identify non-linear patterns in brain volumes as a 
function of a continuous measure of bilingual experiences. We compared volumes of caudate 
nuclei and putamen between Czech-English interpreters (n=29), translators (n=37) and bilin-
gual controls (n=47). We collected measures of language proficiency (LexTale), bilingual im-
mersion (LSBQ) and IQ (WAIS-III). Bilingual controls showed smaller volumes of caudate 
nuclei and putamen compared to professional bilinguals. There were no significant volume dif-
ferences between translators and interpreters. GAMs analyses run on the entire sample revealed 
that bilingual immersion is a significant non-linear predictor of caudate volumes beyond age. 
The results reveal that volumes plateau after a certain level of bilingual experience has been 
reached. For putamen, the bilingual experiences emerged as positive linear predictor. These 
results suggest that general bilingual experiences should be considered in studies of brain mod-
ifications induced by professional bilingual practices. Also, these findings offer support to ex-
isting theories on bilingualism-induced neuroplasticity, which postulate a decrease of volumes 
in caudate nuclei as a result of increasing efficiency in bilingual language control (Pliatsikas, 
2020). We will discuss the current findings' potential to open a new horizon for investigation 
of experience-based structural modulations brought about by bilingual language use. 
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When the pandemic news and the related information became widely available via domestic and 
international structures, most of this information was delivered in the dominant languages, using 
avenues and norms consonant with the dominant language structures. This has had direct consequences 
for the indigenous communities, who have received limited information about the in their own language 
[1][2], and the method of delivery has not matched their culturally accepted practices regarding health 
[3]. This has had direct consequences on the health profile of the already minoritized communities. We 
examine how information about COVID-19 was received by speakers of Quechua, Shipibo-Konibo, and 
Iskonawa (Peru) using a 62-item novel crisis-readiness survey [4] co-created with indigenous speakers. 
We demonstrate that especially in such multilingual settings, indigenous communities are interested in 
collaborating with dominant-language structures; however, this collaboration must take into account 
traditional approaches to information gathering, delivery, and healing. The survey was administered in 
the indigenous (L1) languages to 103 participants (60% Quechua, 29% Shipibo, 4% Iskonawa; 49 
female, 51 male; ages 18-81). Among the participants, 98% exhibit native-like performance in L1 and 
report variable proficiency in the dominant L2 (0-native). 
 
A. Most participants (94%) consider COVID-19 a disease. Among those who responded to the relevant 
questions (N=79), 24% made reference to the potential for serious outcomes (“grave”, “dangerous”, 
“kills”); 24% referenced contagion (“virus,” “microbe,” “air-spread”); 8% exhibited lack of knowledge 
or misinformation (“you get it when you eat bats”, [5]). Most participants indicated self-care and social 
distancing as preventive measures and mentioned a variety of conventionalized (indigenous and 
colloquial Spanish) terms for self-protection as well the disease itself (“tapaboca”). 53% cited traditional 
herbs as prevention and treatments over western medicine (matico, garlic, ginger, eucalyptus; vapors, 
saunas, teas) [6][7].  
 
B. The data reflect variability of access to healthcare infrastructure: 57% reported having potential 
access to a formal health facility, 40%–having access to a traditional healer, and 30%– lack of health 
providers in their community. These findings indicate that traditional healers are not available in many 
indigenous communities; the vast majority of healthcare services are expected to be available in 
government-funded health-centers. 
 
C. Regarding the channels of information delivery, responses included radio/TV and community 
leadership. However, most participants stated they would prefer health professionals come to their 
communities/workplace and administer training in prevention/treatment, showing a clear preference for 
in-person communication that is reciprocal and takes into consideration the linguistic profile of the 
community, rather than top-down delivery through media, etc. 
 
Implications are discussed in light of the recommendations from the indigenous/rural/migrant 
communities [8]. One clear result: indigenous communities, that hold the wealth of traditional medicinal 
knowledge, are interested in equitable collaboration with the external infrastructures in health crisis 
management–the collaboration that is currently lacking. 
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Deaf individuals are usually considered poorer readers than hearing people (Berent & Kelly, 2007; 
Bélanger, Baum & Mayberry, 2012; Bélanger & Rayner, 2015). Less-skilled reading in the deaf 
population is currently explained by the fact that for deaf adults spoken language is often their second 
language, learned after sign language (Goldin‐Meadow & Mayberry, 2001). However, deaf children 
born to hearing parents do not have a common language with their parents and may be deprived of sign 
language input too. This deprivation may hinder overall language development, and, consequently, 
reading (Knoors & Marschark, 2014). Probably, deaf people born to deaf parents have more developed 
language ability and may further acquire oral language and reading better than deaf people born to 
hearing parents. 

Level of hearing loss is another factor that may influence oral language proficiency and, consequently, 
reading skills. Hard-of-hearing people have partial access to sounds and may acquire spoken language 
as the first one and later learn to read in it as their native one. It is likely that hard-of-hearing people 
might read better than deaf signers because they typically read in their first language, while deaf 
individuals read in their second language. 

To examine to what degree the early language deprivation and access to the speech sounds affect later 
reading skills, we investigated the patterns of eye movements during reading in hearing-impaired 
speakers of Russian Sign Language (RSL) with different degrees of hearing loss (N=35, N of hard-of-
hearing participants = 13, N of deaf participants = 22). Participants read 144 sentences from the Russian 
Sentence Corpus (Laurinavichyute et al., 2019) and answered comprehension questions. 

First, we investigated local quantitative characteristics of reading. We found that deaf and hard-of-
hearing RSL signers mostly have comparable reading skills: similar fixation durations, skipping rates, 
numbers of fixations per word, saccade landing positions, and word and sentence reading speeds. 
However, comprehension question responses demonstrated that deaf participants had a pronounced 
decrease in correct answers as the sentence length increases. Besides, deaf individuals were not sensitive 
to word frequencies, which may indicate a smaller vocabulary size. 

Second, we identified reading strategies with the analysis of scanpaths (i.e., sequences of eye 
movements) that focuses on the whole trajectories of eye movements in reading the entire sentence (von 
der Malsburg & Vasishth, 2011). Further, we used cluster analysis that allows to automatically group 
participants by the similarity of their reading strategies. The results demonstrated that participants do 
not fall into groups determined by their hearing loss status and early access to language. 

To sum up, deaf and hard-of-hearing signers have comparable reading patterns with minor differences. 
Hearing loss status and early access to language do not define successful reading acquisition in hearing-
impaired RSL speakers. 
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Linguistic complexity has become an established construct in SLA research, mainly due to the essential 
role of complexity measures in the assessment of learners’ written performance. However, research on 
syntactic complexity was criticized for promoting a reductionist approach, with the consequence that an 
entire dimension of the construct was left unexplored. In fact, while several definitions of syntactic 
complexity emphasize concepts such as variety and diversity, most research on L2 writing has confined 
its calculation to a handful of indices, mainly measures of syntactic elaboration (length-based metrics 
and frequency of clause-linking devices). There are several reasons for extending the operationalization 
of syntactic complexity to diversity measures. First, proficient language use does not necessarily imply 
an increase in the use of weighty structures (longer sentences with more subordinate clauses). Second, 
the complexification of learners’ interlanguage is largely dependent on the typological specificities of 
the target-language system since languages may rely on different grammar features to encode similar 
propositional content.   

In this study, we make ours this objective to broaden the spectrum of complexity measures and propose 
to examine the potential of syntactic diversity indicators to distinguish between proficiency groups in 
advanced L2 German. Concretely, we argue for the use of two types of non-canonical structures, 
argument inversions and passives, as diversity indices and apply them alongside traditional measures of 
elaboration on 75 texts written by upper-intermediate to nearnative L2 learners of German. Using data 
from the FALKO corpus (Humboldt University Berlin), we compiled three sub-corpora of 25 texts, 
following the corpus guidelines regarding the mapping between learners’ score on a C-test and the three 
superior CEFR proficiency levels (B2, C1, C2). All texts were segmented into clauses and all clauses 
coded for (a) instances of passives and argument inversions and (b) five indices of syntactic elaboration 
targeting various syntactic levels (sentence, T-unit and clause): T-units/sentence, T-unit length, 
clauses/T-unit, NP length, and length of clause midfield. Regarding the identification of non-canonical 
structures, it should be noted that our coding scheme included a further distinction between the 
topicalization of non-subject arguments in main clauses and instances of scrambling involving argument 
reordering in the midfield of main and embedded clauses.   

To examine the relationship between complexity measures and proficiency, a KruskalWallis test with 
pairwise comparisons was performed. Results only revealed statistically significant differences between 
groups for argument inversions. Specifically, data pointed to a significant increase in the frequency of 
such structures as from C1 level. The fact that no significant differences between groups could be found 
for all measures of syntactic elaboration confirms the necessity to supplement large-grained measures 
(length and clause linking) with more fine-grained indices of diversity which help locate areas of 
interlanguage complexification that may otherwise stay under the radar.   
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This study examines the activation of the L1 during the processing of L2 collocations in bilingual 
children, an underrepresented population in collocation studies. Models of bilingual lexical 
representation and access, such as the Bilingual Activation Model (Dijkstra & Van Heuven, 2002) and 
the Multilink Model Dijkstra and Rekke (2010), posit that bilingual lexical processing involves 
nonselective, cross-linguistic activation. As these models are largely based on studies into processing 
of single words, and on studies involving languages which shared writing systems, it is crucially 
important for evidence from processing of formulaic language (fixed multiword expressions of different 
kinds) to inform these theories. This study therefore uses online processing measures to investigate 
whether crosslinguistic influence can be extended beyond single lexical items to collocations during 
reading, among bilinguals speaking languages with different scripts. 

A self-paced reading (Study 1) and an eye tracking (Study 2) experiment were conducted with Tamil-
speaking children (age 8-11). In both studies, we measured reading times on English collocations 
embedded in sentences. All collocations were congruent or incongruent with collocations in Tamil. 
Study 1 (N = 58) was conducted in India and Study 2 (N = 80) was conducted in the UK. Participants 
across the two studies varied substantially in their English and Tamil vocabulary knowledge and a 
general English proficiency scores: the ones in India had a lower proficiency in English and those in 
the UK a lower proficiency in Tamil. All results showed shorter reading times on congruent than 
incongruent collocations, both for reading times on the entire collocation and for reading times on 
individual words. There also appeared to be a priming effect for congruent collocations, in that the 
second word was read faster. However, the reverse was true for incongruent collocations. 

Results clearly show that children rely on their vocabulary knowledge in L1 to aid their processing of 
collocations in L2 and that this cross-linguistic activation is immediate and can be captured in real time. 
Furthermore, cross-study comparisons suggest that the frequency and immediacy with which this 
occurs differs as a function of proficiency and vocabulary knowledge in both languages. While the 
study lends support to the assumption that nonselective, cross-linguistic activation also applies to 
collocations, only partial support for the BIA+ and the Multilink models was found. The data support 
assumptions derived from the BIA+ model, that the cross-linguistic effect would be larger from the L1 
to the L2 than for the L2 to L1, because it is likely that L1 codes are activated slightly before L2 codes. 
The Multilink model considers word association links to play an important role in priming, which 
would explain the priming effects in congruent collocations. 
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Inner speech, i.e. ‘silent speech for oneself’ (de Guerrero, 2018, p. 3), is a natural everyday cognitive 
activity. Following the premises of the Complementarity Principle (Grosjean, 2012), research on 
language use in inner speech identified different frequency of use in different discourse domains in inner 
speech in a foreign language (LX). For example, Dewaele (2015) found that LX was used significantly 
less in emotional inner speech than in general inner speech. Dewaele’s (2015) study measured general 
inner speech and emotional inner speech in a single question.  Previous studies on LX inner speech were 
cross-sectional studies; and domains in inner speech were measured using single item in a questionnaire. 
The contribution of this study lies on the use of a multi-item inner speech scale and longitudinal design 
to further the understanding of changes in language use pattern in inner speech during LX socialization.  

A total of 162 Chinese university students in the UK participated in this study. Two data collection 
points were conducted to collect data at the start and the end of the academic year. The first data 
collection point was October 2019 (Time 1); the second data collection point was March 2020 (Time 2). 
Participants completed an online questionnaire at both data collection points; six participants took part 
in follow-up interviews.  

Frequency of language use in inner speech was measured by an eight-item inner speech scale, covering 
eight functions of inner speech. Domains in inner speech were then identified using factor analysis. 
Language use in inner speech was collected for LX English, L1 Mandarin, and L1 Chinese regional 
languages. Factor analysis revealed two factors at both Time 1 and Time 2: the general domain and the 
academic domain in LX English inner speech. A single factor was found for L1 Mandarin inner speech 
in Time 1; two factors: the general domain and the academic domain was found in Time 2. A single 
factor emerged for L1 Chinese regional languages inner speech throughout Time 1 and Time 2. 
Frequency of use at Time 1 was compared to that at Time 2. The results showed a general increase of 
frequency of use of LX English in inner speech; while L1 Mandarin academic inner speech (Time 2) 
was used less frequently compared to Time 1.  

To conclude, this presentation provides a longitudinal and multi-domain perspective to language use in 
inner speech. The results showed that as participants immersed in the UK, changes in language 
preferences in inner speech were found not only in LX English, but also in L1 Mandarin. 
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The current study investigates the relationship between linguistic as well as extra-linguistic variables 
and proficiency in the foreign language English. Based in the Germany context, we assess whether 
proficiency in the background languages (German for all participants, German and either Russian or 
Turkish for the bilingual participants), cognition (visual-spatial ability), type of school, gender, socio-
economic status, self-concept, motivation, and self-efficacy function differently in predicting English 
language proficiency when monolingual German learners of English are compared to their bilingual 
peers. The comparison is based on 1,403 secondary school students attending school years seven or nine 
(German monolinguals: n = 849, Russian-German bilinguals: n = 236, Turkish-German bilinguals: n = 
318). With two comprehensive structural equation models we aspire to capture the multitude of factors 
influencing foreign language acquisition and analyze how each of them contribute to explaining the 
observed variance in English proficiency. A secondary aim is to contribute to the discussion on 
multilingual advantages or effects.  

The results based on comparisons between the monolinguals and unbalanced bilingual heritage speakers 
reveal that almost all variables make a statistically significant contribution. Moreover, overall, the 
structural equation models function similarly across the three language groups; yet, group specific minor 
differences can be identified. By and large, we submit that the three groups are more similar than 
different, which means that the heritage languages Russian and Turkish add comparably little to 
predicting English language proficiency. 

Finally, we discuss why the participants of the current study are so “similar”. By that, we do not mean 
that the participants are a homogenous group of participants. Quite the opposite: there is lots of internal 
variation within each language group and also across the language groups, for instance in terms socio-
economic status. On average, the German monolinguals come from families with a higher socio-
economic status compared to their bilingual peers. Nevertheless, we argue that all three groups are 
highly similar in terms of language background, even though we considered them as separate language 
groups in the structural equation models. In our understanding, there are three main reasons for that, 
namely i) the status of the bilinguals as unbalanced bilinguals, ii) the institutional environment in 
German schools, and iii) that non-linguistic variables “override” language effects. 
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Foreign language learners frequently use words from their previously acquired language(s) in the target 
language, especially if these languages are related (Ringbom 2001). Such insertions are referred to as 
‘lexical transfer’, commonly divided into ‘transfer of form’ and ‘transfer of meaning’ (Bardel 2015; 
Ringbom 2001). German English foreign language classrooms, especially in the upper grades, display 
a strong monolingual orientation in that English serves both as the target language and the language of 
instruction, despite the multilingual turn in language education (Fuller 2020; García and Li Wei 2014; 
May 2014; Melo-Pfeifer 2018). Thus, lexical transfer challenges the monolingual habitus prevailing in 
foreign language classes, because language mixing is to be avoided as it is heavily stigmatized and 
diagnostic of an insufficient language learning process (Fuller 2020). 

In this context, the current study investigates the use of lexical transfer instances in short English texts 
written by bilingual and monolingual secondary school students. We compare three learner groups, 
namely learners of English with a monolingual German background (n=20), bilingual Russian-German 
(n=20), and bilingual Turkish-German learners of English (n=20). These students were followed from 
school year 7 to 9. The study assesses i) whether the students increasingly adhere to the imposed 
normative rules and ii) what influence background variables such as language background (mono- vs. 
bilingual), type of school (higher vs. lower academic track), gender (female vs. male), or age (four 
measurement points over a period of 2.5 years) exert on the use of lexical transfer instances.  

A total of 1,553 lexical transfer tokens were drawn from the English texts of the sixty students 
(nword_tokens=32,433) during four measurement points. Overall, there is a decrease of lexical transfer 
instances with increasing age for both the monolingual as well as the bilingual learners of English. 
Furthermore, in the data of the bilingual students, lexical transfer predominantly comes from German 
and only rarely from the heritage languages, due to the dominant status of German, typological similarity 
between German and English, and the largely monolingual German learning environment prevailing in 
secondary-schools. Nevertheless, the Turkish-German bilingual students show less lexical transfer than 
their monolingual peers which may be a symptom of heightened metalinguistic awareness and inhibition 
control due to more sensitivity to code-switching and language use. With the inclusion of extra-linguistic 
variables, we are able to explain additional variation across the learners. Apart from gender, all factors 
impact lexical transfer in a statistically significant way, evoking different norm-based explanations. For 
instance, students attending the higher academic secondary school track (i.e., Gymnasium) display lower 
ratios of lexical transfer, which can be plausibly related to the higher norm-orientation prevalent at this 
institution. 
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Bilingual speakers often engage in code mixing, that is the use of lexical items and grammatical features 
from two languages in one sentence (Muysken, 2000, p. 1). Malaysia is no stranger to the phenomenon 
of code-switching as it is a highly multilingual country. The study offers a new perspective on Malay-
English code switching based on Muysken’s (2013) four-way typology. It fills an important gap in our 
knowledge about the ways in which two unrelated languages can be mixed. The current study analyses 
the speech of two lecturers, Azma and Ali, who were observed and video recorded for seven weeks and 
a total of 15 hours recordings were captured.  The recordings were then transcribed and analysed using 
the Computerized Language Analysis (CLAN) programme (MacWhinney, 2000). Although the most 
intimate form of code-switching, Congruent Lexicalization (the use of words from two languages in a 
shared grammatical frame), is expected mainly in related languages, the results show that Congruent 
Lexicalization is the most common pattern for Azma and Insertion is the most common type to emerge 
for Ali. We focus specifically on the switching of Malay function words, such as the relative pronoun 
yang “which/who/that” and modal verbs, such as kena “must” in (1): 

(1) Stated main idea yang you kena create sendiri. 
                          Stated main idea that you must create alone. 
                          “Stated main idea that you must create on your own.” 
 
This type of switching could be related to the fact that word order is similar in many cases which may 
have facilitated the occurrence of Congruent Lexicalization. Furthermore, the data show multi-word 
switches and one-word switches. Multi-word switches consist of various grammatical elements which 
include not only function words but also a mixture of function words and content words. The switches 
of function words take place in both directions, from English to Malay, as in (2) and from Malay to 
English, as in (3): 

(2) You kena ada factual support to actually justify or to strengthen your testimony. 
                          You must have factual support to actually justify or to strengthen your testimony. 
                          “You must have factual support to actually justify or to strengthen your 
                          testimony.” 
 

(3)  So kalau you boleh nampak kat sini. 
                           So           if                   you              can              see             at   here. 
                           “So if you can see here.” 
 
These examples show that switching of function words is not as restricted as in other language pairs, in 
which content words can come from either language while function words are limited to the matrix 
language, as discussed in Muysken (2000). We conclude with a reflection on what it means for languages 
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to be related and how similarities and differences between languages affect the type and the frequency 
of code-switching in data sets. 
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Bilingual acquisition studies suggest different effects of family input and formal instruction. Formal 
instruction seems to boost development in both languages (heritage language (HL): Dosi & 
Papadopoulou 2019; Rodina et al. 2020; L2: Paradis et al. 2017; Kaltsa et al. 2019). In contrast, family 
input in the HL is strongly related to children’s HL abilities (Papastefanou et al. 2019; Chondrogianni 
& Schwartz 2020), whereas family L2 input is only weakly linked to children’s L2 abilities (Paradis et 
al. 2017; Papastefanou et al. 2019). Few studies have examined both types of exposure for the HL and 
the L2 of heritage children (e.g., Bongartz & Torregrossa 2020), leaving open whether these effects co-
exist in the same group of language learners.  

Our study examines the predictive role of current family input and formal instruction in the HL Greek 
and the L2 German for Greek-German children’s morpho-syntactic abilities, measured via Sentence 
Repetition Tasks (SRT) (Greek: Chondrogianni et al. 2013; German: Hamann & Abed Ibrahim 2017). 
Children’s Chronological Age (CA), Age of Onset of German (L2-AoO), Length of Exposure to German 
(L2-LoE), and verbal Short-Term Memory (vSTM), measured via forward digit-span, were assessed, as 
these factors have been found to influence SRT-performance (Haman et al. 2017; Papastefanou et al. 
2019; Armon-Lotem et al. 2020). Fourty-six children (CA: 6;0–12;8 years, MeanCA=9;1) were tested. 
All had regular contact to Greek from birth (L2-AoO: 0;0–5;10 years, MeanL2-AoO=1;10). Current 
exposure to Greek and German in the family was assessed via the PABIQ (Tuller 2015); current amount 
of formal instruction in the two languages was calculated as the total of hours per week (Table 1). SRT-
responses were scored for target structure (1=maintained/0=changed). Forced-entry linear regression 
analyses were conducted for each language, with the SRT-scores as the dependent variable and the 
background factors that correlated with the SRT-scores (Tables 2, 3) as the independent variables. In 
the model for Greek (F(4,45)=22.125, p<.001, adj.R2=.653), current family input (β=.647, p<.001) and 
L2-AoO (β=.347, p=.006) were significant predictors of performance. In the model for German (F(5,45)= 
6.772, p<.001, adj.R2=.391) performance was predicted by current formal instruction (β=.325, p=.020) 
and vSTM (β=.436, p=.003).  

Our results reveal a clear complementary pattern: children’s morpho-syntactic abilities in their HL profit 
from current family input in the HL, while family input in the L2 does not improve their L2 morpho-
syntactic abilities. Conversely, L2 exposure at school helps the L2, but HL exposure at school does not 
help the HL. Chronological age did not prove significant for either language, suggesting that in bilingual 
acquisition the driving factors of development can vary independent of age. In the presentation, we also 
address whether parents’ L2 German proficiency may be related to the absence of family input effects 
in the L2.   
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Appendix 
Table 1: Mean values (and SDs) of SRT-scores and input variables 

 Greek German Difference 

1. SRT-score (in %) 55.9 (27.9) 80.3 (16.8) t =-4.719, p<.001 

2. Current family input 7.0 (3.1) 4.1 (2.8) t =3.439, p=.001 

3. Current hours of instruction per week 6.5 (7.2) 19.6 (6.4) t =-6.485, p<.001 
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Notes: Current input in the family is calculated as a total of 12 points, divided between the two 
languages.  

 
 
Table 2: Pearson correlations (one-sided) between outcome and background variables in Greek 

 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 

1. SRT-score_Greek  .767*** .329* .239 -.316* .657*** .228 

2. Current family input_Greek 1 .265* -.021 -.501*** .592*** -.007 

3. Current school input_Greek  1 .022 -.334* .436** -.062 

4. Chronological age   1 .643*** .335* .512*** 

5. L2-LoE     1 -.506*** .366** 

6. L2-AoO     1 .127 

7. vSTM      1 

Notes: sig. correlations in bold, *p<.05, **p<.01, ***p<.001 
 
Table 3: Pearson correlations (one-sided) between outcome and background variables in German 

 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 

1. SRT-score_German  .398** .494*** .102 .414** -.395** .377** 

2. Current family input_German 1 .414** .035 .525*** -.607*** .062 

3. Current school input_German  1 .187 .446** -.338* .123 

4. Chronological age   1 .643*** .335* .512*** 

5. L2-LoE     1 -506*** .366** 

6. L2-AoO     1 .127 

7. vSTM      1 

Notes: sig. correlations in bold, *p<.05, **p<.01, ***p<.001 
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The current study was devised to assess separate and combined effects of Autism Spectrum Disorder 
(hereafter ASD) and Bilingualism on the use of referential expressions using a four-group design. We 
compared monolingual Hebrew-speaking and bilingual Russian-Hebrew speaking children with ASD 
and Typical Language Development (hereafter TLD). The production of referential expressions is a 
ubiquitous part of communication, and it requires pragmatic judgments about what is appropriate in a 
given context (Ariel, 2001; Davies & Arnold, 2018; Serratrice & Allen, 2015). Some properties of 
referential choices are suggested to be more language-universal (e.g., the use of more informative noun 
phrases for less accessible referents), while some properties are language-specific (e.g., the presence of 
definiteness versus indefiniteness marking; the use of full pronouns versus null pronouns) (Guerriero, 
Oshima-Takane, & Kuriyama, 2006; Hickmann & Hendriks, 1999; Mishina-Mori, 2012; Serratrice, 
Hervé, & Allen, 2015). 

Thirty-five children with ASD (21 monolingual and 14 bilingual) and fifty-eight children with TLD (28 
monolingual and 30 bilingual) aged 4-9, as well as eighteen monolingual adult controls were tested on 
an elicitation task prompting referential expressions in subject and object positions. The informativeness 
of referential expressions in the subject and object conditions were evaluated in contrastive conditions: 
in the subject condition by manipulating two referents which differed only in one property (e.g., a white 
dog and a black dog) and in the object condition by manipulating two different objects and two different 
locations. In order to ensure the use of definiteness, the referents in the subject and object conditions 
were introduced into a discourse, thus in both syntactic conditions (subject and object) anaphoric 
definiteness was mandatory. 

The findings showed an effect of ASD: children with ASD were more likely to produce under-
informative referential expressions and omit definiteness as compared to their peers with TLD. A 
bilingual advantage was observed for contrastive referential use, yet Russian-Hebrew bilingual children 
were more likely to omit the Hebrew definite marker under the influence of Russian, which does not 
have a morphological marker of definiteness. Notably, the bilingual advantage on informativeness was 
observed despite lower Hebrew proficiency among bilinguals as compared to monolinguals. 
Furthermore, no interaction between ASD and bilingualism was observed. This findings suggest that 
bilingualism is not detrimental for children with ASD. The study reveals language-universal and 
language-specific properties of referential use in both typical and atypical language acquisition. 
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Wayuunaiki, an indigenous language spoken in Colombia and Venezuela, has a double conjugation 
system: an analytical conjugation and a synthetic conjugation. In the case of the analytical conjugation, 
we could say that Wayuunaiki is a [-Null Subject] language like English is, although Wyuunaiki seems 
to have freedom to omit the overt subject when it has been mentioned in previous sentences. However, 
in terms of the synthetic conjugation, Wayuunaiki can be considered a [+Null Subject] language, which 
means that referential null subjects are possible and that Wayuunaiki, like Spanish, displays null exple-
tives. 
 
This dual conjugation system of Wayuunaiki is linked to whether the verb is stative, active transitive, or 
active intransitive. This situation creates an important difference between Wayuunaiki and Spanish and 
a possible locus for variation in personal pronoun usage between the bilingual and monolingual varieties 
of Spanish under analysis.  
 
In this paper, we present an analysis of the use of overt and null subject pronouns produced by a group 
of Guajiro Spanish speakers (bilingual speakers of Wayuunaiki and Spanish) from the Guajira region in 
Colombia and a group of Spanish monolingual speakers from the same region, who will serve as the 
benchmark. 
 
The results suggest that the Wayuunaiki verb class distinction might be playing a role in the distribution 
of overt subject pronouns in the speech of the bilingual group, a claim that is supported by the fact that 
overt pronouns are preferred with stative verbs by both the intermediate and the advance bilingual 
groups, whereas in the monolingual group the realization of overt subjects is higher with active intran-
sitive verbs, as shown in table 1. 
 

Table 1. Distribution of overt subject pronouns  

by verb type for the monolingual and bilingual groups 

Verb type Native 
Spanish 

Verb type Advanced 
group 

Intermediate 
group 

Active intransitive 
verbs 

.41(16/39) Stative verbs .39 (107/275) .41 (57/140)  

Stative verbs .32 (21/67) Active intransitive 
verbs 

.33 (27/81) .36 (20/56) 

Active transitive 
verbs 

.24 (10/43) Active transitive 
verbs 

.32 (61/190) .32 (41/127) 

Total N of tokens .31(47/149) Total N of tokens .36 (195/546) .36 (118/323) 
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While we acknowledge that this use of overt pronouns may be due to non-linguistic reasons, the 

fact that there seems to be a relationship between the type of verb and the rate of null/overt pronouns in 
the bilingual cohort, but not in the monolingual data, leads us to attribute this relationship to the fact that 
in Wayuunaiki the conjugation linked to stative and active intransitive verbs requires obligatory subject 
pronouns.  
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Incorporating English Verbs in the Spanish of South Texas 
Amalia Merino 

The University of Texas at Austin, Department of Spanish and Portuguese 
 
Research on loan-verb accommodation has identified three primary patterns: direct insertion of bare 
verbs, e.g., push (Pfaff, 1979), morpho-phonological adaptation, e.g., pushear (Wilson & Dumont, 
2015), and bilingual compound verbs (BCVs), e.g., hacer push (Balam, 2015). A recent study (Balam 
et al., 2020) showed that three English-Spanish bilingual communities varied on their verbal accommo-
dation preference raising the question as to why communities with the same language pair differ. Adopt-
ing a sociolinguistic variationist approach (Labov, 1966), the current study examined the acceptability 
and preference between two distinct verbal borrowing strategies–morphological adaptations and BCVs–
among 25 Spanish-English bilinguals within the border community of Brownsville, TX and addresses 
the following research questions: How do bilingual speakers of diverse backgrounds compare to one 
another in their acceptance and preference of these verbal borrowing strategies; Do Spanish heritage 
speakers (HS) differ from established Brownsville residents who immigrated from Mexico as adults; 
What role, if any, do internal factors (e.g. semantic domain) and external factors (e.g. language domi-
nance) play in the acceptance of morphological adaptations and BCVs? To address these research ques-
tions, participants completed a modified two-alternative forced-choice acceptability task (2AFC), where 
they judged 20 almost-identical sentence pairs on a five-point Likert-type scale depending on the like-
lihood of saying (output) and hearing them (input). Results indicate that the likelihood of using and 
hearing adaptations were moderately positively correlated, r(498) = .537, p < .001. Statistically signifi-
cant differences were found for language dominance as balanced HS reported significantly higher rates 
for the likelihood of using adaptations as compared to the other groups of participants at a p < .05 level. 
Additionally, Spanish-dominant HS rated the likelihood of saying adaptations to a slightly lower de-
gree  (though not statistically different) than even the immigrant NS, even though they admitted to hear-
ing them in their community/input. These results not only support previous findings of negative dispo-
sitions toward adaptations in this community, but they also highlight the heterogeneity among Spanish 
speakers in the United States. Additional analyses showed that the acceptance rates for adaptations were 
statistically significantly higher when the loan verb had been attested in Spanish dictionaries (M=3.13, 
SD=1.73) over not attested, t(498) = 3.042, p < .01, however, this variable did not produce a significant 
effect for BCVs. A statistically significant preference was found for adaptations using non-technical 
verbs (M=3.31, SD=1.73) over technical verbs, t(498) = -5.514, p < .001, while BCVs were accepted at 
a significantly higher rate for technical (M=3.56, SD =1.53) over non-technical verbs, t(498) = 7.296, p 
< .001. Lastly, results indicate that males (M=3.23, SD= 1.73) accepted adaptations to a greater extent 
than females, t(498) = 4.566, p < .001, but no gender effect was found for BCVs.  
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Many children who have heard two languages from birth eventually speak the majority language only. 
In many exogamous couples, minority language transmission rests on the minority language-speaking 
parent’s shoulders. Minority language transmission is emotionally demanding as it requires parents to 
balance out various needs (i.e. providing input in the minority language but also monitoring the child’s 
majority language competence etc.) (Okita 2002). Parents associate the loss of the minority language 
with identity loss (Curdt-Christiansen 2009), while minority language transmission leads to positive 
relationships between parents and children. Consequently, parental ideas of success in transmitting the 
minority language need to be scrutinized (King, Fogle & Logan-Terry 2008). An investigation of how 
parental emotions interact with their language ideologies, practices, and management strategies will 
show how emotions influence the families’ state of bilingualism and social-psychological well-being.                         

To minimize the influence of prestige difference, English-German families are studied. Both are high-
status languages and due to cultural proximity, those families merely face language contact-related 
issues (Piller 2002). A sample of 47 minority language-speaking parents (23 in the UK, 24 in Germany) 
with young children of a narrow age range (mean: 2;9 years) were interviewed. In the UK, German is 
the minority language. In Germany, English is the minority language. A country comparison will reveal 
if reversing minority and majority language has an impact on parental emotions. Drawing on a mixed-
method design, a qualitative content analysis was performed (Mayring 2010). The results were 
quantified by reducing qualitative data into themes with a clear-cut meaning which justifies frequency 
counts (Sandelowski 2000).           

Results showed no country differences, since parents in either country were largely satisfied with their 
child’s language proficiency, even though the minority language was the child’s weaker language. 
However, the prospect of the child’s potential refusal to speak the minority language evoked strong 
feelings of sadness and frustration. Minority language-speaking parents in both countries face a clash of 
pragmatic and emotional needs (Little 2017). Despite their desire to transmit the minority language, 
parents also wish to be well integrated in their host country (Kirsch 2012).     

The concept of emotional salience from the field of neuroscience (Phan et al. 2004) and semantics (Lee 
& Narayahan 2005) explains how parents assign a different emotional value to the minority language 
compared to their children. The parents may transmit the minority language in its physical manifestation 
(i.e. vocabulary, grammar, semantics), but might fail to instill the abstract emotional value in their 
children. Parents acknowledge this difficulty in putting the child’s well-being first, even at the risk of 
not fully transmitting the minority language. Parental efforts to transmit the minority language could be 
seen as a compensation mechanism to battle potential signs of parents‘ first language attrition.                  
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The refugee crisis has led to a great number of refugee children entering formal Greek education since 
2015 (Cholezas 2018; UNHCR 2020). In the past, migrant pupils in Greek education had basic to 
intermediate Greek language skills (Tzevelekou et al. 2013), good oral narrative abilities in Greek while 
also outperforming L1 peers in some narrative measures (Andreou 2015). In contrast, the characteristics 
of newcomer pupils with a refugee background are rather understudied, with very few exceptions (see 
Paradis et al. 2020 for Syrian refugee children in Canada). The objective of the present study is to shed 
light onto L2 Greek learners with a refugee background by outlining their profile and by systematically 
presenting their cognitive and linguistic characteristics. 

Fifty-three refugee children in Reception Classes between the ages of 7 and 13 years participated in the 
study. They completed an extensive literacy and language background questionnaire, the Raven’s 
Coloured Progressive Matrices to assess their general intelligence, and a Digit Backwards Task to 
examine their verbal working memory. Their L2 Greek proficiency was evaluated with the Diapolis 
Placement test, while a story retelling task (MAIN; Gagarina et al. 2012) was used in order to explore 
the micro- and macro-structure of their L2 oral narrative skills. A group of 50 L1 Greek peers was also 
tested for control purposes.  

The background questionnaire showed that Kurdish was the most common L1 for the refugee learners 
and that their L1 was more frequently used than their L2. This finding is in accordance with greater self-
estimated speaking ability in the L1, but in contrast with better self-estimated writing and reading 
abilities in the L2. Their proficiency level in Greek was considerably low, between the A0 and A1 levels, 
yet their performance was not consistent across all language subskills. In the narrative task, the 
experimental group seemed to poorly comprehend the stories and produce rather short and incoherent 
narrations compared to the control group. Differences were also found in verb diversity and syntactic 
complexity between the two groups, revealing a significantly lower performance for the L2 group. 
Regression analyses on the refugee children’s performance revealed that Greek language proficiency 
was a significant predictor of their narrative abilities. More specific significant predicting relationships 
were also uncovered within micro- and macro-level variables of narrative abilities, like story 
comprehension predicting the structural cohesion of the produced narrative. The findings will be 
discussed in relation to previous studies with migrant children enrolled in Greek education, but also in 
relation to recent studies with refugee children which point out that this population manifests a very 
characteristic profile that has impact on their L2 development.  
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The Principle B of Chomsky’s Government and Binding Theory (1981) that describes the distribution 
of anaphors and pronouns has been widely researched in first (e.g., Conroy et al., 2009) and second (e.g., 
White, 1998; Kim et al., 2015) language acquisition. However, most research so far has focused on 
comprehension, production data (but see Ruigendijk et al., 2010) and data from heritage speakers as a 
special case of acquisition with features of both L1 and L2 (Kim et al., 2009) have rarely been 
considered. In our study, we want to address these gaps by investigating the comprehension and 
production of Russian reflexive and non-reflexive possessive pronouns by heritage speakers with 
German as a dominant language in comparison to foreign language learners.  

Russian is one of the few European languages that distinguish between anaphors / reflexives and 
pronouns not only for personal but also for possessive pronouns. In 1st and 2nd person, they are 
considered to be in free variation. In the 3d person as in (1), they are in complimentary distribution as 
captured by Principle B: the reflexive possessive refers to the subject of the same clause, whereas the 
non-reflexive normally has its antecedent in the preceding clauses.  

(1)   Oleg1 uechal v otpusk.  
‘Oleg1 has gone for vacation.’  
 
Mark2  nakormil  ego1                                      /  svoju2 sobaku.  
Mark  feed-PST.SG.M  NONREFL-3SG.M / REFL-ACC.SG.F  dog-ACC.SG.F.  
‘Mark2 fed his1 / his2 dog.’ 

 

Using a two-alternative forced-choice design, we tested how heritage speakers and foreign language 
learners interpret the two Russian possessives in the 3d person. The production of possessives was 
studied in written essays from the Russian Learner Corpus.  

Our results confirm that pronouns are more difficult to interpret that reflexives. Both learners and 
heritage speakers allowed reflexive interpretation of non-reflexive possessives but not the other way 
around. This tendency was also evident in production: both learners and heritage speakers used the non-
reflexive possessive in contexts where the reflexive possessive was required in monolingual Russian. 
With regard to the production of the reflexive possessive, however, heritage speakers were crucially 
different from learners. First, heritage speakers never used reflexive in syntactically inappropriate 
contexts. Second, heritage speakers produced more reflexives in the 1st person than learners did. Finally, 
heritage speakers made an extensive use of idiomatic expressions with reflexive possessives. We will 
try to explain these findings based on usage-based accounts of language and language acquisition.  
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This paper is part of a broader funded research project (The TRANSLINGUAM-UNI Project) 
investigating the development of transcultural competence in a multi-dimensionally internationalized 
BA degree – i.e. a multilingual and multicultural undergraduate classroom with full English-Medium 
Instruction (EMI) and internationalized curriculum. As a matter of fact, internationalized classrooms are 
a spreading phenomenon in Higher Education institutions all around the world, requiring students to 
interact with people from different linguistic and cultural backgrounds (Byram 2008; Kudo et al. 2019). 
Thus, rather than just learners, we consider students as social interactors who make use of all their 
plurilingual resources to function effectively in the educational context and carry out successful 
intercultural interactions (Coleman 2013, 2015; Mitchell et al. 2017).  
The focus here is on the plurilingual repertoires and translingual practices of 33 volunteering local and 
international students enrolled in the first year of such a multi-dimensionally internationalized 
classroom. Also, the degree is offered by a university with a trilingual educational policy (i.e. Catalan, 
English, and Spanish; Trenchs-Parera 2019) located in the city of Barcelona. Thus, this study is guided 
by the broad research question: What linguistic resources do students make use of in the context of a 
multilingual and multicultural classroom from a highly internationalized University located in a glocal 
city? Accordingly, the aim is twofold: (1) to present students’ plurilingual repertories, and (2) to explore 
the in-class languages of interaction, taking into account the purpose of the contact: to study, to do 
leisure activities, and/or to build intimate friendships.  
A mix-method research approach has been adopted. Quantitative data were collected by means of a 
sociolinguistic questionnaire and a name generator with an interpreting item. Name generator is a 
common instrument in Social Network Analysis to collect data on participants’ relationships; in this 
case, it aimed to investigate with whom students interact in the classroom, for what purpose and in which 
language. Moreover, interviews were conducted with 23 volunteering students to further explore the 
reasons for and consequences of their social relationships in the classroom as regards their language 
practices.  
Although the degree has full EMI teaching, the local language – i.e. Catalan – emerges as the preferred 
one for both academic and informal interactions, followed by both Spanish and English in a similar 
amount. Nonetheless, qualitative results show a variety of language repertoires and practices, pointing 
to the coexistence of monolingual practices with plurilingual and translingual ones. Actually, the multi-
dimensionally internationalized classroom appears as a remarkable context for improving both Spanish 
and English, as well as for practicing other foreign languages and learning new ones. Furthermore, such 
a context may also offer students the opportunity to retrieve heritage and local languages. 
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Bilingualism, at least under specific conditions, can result in a more fine-tuned executive control system 
and  in structural and functional brain adaptations (see for a review Pliatsikas, 2019). Resting state EEG 
(rs-EEG) activity (frequency power) is related to various cognitive functions and can estimate 
neurological connectivity (mean coherence) between brain regions. As such, it has emerged in the past 
few years as a complementary neuroimaging methodological option to investigate the effects of 
languages (e.g., language learning, bilingualism) in the brain (Bice et al., 2020; Prat et al., 2016). Herein, 
we use rs-EEG to understand how bilingualism may reshape the mind/brain in a diverse pool of 
bilinguals. 

                Five minutes eyes-closed task free EEG data from 103 participants (25 were early bilinguals 
- Italian being the heritage language and German the majority language - and 78 late bilinguals of 
English in both Germany and Norway) were recorded. All participants completed the Language and 
Social Background Questionnaire (LSBQ; Anderson et al., 2018), which quantifies language exposure 
and crucially the division of usage in diverse variety of activities and settings in the participants’ two 
languages over the lifespan. We hypothesized to find positive correlations between linguistic variables 
(degree of active bilingualism) and frequency bands (especially alpha and beta power), particularly 
reflected in the posterior brain regions. Furthermore, we expected to observe levels of mean coherence 
to vary by amount of bilingual language experience.  

                In terms of power frequency, there was a main effect of Age of L2/2L1 onset on high 
beta and gamma powers (i.e., earlier acquisition resulted in higher beta and gamma frequencies). Higher 
exposure/usage scores from the LSBQ of the non-societal language at home modulated mean coherence 
effects (functional brain connectivity) in theta, alpha and gamma frequencies. Results are in line with 
claims that bilingualism effects are not monolithic, but are rather modulated by degree of engagement 
with experiential factors.  
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Bilingual children show sensitivity to cognates from a young age in receptive (Pérez, Peña, & Bedore, 
2010) and productive vocabulary tasks (Sheng et al., 2016). However, the effect of cognates on chil-
dren’s receptive vocabulary skills in particular shows considerable variation, and may be absent in some 
individuals (Kelley & Kohnert, 2012; Potapova, Blumenfeld, & Pruitt-Lord, 2016) and groups of chil-
dren (e.g. Floccia et al., 2018). Two possible sources of variation in this effect are children’s age and 
relative language exposure: the strength of the cognate advantage on picture-identification increases 
with age (Kelley & Kohnert, 2012) and decreases with increased exposure to a language (Robinson 
Anthony et al., 2020).  Longitudinal analyses of the effect of cognates on receptive skill in both of 
bilingual children’s languages are rare. In this study, we address this gap by viewing the effect of cog-
nates on picture-identification (receptive) performance in French and English, cross-sectionally and lon-
gitudinally in children attending an international program at a state school in France, from 1st to 8th 
grade. We find that relative language exposure predicts the direction of the cognate advantage in these 
children; however, differently from findings for bilingual children’s picture-naming (production), chil-
dren with balanced exposure do not show a cognate advantage in either language. Furthermore, regard-
less of these children’s relative exposure, growth in the cognate advantage over time was limited to 
English picture-identification. Another finding is that the onset and growth of the cognate advantage for 
these children was later than predicted, beginning after the start of elementary school and extending into 
middle school. We conclude that the absence of an effect in balanced exposure children may derive from 
the different skills involved in receptive and productive vocabulary tasks. With respect to developmental 
trajectory of the cognate advantage in these children, we consider differences in the nature and distribu-
tion of cognates across language pairs and the factors that support children’s ability to use cognates in 
vocabulary tasks. Finally, we discuss possible implications for practices in the dual-language classroom.  
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Despite the multilingual ecologies of communities and multilingual repertoires of individuals, 
monoglossic approaches to language policy pervade educational contexts in Africa. These approaches 
also ignore a substantial international evidence base on the benefits of mother tongue based multilingual 
education. This presentation reports on findings emerging from an ongoing study on multilingual 
education contexts in Zambia and Botswana. 

Botswana recognises English as the official language and Setswana as the national language. In the first 
year of primary education in Botswana (Standard One), Setswana is used as the medium of instruction 
(MOI) while English is taught as a subject. However, from the second year of primary education 
onwards, these two languages swap positions and English becomes the medium of instruction for all 
subsequent levels. Although 78% of the population report speaking Setswana at home, there are an 
estimated 25-28 different languages spoken in Botswana, and many of the smaller regional languages 
have no official status in educational contexts. Zambia, like Botswana, has English as the official 
language but recognises seven local languages as national/regional languages. The current medium of 
instruction policy is to use “familiar” languages in the early years of learning and then switch to English 
in Grade Five. While “familiar language” refers to any Zambian language, in practice the seven regional 
languages are favoured. Additionally, this policy is not sustainable – nor practicable – in many 
multilingual contexts and communities where actual language practice in the classroom tends to favour 
English as the medium of instruction from Grade One onwards. With up to 80 ethnic groups and over 
70 languages in the country, actual language practices are pluralistic and therefore at loggerheads with 
the often artificial classroom context. 

Both of these approaches: 1) maintain the dominance of English; 2) make little or no space for the 
language practices of vast proportions of the popular in the country. Based on linguistic ethnography 
work in both Botswana and Zambia, we will compare and contrast how these differing policy approaches 
are carried out in practice and discuss the reality of multilingualism within classrooms. We discuss the 
challenges towards implementing more inclusive, multilingual approaches to language in education, the 
tensions this gives rise to, as well as present possible solutions or approaches to these challenges. 
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Fostering multilingual language development in the mainstream classroom: 
Lessons learned from bilingual education? 
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Studies show that many (future) teachers feel unprepared to foster the different languages of multilingual 
students in the monolingually-orientated mainstream classroom (Becker-Mrotzek et al., 2012; Ricart 
Brede 2019). Particularly the attitudes of teachers towards multilingualism have an impact on their 
teaching behavior in linguistically heterogeneous contexts (Morys, 2014). This has consequences for 
the development of the language of schooling as well as for the heritage languages of multilingual 
students. In the first part of the talk, I will present data on the attitudes of teachers and future teachers 
towards multilingualism in schools in Germany combined with data on the reading and lexical 
competences of multilingual students in selected educational contexts. 

Many bilingual education programs have been shown to provide good support for the language 
development of multilingual children (Müller, 2020; Steinlen & Piske, 2018). Teacher’s attitudes and 
engagement in those programs are potential success factors (Fielding & Harbon, 2018). In the second 
part of the talk, I will focus on students’ lexical and reading development in a bilingual Italian-German 
program and discuss them in light of teacher’s attitudes. 

I will ask whether there are any lessons learned from bilingual programs that could be transferred to the 
mainstream classroom in order to foster all of students’ linguistic repertoires and I will consider paths 
forward. 
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Does Language Make a Difference? A Study of Language Dominance and 
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Introduction: Although extensive research has been done to compare monolingual and bilingual 
children's executive function (Adesope et al., 2010; Carlson & Meltzoff, 2008; Foy & Mann, 2014; 
Martin-Rhee & Bialystok, 2008), there are fewer studies that have looked at the relationship between 
bilingual children's languages and executive function. The purpose of this study was two-fold; first, to 
compare inhibitory control (executive functioning) in monolingual versus bilingual children and second, 
to determine the relationship between vocabulary in the dominant and non-dominant language and 
inhibitory control in bilingual children. 

Methods: Twenty monolingual (English) and 20 bilingual (English-Spanish) children between 8 and 12 
years of age completed the bilingual Expressive One Word Picture Vocabulary Test (in English and 
Spanish) (EOWPVT-IV Martin & Brownell, 2010) and a task of inhibitory control (flanker task) 
(Eriksen, 1995). 

Results: ANCOVAs revealed no significant differences between monolingual and bilingual children in 
reaction time or accuracy in the flanker task controlling for maternal education. Significant moderate to 
strong correlations were found between English vocabulary and inhibitory control reaction time and 
accuracy in bilingual children. No significant correlations were found between Spanish vocabulary and 
inhibitory control. Regression analyses showed that English vocabulary, but not Spanish, was a 
significant predictor of inhibitory control, suggesting that bilingual children probably use their dominant 
language over the non-dominant language when solving a task that requires inhibitory control. 

Conclusion: The results of this study suggest that while monolingual and bilingual children may not 
differ in an inhibitory control task, bilingual children seem to use their dominant language over the non-
dominant language when processing new information. 

Keywords: bilingualism, inhibitory control, executive functions, dominant language, vocabulary 
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a case study at CPIA Palermo 1 
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Since 1980s the linguistic autobiography has been used as a didactic tool activity conducted in different 
pedagogical settings and with learners from different socio-cultural and educational background: from 
primary schools (Cognigni, 2014) to Universities students (Telmon, 1984, Canobbio 1990), from L2 
teachers (Busch, 2012) to language courses for L2 learners (Groppaldi, 2010), from university students 
attending languages courses (Corti, 2012) to young adults with a low literacy background (Di Benedetto, 
2017).  
In the last few years, linguistic autobiography has proved to be a useful pedagogical tool also in language 
courses for migrants in both formal and informal settings. As ItaStra (School of Italian language for 
foreigners of the University of Palermo) research team has shown, linguistic autobiography can be used 
with Unaccompanied Minors with a low literacy background for rise awareness about the advantage of 
their plurilingualism (Di Benedetto, 2017). However, little research has been done so far on the potential 
of such a tool with adult migrant learners in multilingual classes in formal settings.  
In this paper, I will address the use of the linguistic autobiography with adult migrant learners in the 
formal setting of Centri Provinciali per l’Istruzione degli adulti (CPIA), an Italian educational 
institution financed by the national Ministry of Education offering day and evening courses to young 
adults and adults willing to receive a formal education and obtain their qualiTications.  
We are carrying out this research at CPIA Palermo 1. The testing of the use of linguistic autobiography 
in such context is part of my PhD at the University of Reading, a project within the Multimind 
Consurtium. Within this context, I will assess  
1) the use of the linguistic autobiography in multilingual classrooms where students have different 
language repertoires and competence;  
2) to what extent linguistic autobiography activity may not imply a written production but can be 
delivered also orally with the help of visuals (Language portrait). 
I will then demonstrate how linguistic autobiography activities can make the process of collecting 
information and data about the students’ linguistic repertoire and I will compare this approach to the 
more formal sociolinguistic interview, to assess data collection methods for adult migrant learners.  
Finally, I will show how the linguistic autobiography could fruitfully be used to investigate sensible 
topics such as the migratory journey. Trialled by the team of scholars at ItaStra in the form of class 
activities (“language and the journey”), this use of the linguistic autobiography opens up further 
possibilities for in-depts analysis of language practice in migratory trajectories and urban ethnography 
in migration settings.  
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The recent development of Polish economy has attracted into the country a great number of speakers of 
East Slavic languages (Russian, Ukrainian, Belorussian), which are fairly close to Polish in terms of 
both grammar and lexicon. Therefore, one could expect the acquisition of L2 Polish to be affected by 
significant L1 transfer, both negative (Hopp et al. 2019; Yu & Odlin 2016; Peukert 2015; Morett & 
Macwhinney 2013) and positive (Bardel 2006; Jamet 2009; Heinz 2009; Marx & Mehlhorn 2010), so 
much so that acquisition may be dominated by intercomprehension, i.e. the possibility of achieving 
effective communication in a language that was never studied explicitly but is similar to another known 
language in one’s repertoire (Reichert 2013; Golubovic & Gooskens 2015; Jágrová et al. 2019; Labbé 
2019). The consequences on acquisition outcome are not clear, extreme scenarios ranging from 
effortless mastery to fossilisation. Additionally, numerous East Slavic migrants attend formal Polish 
classes, where they often pose a challenge to established didactic approaches. 

In order to adequately describe the acquisition process in such a context, sociological information is 
essential to understand learners’ purposes, motivations and expectations, while empirical linguistic data 
are needed to document their interlanguage and demystify common lay views on L1 transfer.  

The paper presents the initial results of a project that adopts this approach to describe the acquisition of 
L2 Polish by East Slavic speakers, with the long-term objective to make language teaching more 
consistent with the natural learning path of this group and thus facilitate language acquisition and 
ultimately integration into Polish society.  

Sociological information was collected through two questionnaires, respectively administered to large 
samples of L2 Polish learners and teachers. Learners were asked to describe the socio-psychological 
context of L2 Polish acquisition, including such topics as learning objectives, motivation, linguistic 
repertoire etc. They were also asked to self-assess their competence in a set of L2 Polish skills and to 
evaluate the existing language teaching resources and approaches in light of their specific linguistic 
repertoire. L2 Polish instructors were asked a similar set of questions, so that different perspectives on 
the same phenomenon can be juxtaposed. 

Linguistic data were collected through an Elicited Imitation task (Erlam 2006; Van Moere 2012; Spada 
et al. 2015; Baten & Cornillie 2019), a task known for approximating spontaneous speech while 
retaining good control onto target structures (in the present case, a set of morphosyntactic features that 
differ between Polish and East Slavic languages). The analysis of learner output makes it possible to 
accurately describe the interlanguage, highlighting both the effects of transfer and the traces of creative 
elaboration (Perdue 1993). 
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Previous research has shown that the quantity of language input matters for bilingual acquisition (David 
& Wei 2008; Hoff et al. 2012; Thordardottir 2011). However, qualitative input variables are less 
frequently investigated. Instead, many studies point towards a need to further dismantle qualitative input 
variables in order to examine if linguistically richer environments can be associated with bilingual 
children’s language development (Driessen et al. 2002; MacLeod et al. 2012). Qualitative input 
properties relate to the type of exposure a bilingual child receives (e.g., whether the child receives native 
or non-native input). Unlike monolinguals, bilingual children are more likely to receive input from both 
native and non-native speakers of their language(s) (Fernald 2006). Besides contrasting native versus 
non-native speaker input, another way of approaching the type of exposure a bilingual child receives is 
whether the child is exposed to caregivers’ code-switching, “the mixing of two or more languages in 
discourse” (Poplack 2015, p. 918), and subsequently mixed input. The current study looks at the effects 
of two quality-related variables – caregivers’ (native) language proficiency and caregivers’ code-
switching – on children’s receptive vocabulary of the majority language Dutch. Seventy-two bilingual 
children with a mean age of 35 months (SD = 7 months), who were exposed to Dutch and (an)other 
language(s) at home, were tested on a Dutch receptive vocabulary task (i.e., The Peabody Picture 
Vocabulary Test). Information on caregivers’ proficiency and children’s home input situations was 
assessed using an electronic questionnaire on the basis of already existing questionnaires (ALDeQ; 
BiLEC; Language Mixing Scale). Linear mixed regression analyses showed that the amount of native 
Dutch input at home by children’s caregivers was a significant predictor of children’s vocabulary 
knowledge. The amount of total Dutch input at home by children’s caregivers was also a significant 
predictor of children’s vocabulary knowledge. Neither the amount of intrasentential code-switching 
(within a sentence) nor the amount of intersentential codeswitching (between sentences) provided by 
caregivers came out as a significant predictor of children’s vocabulary knowledge. The evidence 
presented in this study advances our understanding on the relation between input quality factors and 
bilingual children’s language development. Even though speculative and calling for future research, our 
findings suggest that native input may provide a higher frequency of complex structures and/ or (types 
of) words necessary for the child to acquire its vocabulary items. With regard to CS, caregivers may 
have underestimated and/ or underreported on their use of CS due to the lack of awareness about the 
frequency of their own CS behavior. Whereas some earlier studies point towards a negative effect of 
caregivers’ use of CS on children’s language skills, we cannot provide evidence for this notion. 
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BiMo (Bilingualism in Monolingual Contexts) is a research and innovation EU funded project (2020-1-
ES01-KA201-081917) that delves into the needs of the main stakeholders involved in bilingual 
programmes: school administrators, teachers and families. BiMo centers on one of these groups that 
undoubtedly plays a prominent role in this issue of learning a foreign language and which, however, is 
often left out of the decision-making organizational circles and also of the academic research that is 
carried out on the achievements of bilingual education programmes, that is, families.  

Parents must constantly make decisions regarding the education of their children (at what age to start 
learning a second language, how to do it, what educational center to choose, etc.) and in the vast majority 
of cases it is not an informed decision as parents do not know in advance what it really means to join a 
bilingual education programme. This situation is particularly serious in the case of societies with a 
monolingual tradition in which parents, because they do not have prolonged contact with situations of 
bilingualism/multilingualism in any of its aspects, are liable to make uninformed decisions about the 
education of their children based on mere impressions and partial information from the social 
environment. 

The objective of BiMo project is to deepen the views, impressions and needs of the families in 
monolingual societies with implemented bilingual education programmes, and to establish synergies 
from societies with greater experience in everyday bilingualism and bilingual education programmes in 
a foreign language. Thus, it is expected to set in motion several lines of action to allow the transfer of 
information and sharing of experiences between typically bilingual social contexts (in Lithuania and 
Romania) towards typically monolingual social contexts (in Spain and Italy). 

The implementation of this project will contribute to the development of necessary competencies so that 
the secondary school management teams, bilingual programme coordinators, and teachers in bilingual 
secondary schools following a CLIL-based model can inform and help families before they enroll their 
children in bilingual schools. BiMo, following a bottom-up approach, looks into the matter and tries to 
find solutions for the current situation in monolingual contexts in places like Spain and Italy, where 
teachers and families are starting to question the positive effects of CLIL programs for the cognitive 
development of youngsters and their capacities in their first language. 

BiMo conducts research in four European countries and will innovate bilingual/multilingual education 
by producing outstanding free-access resources (MOOCs, a Policy Recommendation Book and a 
collection of best practice sources). 

The purpose of this presentation will be to present BiMo project and enrich the academic discussion on 
the role of families in bilingual education programs across Europe. 

 

https://bimo.pixel-online.org/ 
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The Mountain Jewish immigrant community (MJ), native of the Eastern Caucasus, is unique in their use 
of two heritage languages (HLs), Juhuri and Russian, in Hebrew-dominated Israel. The native language 
of MJs, Juhuri, an endangered language with around 200,000 speakers worldwide, is used along with 
Russian, the dominant language MJs spoke in former Soviet Union. These languages are used 
interchangably, thus creating an interesting mix of languages and identities. 

The present study explored the linguistic behavior of MJs in the context of immigration and socialization 
into life in Israel and aimed to tap into code-switching patterns as evidence for language shift and 
maintenance. Audio recordings were elicited to examine differences in language use across three 
generations of MJs, two of which immigrated during the 1990s: Generation 1 (G1/aged 60-75), 
Generation 2 (G2/aged 33-50), and Generation 3 (G3/aged 9-21). Six female G2 participants engaged 
in 12 conversations, half with G1 (mothers) and half with G3 (children) interlocutors. 

Findings show significant cross-generational differences, where the use of both Russian and Juhuri 
decreases across generations along with a consistent increase in the use of Hebrew. G1 speakers have 
little or no proficiency of Hebrew. Russian was the language used most, primarily by G1 speakers 
followed by G2 speakers. Maintenance of Juhuri was, by and large, found only among G1 participants, 
mostly in code-switching (CS) from Russian with G2 speakers. G2 speakers mostly retain Juhuri as a 
HL for comprehension, while G3 speakers abandon it completely. 

Language shift to Hebrew is evidenced in CS directionality, which occurred mainly from Russian to 
Juhuri among G1 speakers, whereas among G2 speakers CS was primarily from Russian to Hebrew. CS 
was almost absent in the speech of G3 speakers, most of whom comprehend Russian but are virtually 
monolingual in Hebrew; only occasional switching to Russian was found among two participants in this 
group. CS was interpreted as a basis for construction of social identity, as a means to adjust social 
distance and affiliation, and in order to establishing interspeaker accommodation. 

Language shift and maintenance account for the loss of Juhuri, beginning with restricted demographics 
in Israel and culminating in the lack of new Juhuri-speaking immigrants since the early 2000s. The two 
HLs, particularly Juhuri, were observed as the primary representative tools of participants' collective 
and individual identity, and CS is seen as enabling speakers to set communal boundaries and highlight 
their ethnocultural background by means of speech accommodation. 
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The research on linguistic landscape (LL), namely the written language displayed in public space, has 
become a thriving strand of inquiry in sociolinguistics to scrutinize and interpret societal multilingualism 
in urban contexts. In this paper, language policy issues concerning visual multilingualism in the top-
down LL of international cities in China are investigated to reveal the official language ideologies under 
the influence of globalization. Language ideology constitutes the deeply held attitudes and assumptions 
about what has been believed to be an appropriate language choice or practice in a community or a 
context of communication (Spolsky, 2009). As Krzyżanowski and Wodak (2011:168) state, language 
policies as the sum of decisions about and practices related to language are “always inherent 
representations of different language ideologies”. In this study, three first-tier and second-tier cities in 
Easter China (Shanghai, Hangzhou and Ningbo) were chosen as research sites for LL analysis. Located 
in the Yangtze River Delta area, one of the most open and economically affluent urban agglomeration 
in China, these cities are representatives of the modern metropolises in this region. With a view to build 
up a putative international language environment, the city authorities have implemented policies to 
emplace Chinese-English bilingual signage in public space. In the sphere of administrative jurisdiction 
(Lo Bianco, 2010), innumerable language standards, decrees, guidelines or notices are mandated and 
language correction campaigns are launched to regulate and standardize the language (particularly 
English) uses in the LL. Code frequency analysis of the public signs collected in the central district of 
each city shows that the intensity of bilingual signs is high: over 40% of the public signs display Chinese 
and English, with Chinese as preferred code and English as secondary code. The findings suggest that 
LL has been mediated for image construction and visual multilingualism has become the de facto policy 
in international cities. The language ideologies that emerge in the visual multilingualism policies and 
practices include, among many others, the internationalization as Englishization ideology, standard 
language policy, and linguistic purism ideology. It is argued that valorising English lettering in the LL 
of international cities brings to light the state’s keen anticipation for international recognition and 
integration in the official ideologies, yet the symbolic efforts merely create a marketing-driven “fake 
multilingualism” (Kelly-Holmes, 2005), which may have far-reaching implications for the language 
ecologies of the country.    
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According to Montrul’s (2016) Incomplete Language Acquisition Hypothesis (ILAH), structures 
acquired late by monolinguals are even more vulnerable in heritage languages (HL); their acquisition 
will be incomplete. Crosslinguistic research  identified an asymmetry between subject and direct object 
relatives (SR/DOR) in L1. DORs emerge later than SRs, are more difficult to produce and comprehend.  
However, Polinsky (2008), Marinis, Özge (2020) report findings which challenge ILAH.  Heritage  
speakers (HS) of Russian and of Turkish with English as the majority language comprehend relative 
clauses (RC) early in spite of the differences between RCs in the HL and in the ML.  

This study investigates the use of RCs in heritage Romanian with French ML, an understudied context 
(Soare 2020). We analyse RC production in order to test the predictions of ILAH: (i) RCs in the HL 
should emerge later than in monolingual development; (ii) performance should deteriorate as an effect 
of increased exposure to the majority language.  

We used an elicited preference task (a replica of Novogrodsky, Friedmann 2006), designed within COST 
A33, previously used for Romanian in Sevcenco et al. (2013), with 20 test items (10 SR and 10 DR).   

18 HSs of Romanian1 dominant in French (mean age 8;11), born in France, in Romanian families, took 
part in the study. The results were compared to a  group of monolinguals and to data previously reported 
for Romanian adults. 

SRs and DORs are indeed acquired later by the HSs, with a more significant delay for DORs. Before 
age 8, even SRs are problematic. The younger HSs (7 children, mean age 6;6) produced 62.8% SRs (n 
= 44), whereas the monolinguals (7 children, mean age 6;6)  produced a SR 95.7% (n=67). DORs are 
more delayed. HSs produced DORs 14.3% (n=10) whereas the monolinguals produced DOR 50% 
(n=35) of the time.  Contrary to the predictions of ILAH, no deterioration of RC production  was found 
with age. The older group of HSs (11 children, mean age 12;7) produced 95.5 % SRs and 31.8% DORs. 
Though the rate of DORs is low, it is in line with the results of the monolingual group, who produced 
an even lower rate of DORs (similar to what was reported for Romanian adults, Sevcenco et al. 2013). 
The analysis of errors revealed the same pattern with both groups. The DOR avoidance strategies are 
the same: SRs are used instead of DORs. But the  HSs also produced SRs which "copied" the se-faire 
causative RCs in French.  

In line with previous studies, our findings show that complex syntactic structures can be acquired in 
spite of the impoverished input which HSs receive, though at a lower pace and are prone to 
crosslinguistic interference effects. 

 

This research has been supported by the AAP grant Les langues d’héritage at the University of Paris 8. 

 

 
1 Data are still being collected and analysed. 
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The choice of referential expressions has been identified as a challenging domain for heritage speakers 
(HS) because it requires the integration of syntactic, pragmatic and discourse information. A lot of 
studies revealed that HS tend to overuse overt subjects in pro-drop heritage languages (HL). This has 
been found for many Romance HL, Greek, Turkish or Russian (e.g. Montrul 2004; Serratrice et al. 2004; 
Haznedar 2010; Tsimpli et al. 2004; Ivanova-Sullivan 2014). However, some studies have found no 
evidence for the overuse of overt subjects in child (Wolleb 2013) or adult HS (Nagy et al. 2011; Schmitz 
et al. 2016). A possible reason for this inconclusive evidence might be the fact that the studies mostly 
focus on only one age group of heritage speakers (children or adults). For other domains at the 
syntax/discourse interface (e.g. word order) it has been claimed that non-target like structures in HL 
development may disappear over time (cf., e.g., Kupisch 2014). 

To check this hypothesis, the present study looks at the use of null and overt subjects in different age 
groups of Polish HS in Germany, thus contributing new data from a hitherto understudied language 
combination. Polish represents a pro drop-language, while German is a topic drop-language. The data 
come from elicited oral speech. The age groups covered in the analysis include: (i) children between 
4;11 and 6;11 (n=14); (ii) children between 7;2 and 9;11 (n=24); (iii) children between 10;2 and 13;11 
(n=19); (iv) teenagers from 15 to 17 years (n=15) and (v) (young) adults from 18 to 36 (n=30). The 
groups were additionally split according to their age of onset of the acquisition of the majority language 
German into simultaneous (n=61) and early sequential bilinguals (n=41). They were compared to two 
age groups of Polish monolinguals who were exposed to the same tasks (group 1: 4-12 years, n=20; 
group 2: 19-38, n=30). 

A preliminary study on a smaller subsample showed that the child and adolescent Polish HS did not use 
more overt subjects when compared to their age-matched monolingual peers. Only within the group of 
adults we found a significant overuse of overt subjects compared to monolingual adults (see Fig. 1). 

Figure 1: Relative frequency of null and pronominal subjects in different age groups of Polish heritage 
speakers (HS) in Germany and monolingual (Mono) Polish peers 
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These findings support that distributional patterns of overt and null subjects may change over time. In 
line with Silva-Corvalán (2014) we propose an account that identifies ongoing attrition of the null 
subject parameter due to cross-linguistic influence from German as the main reason for the overuse of 
overt subjects by our oldest HSs. Our data, however, offer no support for an effect of AoO on subject 
realization in heritage Polish. 

 

Funding: This research was funded by the German Research Foundation (DFG), grant number 
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Use of clitic pronouns in Italian is an area of variability in several linguistic circumstances, from clinical 
grammars such as Developmental Language Disorder (DLD), for which it is an early marker (Bortolini 
et al. 2006, Arosio et al. 2014), to multilingual speakers (Vender et al. 2016, Garraffa et al. 2019). 
Numerous studies on attriters and heritage speakers show that the grammars of these bilingual speakers 
present signs of attrition on some syntactic elements, particularly when they allow for alternative 
structures (Tsimpli & Sorace 2006; Sorace 2011), for instance allowing more optionality for overt 
subject pronouns in null subject languages (Chamorro & Sorace 2019) and omitting object pronouns 
more frequently than their monolingual peers (Serratrice, Sorace & Paoli 2004). 

The present study is a comprehensive assessment of Italian clitic pronouns in two bilingual groups, 
aiming to explore the role of complexity in the choice of alternative structures. The two groups, namely 
first-generation Italian speakers and second-generation (heritage) Italian speakers living in an English-
speaking environment, can be thought to belong to a bilingual continuum, where attriters provide 
heritage speakers with the input that determines the acquisition of their heritage language (Kupisch & 
Rothman 2018). The assessment consists in a sentence-picture matching task for comprehension of DO 
clitics, and a set of elicitation tasks targeting an array of clitic pronouns on a gradient of complexity: 
direct object (DO) > indirect object (IO) > double-object clitic (1st/2nd person and 3rd person). 

Results show that the abstract representation of the clitic is available to both attriters and heritage speak-
ers, as proven by the ceiling performance on comprehension tasks and the absence of errors of feature 
and placement on the clitics; first generation Italian speakers frequently produce this element when it is 
a single argument, but infrequently cliticise two arguments at the same time. On the other hand, second 
generation Italian speakers always show a preference for the production of lexical NPs the majority of 
the time regardless of the type of clitic elicited, thus maintaining the canonical argument structure, and 
rarely produce clitic combinations. Importantly, when clitics are produced by this population, few mis-
takes on features and no mistakes of misplacement are made. Our data shows that, if a structure allows 
for optionality and requires a syntactic operation, bilingual speakers will prefer the less computationally 
demanding alternative in production in different capacities according to the group, but, regardless of the 
group, they will not make structural mistakes. 
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Simultaneous interpreters are a special group of bilinguals who frequently perform complex linguistic 
tasks in real time. When performing simultaneous interpretation (SI), they not only perceive information 
when interpreting one language into another but also perform processes such as comprehension and 
memorization. To account for this performance, Gile (2009) suggests that interpreters allocate limited 
cognitive capacity to concurrent tasks. When the total capacity required by the tasks exceeds the 
limitations, the performance will be affected. In other words, the process of tasks can be parallel, 
consistent with the capacity-sharing assumption suggested by Tombu and Jolicoeur (2003). 

However, some studies have shown that people cannot conduct another task while speaking, 
which against the parallel processing hypothesis (Cook & Meyer 2008; Declerck & Kormos 2012). 
Ferreira and Pashler (2002) found that people cannot perform a non-linguistic task when producing a 
word, indicating that language production shares the central processing mechanism, which can process 
one task at a time, with some processes underlying non-linguistic tasks. That is, the process of tasks 
cannot be parallel but in serial. 

When considering the fluent and clear interpretations interpreters provide while listening to the 
speaker, it is hard to believe that they are also subject to this structural limitation. Therefore, this study 
investigated whether professional simultaneous interpreters perform multiple tasks simultaneously or 
whether they are affected by the central processing bottleneck during language production. 

The study compared the performance of professional simultaneous interpreters, bilinguals, and 
monolinguals. Each group has 30 participants, and each interpreter has one carefully matched 
counterpart in each group with age, gender, and language pairs (except monolinguals who speak only 
English). Interpreters in this study have at least five years of SI work experience. All participants 
performed a dual-task separated by stimulus onset asynchronies (SOA. 50, 150 and 900 ms). The picture 
naming task in sentence context that requires a verbal response presented first, followed by a tone 
discrimination task that requires a button-press response. This study manipulated the sentence constraint 
(medium vs low) and the frequency of picture names (high vs low). 

 The robust psychological refractory period effect was found in all three groups, showing that 
the reaction times to the second task were postponed at the shortest SOA compared to at the longest. 
These results showed that interpreters, highly proficient bilinguals, and English monolinguals are 
subject to the central processing bottleneck and cannot conduct another task while speaking. 

 

Note:  

The work has been published in the journal Bilingualism: Language and Cognition. 
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 This research investigates how reading comprehension and inferencing unknown words in 
context can be related. We encourage our students to keep reading without consulting a dictionary in 
extensive reading. They are encouraged to keep reading by inferring the meanings of unknown words 
without explicitly confirming the accurate meanings of them. Reading extensively is assumed to enable 
learners to acquire vocabulary incidentally (Nation & Waring 2020). 

 Still, we do not know how incidental learning of new vocabulary words actually occurs. This 
research examines how lexical inferencing occurs in context and at the same time to what extent learners 
can grasp the meanings of the text being processed. Fifty-nine university students learning English at 
the intermediate level participated in the experiment. They were asked to infer the meanings of non-
words in the context of 4000-word level narrative texts and responded in both L1, i.e., Japanese, and L2. 
Non-words were used to control any possible variable contributions made by varied lexical knowledge. 
They were also asked to report all the contextual clues they used to attain the inferred meanings. In 
addition, they wrote a short summary of the passages. This was expected to demonstrate the levels of 
text comprehension by the participants.  

 The results of the quantitative analysis revealed that semantic clues within or beyond the 
sentence level were most frequently used, which could be reasonable for narrative text comprehension. 
The qualitative analysis on summary writing shows that the achieved levels of lexical inferencing and 
comprehension of the reading passage demonstrated in summary writing do not match. In other words, 
some students who are good at lexical inferencing do not necessarily do well on summary writing, and 
vice versa. Of course, such patterns as those who are good at lexical inferencing do well on reading 
comprehension and those who are poor at inferencing show poor reading comprehension do exist. These 
results indicate that the problem of developing L2 reading skills lies in the fact of not being able to 
appropriately connect lexical inferencing and comprehension of the gist of the reading passage. This 
means that L2 readers need to become able to use their lexical inferencing skills to meaningfully connect 
various parts of the reading passage and attain comprehension of the text (Bialystok 1983; Nagy & 
Herman 1987; Sternberg 1987; Nagy & Scott 2013; Farstrup & Samuels 2008). In other words, 
connecting top-down and bottom-up processing needs to be done. 

 The results obtained in the present research have numerous implications for further developing 
the pedagogy of reading comprehension and ultimately vocabulary build up. More research is needed to 
combine the effects of lexical inferencing and the process of understanding the gist of a text.  
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Lexical access is a complex process in itself, which, for multilinguals, can become more complex than 
for bilinguals and monolinguals, due to the greater possibilities of language influence and/or interference 
among the languages (Szubko-Sitarek, 2015). Therefore, it is assumed, that the processing of one or two 
languages differs from the process of three or more languages. This assumption is supported by scholars 
in the area of multilingualism (such as Cenoz, 2008, De Angelis, 2007, Jessner, 2006). The present study 
investigated whether lexical access of multilinguals is selective or non-selective with respect to 
language. Two experiments dealing with language comprehension and production were carried out with 
trilingual speakers of Brazilian Portuguese, German and English. Our main goals were (1) to investigate 
the effect of triple cognates (among Brazilian Portuguese, German and English) in the comprehension 
of English as the target language, and (2) to investigate cross language priming in a language production 
task. The following groups of participants took part in the present study: (1) native speakers of English 
– the L1G, (2) native speakers of Brazilian Portuguese with English as the L2 – the L2G, and (3), native 
speakers of Brazilian Portuguese, with German as the L2 and English as the L3 – the L3G. In Experiment 
1, data from 35 participants (L1G= 11; L2G= 11; L3G= 13) was analyzed. The experiment consisted of 
a sentence comprehension task containing cognates among the participants’ three languages. This 
experiment was carried out with the eye tracking technique. Experiment 2, on the other hand, was a 
picture naming task with the masked priming paradigm and was performed by 41 participants (L1G=13; 
L2G=12; L3G=16). The results of Experiment 1 showed that triple cognates facilitated the 
comprehension of English sentences for the L3 group, but not for the L2 and L1 groups, which was 
interpreted as evidence of the effect of the L2 – German. In Experiment 2, the results showed that when 
the prime word was presented in German (the L2), there was an increase in reaction time as compared 
to when the prime word was presented in the L1 (Brazilian-Portuguese) or in the L3 (English). This 
effect was only observed for the L3G. which was in line with the results of the Experiment 1. The results 
of this second experiment are also in favor of the effect of the L2 – German in the processing of the L3 
– English. The results of the two experiments were interpreted as evidence of non-selective lexical 
access as well as of a common lexical storage for the trilinguals’ languages. 
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The corpus callosum is the largest white matter structure of the human brain, which enables 
interhemispheric transfer of information. Research has shown that bilinguals have larger anterior regions 
of the corpus callosum (Felton et al., 2017; Coggins et al., 2004) when compared to monolinguals. 
Besides, as a potential consequence of age-related thinning of the corpus callosum and therefore less 
facilitated interhemispheric transfer, older monolingual adults seem to experience less interference from 
contradicting stimuli when bilaterally displayed (Delvenne & Castronovo, 2018). The current study 
aimed to investigate whether bilinguals, due to a larger corpus callosum, would experience more 
interference from bilaterally displayed contradicting stimuli and whether age-related decline in 
interference would be reduced by bilingualism. In this divided-field Stroop task, four groups of younger 
(18-25 years) and older (65-85 years) monolinguals and bilinguals were tested with spatially separated 
target and distracter stimuli in two similar online experiments. Experiment 1 used word and colour 
stimuli, while Experiment 2 used number and dots stimuli, to control for the language component of 
Experiment 1. As expected, all groups showed a significant Stroop effect across both experiments. In 
Experiment 1, the Stroop effect was the smallest in younger bilinguals, which is in line with the literature 
(Bialystok et al., 2008), suggesting that even highly fluent bilinguals may read their second language 
less automatically. Therefore, reading the word while reacting to the colour would not interfere as much 
in younger bilinguals than in monolinguals. This was confirmed by Experiment 2 when the stimuli did 
not include any words, as a Stroop effect for younger bilinguals was found in this task. For the older 
bilinguals, the Stroop effect was significantly larger in the bilateral condition than in the unilateral 
condition, while there was no difference between the two for all other groups. As hypothesised, this 
suggests that older bilinguals experience more interference from contradicting stimuli in the bilateral 
display when compared to their monolingual peers. This could be explained by increased white matter 
integrity through lifelong bilingualism (Anderson et al., 2018) and would mean that older bilinguals are 
less able to inhibit the distracter stimulus in a bilateral display compared to older monolinguals. 
However, this effect only occurs in Experiment 1, while no differences between groups for the Stroop 
effect are found in Experiment 2.    
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One of the most remarkable characteristics of bilinguals is that they can inhibit one language while 
speaking another one, as well as effortlessly switch between two languages, and mix these, when the 
situation allows it. Transgressing the boundaries between the language systems is key to some forms of 
code-switching, but in other types, the languages appear to be “living apart together”, maintaining a 
close but distant relationship. Under these circumstances, inhibition can appear to be almost perfect in 
that virtually no traces of the inhibited language appear in monolingual stretches of the target language, 
at least for a particular stretch of discourse. Accounting for the contrasts between both abilities of 
bilinguals (mixing as well as inhibition) is very challenging for linguistic and psycholinguistics theories. 
The many studies on translanguaging that have appeared in recent years have also made it clear that the 
issue of (the lack of) separability of language systems in multilinguals needs to be addressed. However, 
the issue of separability should be seen in relation to the (actual or assumed) similarity between 
languages. In this paper I will review the evidence for and against separation in the available literature 
on code-switching and translanguaging among children as well as adults. My own view is that language 
systems are never completely separate, nor completely integrated, and that a more fine-grained approach 
to the issue is needed. I hope to propose such an approach in my paper. 
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Folk wisdom has it that it is easier to learn foreign languages if you have been raised bilingually, but 
research evidence is controversial. Factors that have been proposed to explain the conflicting findings 
include typological proximity, home language status and bilingual proficiency/literacy. We argue that 
prior research has overlooked one crucial variable: differences in out-of-school exposure to L3. 
Bilinguals may receive less out-of-school exposure to English as a Foreign Language (EFL) because 
their time is already divided between two languages. Alternatively, bilinguals may receive more 
informal EFL exposure if parents in mixed marriages communicate in English. In this talk we report 
two studies comparing monolinguals and bilinguals learning EFL in the Netherlands.  

Study 1 compared EFL skills of typically-developing monolingual Dutch (N=31) and bilingual Turkish-
Dutch children (N=30) in the first two years of secondary education (age 12–14). The Peabody Picture 
Vocabulary Test (Dunn & Dunn, 2007) and the Litmus Sentence Repetition Task (Marinis & Armon-
Lotem, 2015) were administered to measure EFL proficiency. A language exposure questionnaire 
adapted from PABIQ (Tuller, 2015) was filled in by the parents. On both measures we found a 
significant Group*Exposure interaction (βPPVT = -2.79, SE = 0.72, t = -3.88, p < .001; βSRT = -0.59, SE = 
0.22, t = -2.70, p = .01). Bilinguals with little informal exposure to English performed worse than 
monolinguals, but bilinguals with more EFL exposure outperformed their monolingual peers.  

Study 2 focussed on EFL learning by monolingual (N=49) and bilingual (N=22) children with 
developmental language disorder in the last three years of special primary education (age 9–12). The 
bilingual participants spoke a variety of home languages. The English tests included a Receptive 
Vocabulary Task and a Grammar Test. An exposure questionnaire designed for the purposes of this 
study was also administered to the children. Bilinguals outperformed monolinguals on the Grammar 
Test, even if differences in out-of-school exposure were taken into account (β = -0.52, SE = 0.21, z = -
2.44, p = .01). Bilinguals also outperformed monolinguals on the Receptive Vocabulary Task, but the 
differences disappeared once informal exposure to English was controlled for (β = 2.22, SE = 1.44, z = 
1.55, p = .12). Furthermore, there was a significant Group*Exposure interaction (β = -0.22, SE = 0.11, 
z = -2.06, p = .04) revealing that a greater amount of informal EFL exposure benefitted bilinguals more 
than monolinguals. 

Taken together the findings demonstrate that (i) not taking the amount of informal EFL exposure into 
account may lead to either false positives or false negatives as far as bilingual advantage in L3 learning 
is concerned; and (ii) bilingualism may be associated with enhanced input processing capacities 
(bilinguals benefit more from higher EFL exposure than monolinguals). 
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Background Many bilingual children regularly produce utterances in one language influenced by the 
other. For example, in both elicited and spontaneous speech, Romance-Germanic bilingual children have 
been found to produce ungrammatical N(oun)-Adj(ective) structures in their Germanic language (e.g., 
“appleN greenADJ”) influenced by their Romance language (e.g., “pommeN verteADJ”) (Nicoladis, 2006; 
van der Linden & Blok-Boas, 2005). Such cross-linguistic influence (CLI) has also been primed (Hsin 
et al., 2013). Indeed, between-language structural priming has recently been proposed as the mechanism 
underpinning CLI in bilingual children (e.g., Hervé et al., 2016; Serratrice, 2016). On this account, 
bilingual children share syntactic representations across languages, similarly to bilingual adults 
(Hartsuiker et al., 2004). For adults, shared syntax – and hence between-language priming – has been 
shown to develop as a function of proficiency (Hartsuiker & Bernolet, 2016). Furthermore, such sharing 
has been claimed to include structures which are grammatical in one language but ungrammatical in the 
other (Hsin et al., 2013; Hwang et al., 2018). To test these claims, this paper investigates (i) to what 
extent it is possible to prime CLI resulting in ungrammatical structures, and (ii) whether priming of 
ungrammatical structures is related to proficiency.  

Participants & Method Following Messenger et al. (2011), a “snap” card game was used to prime Adj-
N/N-Adj structures in 24 French-Dutch bilingual children (Mage = 6.6 years). Dutch adjectives are 
prenominal (Adj-N); French adjectives are typically postnominal (N-Adj), but a number of high 
frequency adjectives occur prenominally. Children were primed from French to Dutch and vice versa. 
Both adjective-types were included. Bilingual proficiency was measured by averaging vocabulary 
scores across both languages.   

Results There was a priming effect from French to Dutch: ungrammatical N-Adj orders were more 
frequent in Dutch after a postnominal prime in French. There was however no priming effect from Dutch 
to French. In both directions, there was a main effect of adjective-type: postnominal orders were more 
frequent in both languages for those adjectives which appear postnominally in French. There was no 
interaction. French-to-Dutch priming was modulated by bilingual proficiency with stronger priming of 
the ungrammatical N-Adj order associated with lower proficiency.  

Discussion Our results replicate previous findings for French-to-Dutch (Hsin et al., 2013) but not from 
Dutch-to-French (cf. Nicoladis, 2006). Possible explanations include: the rate of ungrammatical orders 
in the baseline, language dominance, and the fact that Adj-N is a possible order in French but completely 
ungrammatical in Dutch. Contrary to bilingual adults (Hartsuiker & Bernolet, 2017), higher proficiency 
was not associated with greater priming. This suggests ungrammatical structures may not be shared. It 
also leads us to consider how proficiency can best be operationalized in bilingual children and adults in 
relation to priming.  
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We investigated whether pronoun interpretation preferences from a null subject language, Turkish, in-
fluence online and offline pronoun resolution in a non-null subject language, Dutch, in Turkish-Dutch 
simultaneous bilingual children. Dutch overt pronouns are usually linked to the most accessible referent 
in the discourse (e.g., Ariel, 2014), which is Anna in (1). In contrast, Turkish overt pronouns typically 
signal a shift in topic (e.g., Azar & Özyürek, 2015; Enç, 1986), linking o in (2) either to Sophie or a 
third unmentioned referent. 
 
(1) Annai en   Sophiek zijn thuis. Terwijl Annai  leest, neemt   ziji/k    een slokje water. 

Annai and Sophiek are home  while    Annai  reads takes    shei/k   a     sip      water 
 
(2) Annai okurken, oi?/k     sudan bir yudum alıyor. 
     Annai  read        she?i/k water  a   sip        take 
 

It is unknown whether preferences from one language can influence bilingual children’s online 
pronoun resolution preferences in their other language (see Serratrice, 2007, for offline pronoun resolu-
tion). In fact, cross-linguistic influence during sentence processing in general is an underexplored area 
in children (cf. Lemmerth & Hopp, 2019; van Dijk, Dijkstra, & Unsworth, under review). Our main aim 
was, therefore, to test for online cross-linguistic influence during Dutch pronoun resolution in Turkish-
Dutch children. Furthermore, we compared online and offline effects and investigated the role of lan-
guage dominance. Finally, we tested whether a general bilingualism effect affects children’s pronoun 
interpretations (e.g., Sorace et al., 2009). 

We measured 17 Turkish-Dutch children’s (age: 7;0-11;0) pronoun interpretation preferences 
in Dutch sentences such as in (1) using an eye-tracking task (visual world paradigm) combined with a 
picture selection task. Twenty-two German-Dutch bilingual and 14 Dutch monolingual peers served as 
control groups. We expected no influence from German as Dutch and German have similar pronoun 
preferences (e.g., Roberts, Gullberg, & Indefrey, 2008). 

Using mixed effects modelling we found evidence for cross-linguistic influence from Turkish 
in children’s fixations when we took children’s language dominance profile into account. The more 
balanced children were in their languages, as opposed to being Dutch-dominant, the less they fixated on 
the Turkish-preferred non-topic referent. We observed a similar although non-significant pattern offline. 
Finally, we found no evidence for a general bilingualism effect online or offline. 
Our findings suggest that processing Dutch pronouns activates Turkish overt pronouns and their 
preferred non-topic interpretation, in line with accounts on non-selective lexical and syntactic access in 
bilinguals (e.g., Dijkstra & van Heuven, 2002; Hartsuiker & Bernolet, 2017). Turkish-Dutch children 
had to inhibit this Turkish co-activation. Consequently, the stronger this inhibition was, the less available 
the ‘Turkish interpretation’ became. Furthermore, language dominance mediated the strength of co-
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activation, and, consequently, inhibition. This study is one of the first to provide direct evidence of 
language co-activation during sentence processing in bilingual children. 
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This study aims at analyzing rapid naming skills in dyslexia and bilingualism, while also addressing 

the interaction between these two dimensions. Lexical access, typically measured with rapid 
automatized naming (RAN) tasks in which participants are asked to name as fast and accurately as 
possible sequences of pictures, colors, digits and letters, is generally found as markedly impaired in 
developmental dyslexia (Fawcett & Nicolson, 1994; Swan & Goswami, 1997). Consistently, rapid 
naming skills have been reported as a solid predictor of reading abilities (Kirby et al., 2008; Norton & 
Wolf, 2012). 

Weaknesses in lexical competence are also typically observed in bilingual individuals (Bialystok, 
2009; Roberts et al., 2002), although it has been suggested that difficulties are lower with high frequency 
stimuli and especially with digits and letters, if the bilinguals’ vehicular language is tested (Gollan et 
al., 2005; Wood et al., 2017).  

Our study aimed to address the interaction between bilingualism and dyslexia in rapid naming, 
which has not been tested so far. We developed and administered a task to assess rapid naming abilities 
in Italian of 111 of 10-year-old children, divided in 4 groups: 24 monolingual dyslexics, 24 bilingual 
dyslexics, 33 monolingual controls and 30 bilingual controls. All bilinguals had Italian as a L2. The 
participants’ literacy and language skills were assessed. The RAN task comprised 4 subtests assessing 
rapid naming of colors, digits, letters and pictures. 

Data were analyzed using a series of mixed effect models that included accuracy and log-
transformed response time as dependent variables. Results showed that dyslexics, both monolingual and 
bilingual, were slower than controls; interestingly, however, we found a significant interaction between 
bilingualism and dyslexia in accuracy, with bilingual dyslexics performing more accurately than 
monolingual dyslexics. A significant effect of task was also found. More particularly, both groups of 
dyslexics were slower than controls in naming pictures, colors and digits, showing however a similar 
(ceiling) accuracy with no differences among groups. In letter naming, instead, both groups of dyslexics 
were less accurate than controls; in addition, besides the fact that dyslexics were slower than controls, 
we also found that bilinguals were significantly faster than monolinguals, pointing to an advantage of 
bilingualism that extends to dyslexia as well. 

In conclusion, it is confirmed that lexical access is impaired in dyslexia, with dyslexic children 
being always slower than controls and also less accurate in letter naming. Moreover, no bilingual deficit 
was reported in this task: bilinguals always performed similarly to monolinguals and they even showed 
a higher speed in naming letters in their vehicular language. Finally, bilingual dyslexics performed 
similarly to monolingual dyslexics with digits, colors and pictures, and they were even faster with letters, 
confirming that bilingualism does not have a negative effect on dyslexia. 
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Heritage Language (hereafter HL) grammars systematically differ from the baseline grammar, i.e., 
grammars of monolingual or bilingual speakers who are dominant in that language (Benmamoun, 
Montrul, & Polinsky 2013; Montrul, 2016, Polinsky, 2018; Rothman, 2009). HL grammars might 
undergo restructuring (Meir & Polinsky, 2019). Mechanisms of HL grammar variations are still debated 
(Polinsky, & Scontras, 2019, 2020). Among the potential sources of variation, previous research 
suggests (a) cross-linguistic influence from the dominant language, (b) Age of Onset of the Societal 
language (AoO) and (c) processing limitations. 
Russian and Hebrew offer a unique opportunity to test how properties of the dominant language might 
be related to acquisition/ maintenance of HL. In both languages, adjective-noun agreement is presented 
as well as subject-verb-agreement. However, only Russian shows case concord, while in Hebrew case 
morphology is sparse. If properties of the dominant language shape HL acquisition / maintenance, based 
on the Russian and Hebrew, better performance is expected on adjective-noun and subject-verb 
agreement in HL speakers, while case concord is hypothesized to be more fragile.  
The current study presents morpho-syntactic abilities of 76 Russian speakers divided into 4 groups: 1 
group of monolingual baseline speakers residing in the former USSR and 3 groups of bilingual Russian-
Hebrew speakers from Israel, who vary in the AoO of Hebrew (before age 5, between 5-13, after age 
13). The participants completed an audio grammaticality judgment experiment (GJT). The GJT included 
three morpho-syntactic phenomena (subject-verb agreement, adjective-noun agreement, and case 
concord) across split and non-split conditions. The three grammatical categories are considered to be 
early-acquired categories in monolingual Russian-speaking children (see Gvozdev, 1961).  
The results were analyzed using a mixed effects modeling with morpho-syntactic category (adjective-
noun agreement, case concord and subject-verb agreement), Split (split vs. non-split) and 
Grammaticality (grammatical vs. ungrammatical). All the groups were less accurate on split 
constructions, in which the agreeing elements were separated by an intervening phrase. On all three 
conditions, early HL speakers (i.e., speakers with AoO before 5) showed lower performance and differed 
from the monolingual baseline controls as well as late HL speakers (AoO between 5-13) and bilingual 
Russian-Hebrew baseline bilinguals (with AoO after 13). The latter three groups showed comparable 
results. Early HL speakers showed higher performance on subject-verb agreement, compared to 
adjective-noun agreement and case concord.  
To conclude, the results confirmed vulnerability of morpho-syntax in HL speakers with early AoO, 
pointing at the key role of AoO in HL development. Increased processing load affected the performance 
of all speakers. With respect to cross-linguistic influence, the findings showed a more complex picture 
than predicted. Theoretical implications of HL formation and mechanisms triggering variation will be 
discussed in the light of the obtained findings.  
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As “lightning conductor” in socio-economic, demographic and political developments, language 
profoundly influences Belgium’s outlines and polarises the Dutch-speaking Flemish and French-
speaking Walloons (Nelde, 1997; Wils, 2005). Throughout the long 19th and 20th century, which 
represent a tumultuous context of nation building and concordant language-ideological thinking, the 
tensions between Dutch- and French-speakers were canalised by ideals of strict territorial 
monolingualism. As a result, there currently is a federal state structure consisting of three language 
communities and three socio-economic regions shaped by a constitutionally determined language 
frontier. In the present phase of intense globalisation, however, various forms of societal and individual 
multilingualism become increasingly visible and challenge the delicately balanced state structures and 
their foundational ideals.  

This presentation focusses on multilingualism as problem constructions (Ruíz 1984; Hult & Hornberger 
2016). Conceiving of the media as a meaningful actor in (re)producing and naturalizing such discourses 
(e.g. Johnson & Milani 2009), we aim to answer the following questions: (a) in which news topics 
emerges the multilingualism as problem orientation in the Dutch- and French-medium written press, (b) 
by which linguistic strategies is it discursively constructed and (c) which language ideologies echo in 
these strategies? Following Milroy (2001: 538), we thereby seek to understand the historical and 
contemporary logic of these ideologies, but also to deconstruct their apparent neutrality and authority, 
by no means treating them as an idiotic or paranoid illusion.  

Using a concordance analysis of 2241 media articles from the GoPressAcademic archive containing the 
keyword ‘multilingualism’, we identified 317 occurrences of a language as problem orientation. These 
are significantly distributed over the Dutch- (233) and French-medium (84) press. The texts in which 
this orientation is present, are then subjected to a critical and pragmatic analysis based on the principles 
of the Discourse Historical Approach (Reisigl & Wodak 2016). The analysis sheds light on the topics 
these texts exhibit and on the precise linguistic nomination, predication an argumentation of the 
‘problem’.  

Three general systematic patterns appear from the analysis: (1) intensified language and verb passivation 
that evokes urgency and overwhelm, (2) metaphors and temporal adverbs that display shifting language 
relations as linear and teleological, and (3) argumentative fallacies presenting  mono- and 
multilingualism as a false dichotomy. This suggests that multilingualism as problem orientations in the 
Dutch-medium press are deeply rooted in a one nation-one language logic of community language 
protection that stems from the decades-long emancipatory ‘battle’ of the Flemish in Belgium. The 
French-medium press seems to be remarkably aware of this sensitivity and disdainfully presents as 
‘typically Flemish’. The results, in sum, show how Belgian language discussions have to been seen as 
the slippery tip of a more complex iceberg of sociohistorical developments between two “fragile 
majorities” (McAndrew 2010). 
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The prepositional phrase (PP) ‘with the binoculars’ in the syntactically ambiguous sentence in (1) can 
grammatically be attached to either the verb (high attachment) or the second noun (low attachment): 
 

(1) The man saw the woman with the binoculars 
 
Although high attachment is generally preferred (Rayner et al., 1983), both text-explicit information 
(the discourse context; Altmann & Steedman, 1988) and pragmatic information (world knowledge; 
Schütze & Gibson, 1999) can guide attachments in native English speakers. However, little is known 
about L2 speakers’ attachment preferences of globally ambiguous PPs, which may be particularly 
challenging when different sources of information (text-based, pragmatic) have to be integrated. 
 
We developed a PP attachment task suitable for testing L2 and native speakers of English. Two 
experiments presented written globally ambiguous sentences with a preceding 2-sentence discourse 
context (Fig. 1). Pragmatic information (fishermen more typically have fishing nets than hairdressers) 
as well as text-explicit information were manipulated to bias either low or high attachment. In addition, 
we manipulated the structural complexity of the preceding sentences (low vs. high), for instance through 
a subject vs. an object relative clause. The data were analyzed using linear mixed-effects models. 
 
Experiment 1 aimed to confirm the attachment preferences of native English speakers (n = 47) from 
the literature. The results confirm that overall, native English speakers prefer high attachment (69% high 
attachment responses). Text-explicit outweighs pragmatic information (p < 0.001), but low attachment 
never becomes the preferred option (i.e. all averages favor high attachment). Structural complexity did 
not affect native speakers' attachments (p = 0.88). 
 
Experiment 2 examined the PP attachment preferences in highly proficient L1-Spanish L2-English 
speakers (n = 38) compared to a new group of L1-English controls (n = 34). Importantly, Spanish also 
prefers high PP attachment, so no interference from the L1 is expected. We hypothesized that, as 
opposed to L1 controls, structural complexity will influence L2-English speakers' attachment 
preferences, in that they will rely more on pragmatic knowledge in complex texts. The results (Fig. 2) 
show that L1 and L2 speakers show similar effects of text-explicit and pragmatic information (ps < 
0.01). No main effect of group was found, but a group*complexity interaction indicates that L2 speakers 
(but not L1 controls) gave more low attachment responses when the structural complexity was high (p 
< 0.05). 
 
In conclusion, like native English speakers, L1-Spanish L2-English speakers prefer high attachment, 
but interpretations are flexible and influenced by text-explicit and pragmatic information. L2-English 
speakers show increased low attachment preferences in structurally complex contexts, but, contrary to 
our hypothesis, do not rely more on pragmatic knowledge in those instances. Rather, they show an 
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increased tendency for low attachment, suggesting that processing constraints lead them to the most 
recent potential attachment site. 
 

  
The hairdresser that married the fisherman likes to fish. 
After the fisherman came back from work, the hairdresser went fishing. 
The hairdresser caught the fisherman with the fishing net. 

 
Who had the fishing net?        ❐ the fisherman     ❐ the hairdresser 

 

Figure 1. Example item in which the fisherman is biased based on pragmatic information, and the 
hairdresser is biased based on text-explicit information. 

 

 

Figure 2. LEFT: Boxplot of the high attachment ratings as affected by pragmatic information (PI) bias 
and text-explicit (TE) bias from Experiment 2 for L1 controls and L2-English speakers. RIGHT: Boxplot 
of the high attachment ratings for L2-English speakers in Experiment 2 based on the structural 
complexity of the context. A significant effect of structural complexity of the context was found for the 
L2 speakers. 
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Speakers often experience more difficulties while naming objects in a non-native language compared to 
their native language. However, where do these difficulties originate? One source for this difficulty is 
cross-linguistic influence (CLI), which is a result of parallel activation of the native and non-native 
language. In order for speakers to succeed at non-native production, they need to mitigate CLI effects 
and select the target language of production prior to articulation. Another important question explored 
in this study is related to the locus of target language selection during the production process.  

We addressed these two issues by examining the implications of CLI for the time course of the individual 
production stages and the locus of target language selection in non-native production. We exploited two 
phenomena to gain insight into the individual production stages from a behavioural and neurocognitive 
perspective. First, we studied the gender-congruency effect, which reflects CLI at the level of 
grammatical gender processing and was previously linked to the lemma retrieval stage and early 
phonological processing stages in Romance languages. Second, we explored the cognate facilitation 
effect indexing CLI during the phonological encoding stages. Our event-related potentials (ERPs) of 
interest were the P300 as an index for conflict monitoring and attentional resources, as well as the N400 
as an index for parallel activation and lexical integration. 

Thirty-three German late learners of Spanish named pictures by producing NPs (e.g., determiner + noun: 
[la flor] “the flower”). We manipulated gender congruency (congruent/incongruent) and cognate status 
(cognate/non-cognate) across languages and recorded participants’ naming accuracy, naming latencies 
and EEG.  

Our results provide evidence for CLI of the gender systems and the phonological systems in non-native 
NP production. Participants were more accurate at naming congruent nouns compared to incongruent 
nouns. Further, P300 voltage amplitudes were significantly modulated by gender congruency and 
cognate status. In contrast, we did not find evidence for an N400 effect. We argue that the P300 effect 
demonstrates the mitigation of CLI effects between the target and non-target language. In contrast, the 
N400 effect appears to be either absent, or delayed and masked by articulatory artefacts. 

The results suggest that both the target and non-target language remain active at least until the 
phonological encoding stages and that the target language is likely selected in later phonological 
processing stages. Moreover, the results highlight the P300 as a critical index for CLI. 

Our study has important theoretical implications for characterising the time course of non-native NP 
production and the resulting delays in non-native naming. Finally, this study also addresses the critical 
issue of the locus of target language selection, which has implications for theoretical models on native 
and non-native word production. 
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In this paper we focus on individual differences which can explain variability in listening comprehension 
(LC) among adult Chinese learners of English. Although many studies have been conducted on LC 
among second language (L2) learners, individual differences in listening have received less attention 
than individual differences in reading. A better understanding of individual differences which determine 
L2 learners’ success in comprehending speech input is therefore urgently needed because L2 learners 
find it hard to make progress in improving their LC (Graham, 2011). 

187 adult Chinese learners of English took part in the study. One group was based in China (N = 147); 
the other group in the UK (N = 40). LC was measured with the listening section of the Cambridge 
Preliminary English Test (PET Listening), and with the College English Test Band 4 (CET4). Four 
groups of explanatory variables were included in the study: linguistic knowledge, sentence processing 
speed, cognitive factors and learners’ use of English in daily life. Structural equation modelling (SEM) 
analysis and multiple regression analysis methods were used to analyze data. A structural equation 
model of LC based on Andringa, Olsthoorn, Van Beuningen, Schoonen and Hulstijn (2012) was tested 
among the participants. 

SEM analyses show that together the four groups of factors explained 65.7% of the variance in LC 
among adult Chinese learners of English. 

The LC of learners in China was significantly lower than that of Chinese learners in the UK. Linguistic 
knowledge, frequency of use of English in daily life and aural sentence processing speed were key 
predictors of listening in both groups. Phonological knowledge was the most important predictor of LC 
among the variables measuring linguistic knowledge and word recognition from speech explained 
variance in listening comprehension over and above the contribution of word segmentation from speech. 
The SEM models of LC built in the current study differ from that in Andringa et al. (2012) because we 
added frequency of L2 use to the model. This variable uniquely explained 5.8% of the variance in LC 
as measured with the PET listening and it explained 5.1% of the variance in LC as measured with the 
CET4 listening. When the two groups of learners were considered separately word recognition from 
speech was the most important predictor for learners in China whilst for learners in the UK, learners’ 
grammar knowledge and the reasoning ability were key. Pedagogical implications for teachers and 
learners of English and test developers in China and in the UK are provided based on these findings. 
These include that recognition of spoken words will need to be trained much more explicitly among 
Chinese learners of English, both in the UK and in China. 
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Learning a language is akin to learning a skill, and subcortical structures adapt with increasing language 
experience and expertise (Hervais-Adelman et al., 2018; Pliatsikas et al., 2017; Berken et al., 2016; 
Burgaleta et al., 2016). However, the trajectory and limits of these restructuring remain unclear. In 
support of the Dynamic Restructuring Model (Pliatsikas, 2020), previous findings on bi/multilinguals 
appear to reflect a process of renormalisation where volumetric expansions that occur during the early 
stages of additional language learning are followed by contractions to baseline volumes upon acquiring 
greater adeptness at the skill (DeLuca et al., 2018; Elmer et al., 2014). We obtained T1-weighted images 
from 14 English monolinguals from the UK, and 14 English-Malay bilinguals and 14 English-Malay-
Chinese/Tamil/Japanese/Korean trilinguals from Malaysia. The volumes of subcortical structures were 
extracted using FSL pipelines and compared across groups. The results revealed significant group 
differences for all structures except for the caudate nucleus. The accumbens is significantly smaller in 
monolinguals when compared to bilinguals, but is not different between monolinguals and trilinguals. 
Monolinguals have significantly smaller volumes than both bilinguals and trilinguals in the 
hippocampus, putamen, thalamus, pallidum and amygdala. Linear regression models further revealed 
that more lateralised restructuring occurred for the accumbens, hippocampus and thalamus. These results 
highlight the dynamic process of subcortical restructuring, and more specifically supports the concept 
of structural renormalisation with increasing language experience. Additionally, structures with roles in 
language processing and production, and higher-order cognition such as executive control, memory and 
learning seem to be the quickest to renormalise. This may be attributed to similar cognitive demands 
involved in controlling and processing additional languages (Kroll et al., 2014; Bialystok et al., 2012; 
Abutalebi & Green, 2007). 
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